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Abstract 
The introduction of fibre-reinforced polymers (FRPs) to the field of civil engineering has led to 
numerous research efforts focusing on a wide range of applications where properties such as 
high strength, light weight or corrosion resistance are desirable.  In particular, FRP materials 
have been especially attractive for use as internal reinforcement in reinforced concrete (RC) 
structures exposed to aggressive environments due to the rapidly deteriorating infrastructure 
resulting from corrosion of conventional steel reinforcement.  While FRPs have been 
successfully implemented in a variety of structural applications including bridges and parking 
garages, little research has been conducted on the use of FRP reinforcement for short span slab 
bridges.  Furthermore, the behaviour of FRP-RC flexural members cast with self-consolidating 
concrete (SCC) is largely absent from the literature. 
The present study investigates the behaviour of an all-FRP reinforcement system for slab 
bridges which combines lower cost glass FRP (GFRP) reinforcing bars with high performance 
carbon FRP (CFRP) prestressed tendons in SCC to produce a structure which is both cost-
efficient and characterized by excellent structural performance at the serviceability, ultimate 
and fatigue limit states.  An extensive experimental program comprised of 57 large or full-scale 
slab strips was conducted to investigate the effects of reinforcement type, reinforcement ratio, 
member depth, prestressing level and shear reinforcement type on the overall flexural 
performance of slab bridges under both monotonic and fatigue loading.  The proposed 
reinforcement system was found to display excellent serviceability characteristics with reduced 
deflections and crack widths compared to the steel-reinforced control slab.  The slabs also 
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displayed high load capacities as well as significant deformability to allow for sufficient warning 
prior to failure.  Lastly, the use of post-tensioned CFRP tendons limited the stresses in the GFRP 
reinforcing bars leading to significantly longer fatigue lives and higher fatigue strengths 
compared to non-prestressed slabs. 
To compliment the main experimental study, a series of ancillary tests were conducted to 
characterize the mechanical and fatigue properties of the reinforcing bars used.  Both CFRP and 
GFRP bars were tested under uniaxial tension to measure their ultimate tensile strengths and 
moduli of elasticity.  In addition, the fatigue behaviour of the GFRP bars was assessed through a 
series of axial bar tests as well as flexural beam-hinge tests conducted at various load ranges to 
determine the effect of concrete on the fatigue behaviour of the GFRP bars.  It was found that 
the abrasion induced at the bar-concrete interface reduced the fatigue lives of the bars by a full 
order of magnitude and the beam-hinge specimens failed within one million cycles at load 
ranges as low as 20% of their measured static ultimate capacity. 
Analytical models from current North American design codes were used to predict the 
behaviour of the slab bridge strips at service and at ultimate.  Where these models failed to 
accurately represent the experimental findings, simple modifications were proposed.  The 
results from the ancillary tests were also used to modify existing analytical models to predict 
the effects of fatigue loading on the deflection, crack width, shear resistance and flexural 
capacity of each of the tested slabs.  A hypothetical two-lane slab bridge reinforced with the 
proposed FRP system was also evaluated according to the provisions of both major North 
American bridge design codes to highlight the viability of the proposed FRP reinforcement 
system for practical design applications. 
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Chapter 1 -  Introduction 
1.1 General 
The deterioration of reinforced concrete (RC) structures caused by corrosion of steel 
reinforcement is currently a major concern affecting the safety and functionality of our 
infrastructure.  A large number of bridge structures are in need of repair or replacement, thus 
placing an enormous strain on the overall transportation network and requires large capital 
investments which ultimately affect all taxpayers.  In order to ensure that new structures 
require less maintenance and have longer service lives than their predecessors, the cause of the 
problem, namely corrosion of steel reinforcement, must be addressed. 
Fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials have shown tremendous potential as an alternative 
reinforcement type for both RC and prestressed concrete (PC) structures.  FRPs have been used 
in a wide variety of structural applications, from reinforced concrete deck slabs to post-
tensioned parking garages.  However, one promising application for FRP reinforcing bars in FRP-
RC slab bridges has yet to be investigated thoroughly through extensive experimental and 
analytical programs.   
Longitudinally-reinforced slabs are the simplest form of concrete bridge superstructure, while 
prestressed slabs can be used for greater span-to-depth ratios.  Between 1950 and 1995, 
approximately 6000 prestressed concrete slab bridges were constructed, constituting more 
than 8 percent of the total number of bridges built during that period (Tabsh 1995).  Slab 
bridges can be simply supported or continuous, cast-in-place or precast, with solid or void 
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sections.  They differ from slab-on-girder superstructures in that the reinforcement is parallel to 
the direction of traffic and the slab spans can be much longer than the typical 2-3 m spacing of 
longitudinal girders.  The relatively low stiffness of GFRP reinforcement has limited its use in 
longer spans due to poor serviceability performance, particular under traffic loading where 
heavy trucks can lead to large deflections and crack widths.   The use of post-tensioned CFRP 
tendons to improve both the serviceability and ultimate flexural behaviour of GFRP-RC slabs has 
potential as a new corrosion-resistant reinforcement system for the effective design of slab 
bridges. 
Similar advances in concrete materials technology have led to the development of self-
consolidating concrete (SCC).  Unlike conventional concrete, SCC does not require mechanical 
vibration in order to fully encapsulate the reinforcement and flow to all corners of the 
formwork.  SCC is able to flow under its own weight to provide a uniform cross-section free 
from segregation of aggregates, while minimizing surface bleeding and eliminating the 
presence of internal voids or honeycombing.  All of these advantages lead to improvements in 
concrete quality while reducing labour costs, construction time and noise related to 
consolidation. 
A review of available literature has shown that studies are currently lacking on the behaviour of 
FRP-reinforced SCC members.  It is likely that the use of both FRP materials and SCC will 
continue to increase both in scope and in quantity, and it is important that their use is 
supported by experimental research to ensure safety, functionality and efficiency in design. 
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Furthermore, there are currently no standard methods for predicting the fatigue life, residual 
stiffness or remaining life of GFRP-RC members.  The issue of fatigue of FRP reinforcement is 
addressed implicitly in design codes by limiting the stress in the FRP bars due to live loads at 
service.  Although the fatigue behaviour of FRP composites has been studied for aerospace and 
marine applications, these materials differ in type, composition and fabrication process 
compared with FRP reinforcing bars, and the load ranges and environmental exposure to which 
the materials are subjected vary greatly.  Few experimental studies are available in the 
literature on the fatigue behaviour of FRP-RC or PC members, and—to the author’s 
knowledge—no comprehensive attempts have been made to quantitatively predict the effect 
of cyclic loading on the long term behaviour of structural members with FRP reinforcement.  
This is likely partly due to the difficulty in gripping FRP reinforcing bars for testing, especially for 
fatigue, and the complex failure modes observed.  Nevertheless, it is imperative that an 
understanding of the long-term effects of repeated loading on FRP-RC and PC structures is 
achieved, and preferably through a simple experimental process that can be replicated for 
various types of FRP bars. 
1.2 Scope of Research 
The research study presented herein focuses on refining an FRP reinforcing system for slab 
bridges that has good performance at service, ultimate and fatigue limit states.  A total of 57 
full-scale and reduced-length one-way SCC slab strips were tested in flexure under monotonic 
or fatigue loading to determine the effect of various parameters including reinforcement type, 
reinforcement ratio, post-tensioning force and various types of shear reinforcement on the 
overall performance of slab bridges.  The ability of current North American design models to 
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predict the serviceability and ultimate capacity of the slabs containing both active and passive 
FRP reinforcement was also investigated. 
In addition, ancillary studies were conducted to characterize the static and fatigue behaviour of 
the FRP reinforcing bars used in the main study.  Both the CFRP and GFRP bars were tested in 
uniaxial tension to obtain their tensile mechanical properties.  Two types of fatigue tests were 
also conducted on the GFRP reinforcing bars, namely bare bar axial tension tests and flexural 
hinged-beam tests.  The results of these tests were used to calibrate analytical models to 
predict the fatigue life and residual stiffness of the GFRP reinforcing bars, and in turn, to predict 
the long-term serviceability and service lives of GFRP-RC members.  The analytical models were 
used to accurately predict the fatigue behaviour of the slabs tested in the main experimental 
study. 
1.3 Research Objectives 
The primary goal of this study was to develop a reinforcing system for slab bridges which 
combines prestressed and non-prestressed FRP reinforcement to produce a structural member 
with excellent serviceability while also displaying high deformability at ultimate loads and good 
fatigue characteristics.  In order to achieve this goal, the effects of various parameters on the 
overall flexural performance of the slabs were investigated.  Specific objectives are summarized 
as follows:    
1. To add to the currently limited body of work on the structural behaviour of FRP-RC and 
PC members made with SCC. 
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2. To develop and refine an all-FRP reinforcing system combining active and passive FRP 
reinforcement to allow for the efficient design of sustainable slab bridges with excellent 
performance characteristics. 
3. To investigate the effects of reinforcement type, reinforcement ratio, cross-section 
depth, number of prestressing tendons, effective prestressing force and bond between 
the prestressing tendons and the concrete slab on the flexural performance of full-scale 
slab strips. 
4. To investigate the effectiveness of CFRP post-tensioned tendons for increasing the shear 
resistance of slab bridges. 
5. To investigate the effectiveness of various shear reinforcement types for slab bridges, 
including C-shaped stirrups, inverted U-shaped stirrups and shear bars with and without 
mechanical anchorage, to increase the shear resistance of concrete slab bridges under 
static and fatigue loading.  The effect of fibre type (glass or carbon) and stirrup diameter 
were also investigated. 
6. To study the effect of different reinforcement configurations on the serviceability, 
flexural and shear resistance of the slabs under cyclic loading. 
7. To quantify the effects of cyclic loading on the fatigue life and residual stiffness of GFRP 
reinforcing bars for use in structural concrete members through a simple and repeatable 
test method. 
8. To develop analytical models which will accurately predict the performance of the slabs 
at serviceability, ultimate and fatigue limit states. 
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1.4 Thesis Organization 
Chapter 2 includes a detailed background and comprehensive review of available literature on 
the use of FRP reinforcement and SCC for structural applications, as well as research on the 
fatigue of FRP and concrete structures.  A description of the main experimental program is 
provided in Chapter 3, including details of the test specimens, test setups and procedures; the 
results of the experimental program are discussed in Chapter 4 for each phase of the main 
experimental study. 
Chapter 5 presents the details of an ancillary testing program which was conducted to 
investigate the mechanical properties of the FRP reinforcing bars under both static and fatigue 
loading conditions.  Chapters 6 and 7 focus on an analytical investigation to predict the 
behaviour of the slabs under static and fatigue loading, respectively, and the proposed 
reinforcement system is evaluated using current North American bridge design codes in 
Chapter 8.  Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions drawn from the experimental and 
analytical investigations and provides recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2 - Background and Literature Review 
2.1  Introduction 
A large number of concrete bridge structures throughout North America are now being 
considered for repair or replacement.  An estimated $74 billion is needed to repair deteriorated 
reinforced concrete (RC) structures in Canada (NSERC 2010).  In particular, corrosion-induced 
deterioration has had a detrimental effect on the structural integrity of conventionally-
reinforced concrete bridges.    Fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials have emerged as an 
alternative to steel for both reinforced and prestressed concrete (PC) structures (ACI 
Committee 440 2007) which can effectively double a structure’s service life (NSERC 2010).  FRPs 
are non-corrosive and have a high strength-to-weight ratio making them attractive for 
construction purposes; carbon and glass FRP (CFRP and GFRP, respectively) reinforcing bars 
have been successfully used in many structural concrete applications throughout North 
America and overseas and can result in significant savings over the service lives of bridge 
structures exposed to aggressive environments due to reduced maintenance and repair costs.  
In most cases these savings are realized within the first 20 years of service (Grace et al. 2012).   
Short span bridges comprise a major portion of the national bridge inventory.  Of the 163,000 
single span concrete bridges in the United States, 23% are considered structurally deficient or 
functionally obsolete—the majority of these are less than 15 m in length (Mabsout et al. 2004).  
RC slab bridges are generally considered to be an efficient and economical solution for short 
span bridge structures between 3 and 16 m (Azizinamini et al. 1994).  Some of the main 
advantages of cast-in-place concrete slab bridges include ease of construction, use of local 
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materials and the ability to provide a smooth finishing surface by field adjustment of the 
roadway profile during construction (Mabsout et al. 2004).  Alternatively, slab bridges and box 
culverts can be constructed from precast segments to minimize construction time and ensure a 
quality concrete product.   
Unlike slab-on-girder superstructures, RC slab bridges and box culverts are designed with the 
main reinforcement parallel to the direction of traffic, and behave like wide beams when 
subjected to multilane loading (Frederick 1997).  For this reason, slab bridges are typically 
designed as a series of beam strips subjected to one-way bending; the effective strip method 
has been shown to provide conservative estimates of the load effects observed in existing RC 
slab bridges (Saraf 1998).  Post-tensioning is often used in order to reduce member dimensions, 
create watertight sections, limit cracking and control deflection.   
Recently, the use of FRP reinforcement in concrete slab bridges has been studied at the 
University of Missouri in Rolla and implemented in the widening and rehabilitation of the 
Southview Bridge (Galati et al. 2004, Fico et al. 2006).  Slab strips with GFRP top and bottom 
reinforcing mats were constructed and tested in the laboratory.  Post-tensioned CFRP tendons 
were used to increase the slab stiffness through prestressing action; in addition to improved 
serviceability, post-tensioning increased the design shear capacity by more than 70% (Fico et al. 
2005).  GFRP bars as passive and CFRP tendons as active internal reinforcement were found to 
be a feasible solution for replacing steel reinforcement in concrete slab bridges.  Despite this, 
no comprehensive research program has been conducted to date to investigate the effect of 
various parameters on the performance of FRP-RC slab bridges in order to optimize an all-FRP 
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reinforcement system meeting structural requirements at serviceability, ultimate and fatigue 
limit states to produce an economical and sustainable alternative to conventional design.   
Advanced materials technology has also led to the increased use of self-consolidating concrete 
(SCC) for various types of structural applications.  While SCC was first developed in response to 
a lack of skilled workers for placing quality concrete and to accommodate increasingly 
congested rebar detailing, a growing number of precasters, ready-mix suppliers and contractors 
are recognizing the benefits of SCC for reducing construction time and labour costs.  A 
significant amount of research is available on the physical properties of SCC; however, the 
cumulative body of work on the use of FRP reinforcement with SCC is currently limited.  These 
types of studies are necessary to increase confidence for industry members to adopt these 
advanced material technologies.  This study is not focused on comparing SCC with conventional 
concrete explicitly, as numerous studies are readily available in this respect; rather the 
combined behaviour of state-of-the-art sustainable materials (FRP and SCC) to produce 
structures with excellent performance characteristics is investigated to serve as a reference for 
design engineers for confident implementation in the field. 
The following sections include a summary of the available literature on the behaviour of FRP 
materials and SCC, as well as FRP-RC and FRP-PC members, including the effects of flexure, 
shear and fatigue. 
2.2 Fibre-Reinforced Polymers 
Although originally manufactured for use in the aerospace industry, FRP materials were 
eventually developed for civil engineering applications and have been at the nexus of numerous 
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research efforts over the last two decades as reinforcement for new structures or for the 
rehabilitation of existing ones.  FRP reinforcing bars are made of continuous longitudinal fibres 
impregnated in a resin matrix through a pultrusion process, bonding the fibres together to 
provide shape and load transfer capabilities.  The specific composition of FRP bars varies 
between manufacturers and by fibre type. 
Among the various types of FRP materials available, the two which are most commonly used as 
reinforcement in concrete structures are CFRP and GFRP, which are made from carbon and 
glass fibres, respectively.  Since the fibres provide strength and stiffness to the composite bar in 
the longitudinal direction, the mechanical properties vary significantly between bar types; in 
particular, the ultimate tensile strength and modulus of elasticity are primarily governed by the 
type of fibre used.  Out of the commercially available FRP products, CFRP displays the most 
desirable material properties for structural use in terms of high tensile strength and stiffness, 
good durability and fatigue characteristics, and low relaxation.  GFRP—although lower in cost—
is generally not desirable for prestressing due to its low transverse shear strength, a 
susceptibility to creep rupture and stress corrosion (Braimah 2000).  Typical tensile stress-strain 
curves of CFRP and GFRP reinforcing bars are shown in Figure 2.1 (ISIS Canada 2008).   
Governing standards for the production of FRP reinforcement have recently been developed 
(CSA S807-10 2010).  However, mechanical properties vary between reinforcing bars produced 
by different manufacturers.  A summary of these properties for commercially available CFRP 
bars in Canada is given in Table 2.1 (Pultrall 2007, Hughes Brothers 2011a).  Table 2.2 
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summarizes the properties for GFRP bars (Pultrall 2011a,b,c, Hughes Brothers 2011b, Schoeck 
Canada 2011).   
 
Figure 2.1 - Typical stress-strain curves for FRP and steel reinforcing bars (ISIS Canada 2008) 
Table 2.1 - Material properties of commercially available CFRP reinforcing bars 
Bar type Bar size 
Nominal bar 
diameter (mm) 
Guaranteed tensile 
strength (MPa) 
Tensile modulus of 
elasticity (GPa) 
Ultimate 
strain (%) 
V-Rod 
(Pultrall 2007) 
#2 6.4 1356 127 1.22 
#3 9.5 1431 120 1.33 
#4 12.5 1765 144 1.32 
Aslan 200 
(Hughes 
Brothers 2011a) 
#2 6 2241 124 1.81 
#3 10 2172 124 1.75 
#4 13 2068 124 1.67 
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Table 2.2 - Material properties of commercially available GFRP reinforcing bars 
Bar type Bar size 
Nominal bar 
diameter (mm) 
Guaranteed tensile 
strength (MPa) 
Tensile modulus of 
elasticity (GPa) 
Ultimate 
strain (%) 
V-Rod (low 
modulus) 
(Pultrall 
2011a) 
#3 10 700 42.5 1.65 
#4 13 681 44.1 1.54 
#5 16 804 42.5 1.89 
#6 19 666 44.5 1.50 
#8 25 588 43.9 1.34 
V-Rod 
(standard) 
(Pultrall 
2011b) 
#2 6 938 52.5 1.79 
#3 10 889 53.4 1.66 
#4 13 941 53.6 1.76 
#5 16 934 55.4 1.69 
#6 19 807 56.6 1.43 
#7 22 816 53.5 1.53 
#8 25 703 52.9 1.33 
V-Rod (high 
modulus) 
(Pultrall 
2011c) 
#3 10 1372 65.1 2.11 
#4 13 1312 65.6 2.00 
#5 16 1184 62.6 1.89 
#6 19 1105 64.7 1.71 
#7 22 1059 62.6 1.69 
#8 25 1000 66.4 1.51 
#10 32 1093 65.1 1.68 
Aslan 100 
(Hughes 
Brothers 
2011b) 
#2 6 896 46 1.94 
#3 10 827 46 1.79 
#4 13 758 46 1.64 
#5 16 724 46 1.57 
#6 19 690 46 1.49 
#7 22 655 46 1.42 
#8 25 620 46 1.34 
#9 29 586 46 1.27 
#10 32 551 46 1.19 
ComBAR 
(Schoeck 
Canada 
2011) 
-- 8 1500 >60 --
a 
-- 12 1350 >60 --
a
 
-- 16 >1200 >60 --
a
 
-- 25 >1100 >60 --
a
 
-- 32 >1000 >60 --
a
 
a – Not reported 
While the advantages of FRP materials—resistance to corrosion, high strength-to-weight ratio, 
good fatigue characteristics and electromagnetic neutrality—have become evident over the 
past twenty years, some drawbacks have prevented FRPs from being fully embraced by the 
construction industry.  Among these is the high material cost of FRP reinforcement, although 
life-cycle cost analyses often show that the long-term cost of using FRP reinforcement can be 
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much lower than for similar structures reinforced with black or epoxy-coated steel (Grace et al. 
2012).  Other issues, including the relatively low axial stiffness and transverse strength of FRP 
materials can be overcome through a shift in design methodology by focusing on serviceability 
limits first and checking load capacity second.  
Another concern for designers, however, is the lack of ductility of FRP bars.  FRPs are linearly 
elastic to failure and do not deform plastically like steel.  As a result, tensile failure of FRP-
reinforced or prestressed concrete members is usually sudden and violent, with little or no 
warning.  In order to induce a more gradual failure, members are usually over-reinforced such 
that concrete crushing occurs before rupture of the tensile FRP reinforcement, which is a rather 
inefficient use of the materials since the full strength of the FRP bars is not utilized.  
Alternatively, a reinforcement system consisting of multiple bar types or reinforcement layers 
at different strain levels can be used to induce a pseudo-ductile progressive failure mode. 
2.3 Self-Consolidating Concrete 
Normally-consolidated concrete (NCC) generally requires mechanical vibration in order to fully 
encapsulate internal reinforcement and spread to all corners of the formwork.  Insufficient 
vibration can lead to voids within the concrete section or gaps along the surface which can 
undermine the structural integrity of the member while reducing the aesthetic quality of the 
concrete finish.  On the other hand, excessive vibration can lead to segregation of aggregates 
and surface bleeding and can result in damage to the reinforcement or formwork.  Placement 
of NCC therefore requires a certain level of skill and experience in order to produce a quality 
product.   
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Self-consolidating concrete (SCC) was first developed in Japan in the 1980s in response to the 
decreasing number of available skilled workers in the construction industry.  SCC is highly 
flowable, non-segregating concrete that can spread into place, fill the formwork, and 
encapsulate the reinforcement without any mechanical consolidation (ACI Committee 237 
2007).  SCC is therefore an attractive alternative to NCC as a means to significantly reduce 
construction time while simultaneously decreasing labour and equipment costs.  Other 
advantages include the ability to fill highly congested sections and complex formwork, reduce 
construction noise, decrease employee injuries, provide more flexibility for detailing reinforcing 
bars and creating smooth surfaces free from honeycombing, bleeding or discolouration (ACI 
Committee 237 2007). 
2.3.1 Fresh Properties 
The workability of SCC in the fresh state is usually defined in terms of filling ability, passing 
ability and stability.  Filling ability describes the ability of the concrete to flow into and 
completely fill all spaces in the formwork under its own weight.  Passing ability refers to how 
easily the concrete can pass through obstacles such as congested reinforcement without 
blockage.  Lastly, stability describes the concrete’s ability to maintain a homogeneous 
distribution of its constituents during flow and setting.  The degree of stability, filling ability and 
passing ability required depends on the application (ACI Committee 237 2007).   The self-
compactibility of SCC is generally measured with a slump flow test.  Typical slump flow values 
range from 600 mm to 750 mm (Domone 2006), although Hwang et al. (2006) recommend a 
slightly smaller range of 620 mm to 720 mm.  
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SCC mix designs must be carefully calibrated to balance deformability and stability (Khayat 
1999).  SCC mixes usually contain fine powders including cementitious materials such as silica 
fume and fillers such as limestone or fly ash.  Increasing the water-powder ratio can ensure 
good deformability (filling ability) but can also reduce the cohesiveness of the paste leading to 
segregation of the fine and coarse aggregate particles.  Using powder materials with different 
morphology and grain size distribution can improve particle packing density and reduce inter-
particle friction thus improving deformability, self-compactibility and stability (Khayat 1999, 
Brouwers & Radix 2005, Sonebi et al. 2007).  The coarse aggregate content and maximum 
aggregate size are typically lower than in conventional mixes to improve stability.  The use of 
viscosity modifying admixtures (VMAs) and high range water reducers (HRWRs) can also 
improve deformability while maintaining adequate stability.  Small dosages of VMA can 
improve the robustness of the SCC, making it less sensitive to changes in material properties 
and placement conditions (Khayat 1999). 
2.3.2 Hardened Properties 
The majority of available literature concerning SCC is focused on its fresh properties since they 
are very different from conventional concrete.  It should be noted, however, that the 
mechanical properties of hardened SCC are not necessarily the same as those of NCC.  
Collepardi et al. (2005), for example, have reported a 20% increase in compressive strength 
compared to NCC with a similar water-cement ratio.  Many of the findings from studies on the 
hardened properties of SCC report controversial results with respect to comparisons of 
mechanical properties with NCC, highlighting the significant effect of the mix design used; it is 
therefore difficult to draw general conclusions to describe all cases.  SCC typically has high 
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powder volumes and low water-powder ratios in combination with superplasticizers to achieve 
the desired fluidity and stability; the mechanical properties of concrete are greatly influenced 
by the type and proportion of powder additions and do not depend solely on the water-powder 
ratio (Sonebi et al. 2003, Domone 2007).   
Many SCC mixes contain a relatively low coarse aggregate volume and maximum aggregate 
size.  This can result in smoother crack interfaces and hence, a reduction in aggregate interlock.  
For a similar concrete compressive strength, the shear strength between pre-fractured 
concrete surfaces has been observed to be approximately 10% lower than NCC for a given 
normal stress (Schiessl & Zilch 2001).  The higher paste volume may affect other properties as 
well; the modulus of elasticity of low strength SCC mixes have been reported to be on average 
40% lower than NCC mixes with the same compressive strength, although the difference is 
reduced to about 5% at higher strengths, and there is little difference in the relationship 
between compressive and tensile strength between NCC and SCC (Domone 2007).  SCC also 
generally displays similar creep behaviour to conventional concrete (ACI Committee 237 2007). 
Some SCC mixtures may be at risk of high autogenous shrinkage due to their low water-
cementitious materials ratio, although drying shrinkage values are often similar or lower than 
for NCC with similar compressive strength (ACI Committee 237 2007).  Schindler et al. (2007) 
conducted an experimental study on 21 different SCC mixtures and found that total shrinkage 
strains were similar or less than the control mixes after 112 days, concluding that excessive 
drying shrinkage is not expected for full-scale members made from SCC.  Similarly, based on an 
experimental study, Turcry et al. (2006) concluded that SCC has the same risk of cracking due to 
shrinkage as NCC as long as the fresh SCC is sufficiently stable.  Collepardi et al. (2005) reported 
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similar elastic and shrinkage strains but increased creep strains in SCC compared with similar 
NCC. 
2.3.3 Structural Performance 
Summarizing the findings of a number of studies on reinforced and prestressed SCC beams, 
Domone (2007) states that SCC beams displayed a similar flexural load capacity with a tendency 
for greater deflections and ultimate strains compared with NCC beams.  Similarly, a report from 
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) on SCC for precast, prestressed 
concrete bridge elements states that SCC girders displayed smaller cambers due to greater 
elastic shortening and long term prestressing losses arising from lower stiffness and greater 
drying shrinkage.  Similar cracking moments, flexural stiffness (pre and post-cracking) and shear 
cracking strengths were observed between prestressed SCC and NCC girders (Khayat & Mitchell 
2009).  Lin & Chen (2012) observed smaller crack widths in SCC beams compared with NCC 
beams, and the stiffness of the SCC beams varied with coarse aggregate content.   
Studies on the shear resistance of SCC beams have yielded controversial results.  Lin & Chen 
(2012) observed similar shear capacities between SCC and NCC beams; Boel et al. (2010), 
meanwhile, have reported slightly lower shear strengths for SCC mixes, and Desnerck et al. 
(2009) found that the ultimate shear strength of SCC was higher than NCC despite having a 
lower coarse aggregate content which was attributed to the improved structure of the concrete 
matrix.   
A number of research studies have also reported similar or better bond of SCC to steel 
reinforcement as compared to NCC, especially after 28 days (Chan et al. 2003, Zhu et al. 2004, 
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De Almeida Filho et al. 2005, Collepardi et al. 2005, Girgis & Tuan 2005, Boel et al. 2010, Kim et 
al. 2012).  Daoud et al. (2003) found that SCC had a similar bond strength compared with NCC 
for deformed steel bars but different bond capacities for smooth bars which rely solely on 
adhesion and friction for force transfer.     
It should be noted that while almost all of the available literature on the bond of reinforcement 
to SCC is related to steel-RC, the observed trends are not necessarily the same for FRP-RC 
members.  Steel reinforcement relies primarily on mechanical bearing between the concrete 
and the lugs on the surface of the reinforcing bars for load transfer.  While FRP bars generally 
do have some surface deformations to enhance bond characteristics, these differ in type, size 
and stiffness compared with steel rebar, and a relatively larger portion of the bond stress is 
transferred by friction and chemical adhesion.  Therefore, the bond transfer mechanisms and 
failure modes may differ between FRP-reinforced and steel-reinforced SCC. 
2.4 FRP-Reinforced Concrete Members 
Steel-RC has been in use for over a century and its structural behaviour in common applications 
is fairly well understood.  The main disadvantage of reinforced concrete has always been 
corrosion of internal steel reinforcement, especially in aggressive environments and where de-
icing salts are used such as on bridges and in parking structures.  With the development of FRP 
reinforcing bars, the potential of reinforced concrete unhindered by the risk of corrosion has 
resulted in numerous research efforts in an attempt to better understand the performance of 
this relatively new material for both short term and long term use. 
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Guidelines have recently been developed for the design of FRP-RC members (ACI Committee 
440 2006, ISIS Canada 2007).  These guidelines differ from conventional concrete design for 
flexural members for several reasons.  First, the lower stiffness of FRP reinforcement compared 
to steel results in greater deflections and crack widths at service, such that serviceability criteria 
often governs the design.  Secondly, the linear elastic nature of FRP materials implies that the 
mode of failure of under-reinforced members occurs suddenly by rupture of the reinforcement.  
In order to ensure some ductility, and therefore visual warning prior to failure, over-reinforced 
sections are generally more desirable since concrete crushing in the compressive zone of 
flexural members occurs more gradually than tension failures and do not result in immediate 
collapse.  Thirdly, shear design models developed for steel-reinforced sections are not directly 
applicable to FRP-reinforced members.  The primary mechanisms resisting the applied shear 
after cracking in slender concrete members without shear reinforcement include the uncracked 
concrete in the compression zone, aggregate interlock across the shear crack plane and dowel 
resistance of the longitudinal reinforcement.  Due to the lower stiffness of FRP reinforcement, 
the neutral axis of cracked flexural members is closer to the compression face and cracks are 
wider than in a similar, conventionally reinforced member.  In addition, FRPs are characterized 
by very low dowel resistance and hence shear strength is significantly reduced.  Lastly, FRP 
reinforcing bars in the compression zone are usually neglected in design calculations due to 
their low compressive strength and relatively similar elastic moduli compared with concrete. 
2.4.1 Serviceability 
Although FRP-RC members often have an increased moment capacity compared with similarly 
under-reinforced steel-RC members, their low post-cracking stiffness often results in 
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serviceability of the member governing design.  Serviceability criteria, as specified in the 
Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CSA 2010), include a crack width limit of 0.5 mm and 
FRP stress limits of 0.65ffrpu and 0.25ffrpu for carbon and glass FRP, respectively.  El-Gamal & 
Benmokrane (2009) noted that FRP-RC slab designs were governed by crack width limits for all 
cases considered.  The width of a crack at the surface of the reinforcement is equal to the sum 
of the relative slip of the reinforcement on either side of the crack; this is influenced both by 
the bond strength and stiffness of the reinforcement (Balazs 1993, Aiello & Ombres 2000).  Due 
to the low elastic modulus of FRP, the slip of FRP reinforcing bars relative to concrete is greater 
than that of steel bars (Okelo & Yuan 2005).  Michaluk et al. (1998) reported crack widths in 
GFRP-RC slabs of up to 19 times the width of cracks in similar steel-reinforced slabs.  The wider 
cracks were accompanied by larger crack spacing, approximately 2.3 times that of the control 
slabs.   
The cracking moment of FRP-RC sections is given by Equation 2.1.  Since the stiffness of FRP 
materials is comparable to that of concrete, the CHBDC (CSA 2010) permits the use of gross 
section properties in place of transformed section properties when calculating the cracking 
moment. 
 Eq. 2.1  # $ %&'('    
Where, Mcr is the cracking moment, fr is the modulus of rupture of the concrete, It is the 
moment of inertia of the section and yt is the depth to the centroid of the section from the 
extreme tension face. 
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Crack widths can be estimated using Equation 2.2 (ACI Committee 440 2006) or 2.3 (ISIS Canada 
2007); reinforcement stress at a given value of applied moment can be estimated using 
Equation 2.4 (ISIS Canada 2007).  Equation 2.2 is based on a physically derived model (Frosch 
2009) that takes into account the mechanical and bond properties of the reinforcement, as well 
as the concrete cover and transverse spacing of longitudinal reinforcement.  The bond 
coefficient, kb, is used to account for the effect of the bond-slip characteristics of the type of 
reinforcement used. 
 Eq. 2.2  ) $ 2 +%,-+%, .√012 3 4	2526   
 Eq. 2.3  ) $ 2.2. +%,-+%, 898: 415/<       
 Eq. 2.4   $ =>?+%,@  
Where, w is the width of the crack at the tension face of the member, ffrp is the stress in the FRP 
reinforcement, Efrp and Afrp are the modulus of elasticity and cross-sectional area of the FRP 
reinforcement, respectively, h1 and h2 are the distance from the neutral axis to the centre of 
the FRP reinforcement and the distance from the neutral axis to the extreme tension fibre, 
respectively,  is the ratio of h2 to h1, kb is a bond-dependent coefficient, dc is the thickness of 
the concrete cover, s is the bar spacing, A is the effective tension area of concrete surrounding 
the tension reinforcement, Ms is the service load moment and jd is the length of the internal 
lever arm. 
Load-deflection plots for FRP-RC members tend to be bilinear, with a significant reduction in 
flexural stiffness after cracking (Figure 2.2).  The post-cracking flexural stiffness is governed by 
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the axial stiffness of the longitudinal reinforcement; El-Salakawy & Benmokrane (2004) noted 
that slabs reinforced with FRP bars having an axial stiffness (EfrpAfrp) close to that of the control 
slabs (EsAs) had very similar deflection behaviour prior to yielding of the steel reinforcement.  
Increasing the reinforcement ratio decreased crack spacing, crack width and crack penetration 
depth at service.  In all cases the crack widths at service were well below the limit of 0.5 mm for 
exterior exposure.   
 
A cracked member behaves as a member with a variable cross-section—the curvature at any 
given section depends on the bending moment and the cross-section properties.  For instance, 
the curvature at a cracked section is much greater than at an uncracked section with similar 
internal forces.  Between cracks, the concrete in tension contributes to the flexural stiffness 
and reduces the curvature of the section.  Deflections of a cracked RC member are often 
calculated based on the assumption that a uniform effective moment of inertia can be 
Figure 2.2 - Typical load-deflection response for reinforced and prestressed concrete members 
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substituted for an actual variable moment of inertia (Razaqpur et al. 2000).  However it is not 
possible to find a unique expression for an effective moment of inertia that is accurate for all 
beam loading and supporting conditions.  As noted by Ghali (1993), the use of an empirical 
equation for an effective moment of inertia will be accurate for a particular moment diagram 
(load distribution) and will introduce errors for others.  However this method is commonly 
accepted because of its simplicity and errors tend to be acceptably small. 
The load-deflection response of a cracked RC member is traditionally estimated with the well-
known Branson equation for the effective moment of inertia which was calibrated for steel-RC 
members (Equation 2.5).  Bischoff (2005, 2007a, 2007b) noted that the Branson equation 
overestimated tension stiffening for high Ig/Icr ratios which arise due to the low axial stiffness of 
FRP reinforcement; a modified form of the Branson equation for the effective moment of 
inertia has been adopted by ACI Committee 440 (2006) as given by Equation 2.6: 
 Eq. 2.5  A $ A 3 BAC D AEF=G%=H I< J AC      
 Eq. 2.6  A $ 4=G%=H 5<AC 3 F1 D 4=G%=H 5<IA J AC   
Where, Ie, Icr and Ig are the effective, cracked and gross moments of inertia, respectively, Mcr 
and Ma are the cracking and applied moments, respectively, and  is a modification factor to 
account for the reduced stiffness of the FRP reinforcement. 
Due to the sharp increase in curvature after cracking, tension stiffening is relatively insignificant 
in FRP-RC beams.  Therefore Razaqpur et al. (2000) proposed that the post-cracking moment of 
inertia can be taken as Icr for the full length of the beam with a correction factor to account for 
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uncracked regions near the supports.  Applying this approach to a beam under four-point 
bending, the deflection of the beam at midspan can be calculated using Equations 2.7 and 2.8. 
 Eq. 2.7  L $ MNO2P-G&G% F3 0N6 D 4 0N6
< D 8T4NUN 5<I     
 Eq. 2.8  T $ 1 D &G%&U          
Where, δ is the midspan deflection, P is the applied load, L and a are the clear and shear spans, 
respectively, Lg is the uncracked length of the member near the supports and η is a correction 
factor relating Icr and Ig. 
Deflection equations can sometimes underestimate overall deformation as a result of 
neglecting the additional imposed deformation resulting from diagonal cracking, which may be 
significant in some cases (Imjai et al. 2009). 
2.4.2 Bond 
Bond between reinforcing bars and concrete is a critical parameter affecting the structural 
performance of RC members including ultimate capacity, tension stiffening and deflection, 
crack widths and crack spacing, and deformability (Aiello et al. 2007).  The bond strength of FRP 
bars to concrete is highly variable and depends on a large number of factors, but is generally 
less than for steel bars with reported values between 40% and 100% of the bond strength of 
deformed steel bars (Okelo & Yuan 2005).  Bond-slip characteristics of FRP bars in concrete 
depend on bar diameter, surface roughness and strength of concrete (Tastani et al. 2005).  
Other factors include concrete cover and bar spacing (Fico et al. 2008).   
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The bond stress of GFRP reinforcing bars depends on chemical adhesion and mechanical 
interlock before bond slip occurs, and friction after the bar begins to slip prior to failure 
(Benmokrane et al. 1996).  Chemical adhesion breaks down quickly once load is applied 
resulting in slip of the loaded end of the bar (Cosenza et al. 1997, Achillides & Pilakoutas 2004).  
This slip engages mechanical interlocking and friction force transfer mechanisms.  Sand-coated 
FRP bars have been reported to display relatively small slip values at the peak bond stress and 
have little contribution from mechanical interlocking (Cosenza et al. 1997).  While debonding 
typically starts at flexural crack locations, increasing or repeated loading may cause the 
maximum bond stress to move further and further down the free end leading to progressive 
bond failure.   
There are four possible modes of bond failure between FRP and concrete (CEB-FIP 2000).  The 
first is the shearing off of part or all of the surface deformations or sand coating of the bar; 
bond strength in this case is governed by the interlaminar shear strength between successive 
layers of fibres or the shear strength of the surface deformations.  Secondly, bond failure can 
occur by concrete shear failure; this is similar to the bond failure mode observed with steel 
bars.  A third possible failure mode is a combined mode with damage occurring in both the 
concrete and reinforcement.  Lastly, the bar can “squeeze through” the concrete due to low 
radial stiffness, with bond resistance provided by the friction induced by wedging action of the 
bar deformations on the surrounding concrete. 
For concrete compressive strengths greater than 30 MPa, the bond strength of FRP bars is not 
significantly affected by concrete strength as failure is generally governed by the interlaminar 
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shear strength of the FRP bar surface.  Bond failure commonly occurs by abrasion or peeling off 
of the exterior shell from the bar core (Achillides & Pilakoutas 2004, Katz 2000).  Following 
pullout failures, white powder consisting of crushed resin and chopped glass fibres has been 
observed on the concrete at the location of embedment; the bars were scratched and tiny 
fibres could be seen on the surface of the bar.  Failure appeared to develop at a critical resin-
rich interface between successive layers of fibres (Achillides & Pilakoutas 2004, Davalos et al. 
2008).   
2.4.3 Flexure 
Flexural design of FRP-RC members is based on strain compatibility and depends on whether 
failure is governed by rupture of the tensile reinforcement or concrete crushing.  To determine 
the mode of failure, the reinforcement ratio is compared to the balanced reinforcement ratio, 
given by Equation 2.9: 
Eq. 2.9   $  фGф+ WG+%,X 4 YGXYGX [ Y+%,X5  
Where,  is the balanced reinforcement ratio,  and  are concrete stress block 
parameters, f’c and ffrpu are the concrete compressive strength and FRP ultimate tensile 
strength, respectively, and εcu and εfrpu are the concrete crushing strain and FRP rupture strain, 
respectively. 
When the actual reinforcement ratio is greater than the balanced reinforcement ratio, the 
section is said to be over-reinforced and flexural failure is induced by concrete crushing.  
Equilibrium of tensile and compressive forces in the section is obtained by assuming that the 
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compression zone can be approximated by a rectangular stress block using the parameters α1 
and , and that all tensile stresses are carried by the FRP reinforcement alone.  When the 
actual reinforcement ratio is less than the balanced reinforcement ratio, the section is said to 
be under-reinforced and failure occurs by rupture of the FRP reinforcement.  The design 
procedure is similar to over-reinforced sections except that α1 and  are replaced by α and , 
respectively, which are functions of both the concrete compressive strength and the strain in 
the concrete at failure.  Equilibrium of compressive and tensile forces is obtained by iteration, 
beginning with an assumed value for the depth to neutral axis, c.  Equilibrium conditions are 
given by Equations 2.10 and 2.11: 
Eq. 2.10 \ $ ] 
Eq. 2.11 # $ \ 01 D ^:2 6 
Where, Mr is the moment resistance of the section, T and C are the resultant tension and 
compression forces in the section, respectively, d is the effective depth to the reinforcement, 
 is a stress block parameter and c is the depth to the neutral axis. 
2.4.4 Shear 
Unlike the flexural behaviour of reinforced concrete, shear strength models are still open to 
discussion although they have been studied for over 100 years.  The lack of full understanding 
of the shear behaviour of reinforced concrete is apparent in the fact that shear strengths for 
concrete members predicted by various current design codes can vary by factors greater than 2, 
while flexural strength predictions vary by less than 10% (Bentz et al. 2006).  As stated by the 
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joint ASCE-ACI Committee 445 on Shear and Torsion (1998), the five mechanisms that resist 
applied shear are shear stresses in the uncracked concrete, aggregate interlock across the shear 
crack plane, dowel action of the longitudinal reinforcing bars, arch action (primarily in deep 
members) and residual tensile stresses transmitted across cracks.  Due to the low stiffness of 
FRP bars, FRP-RC members will develop deeper and wider cracks than conventionally-
reinforced members—deeper penetrating cracks reduce the contribution of uncracked 
concrete in the compression zone while wider cracks limit the contribution of aggregate 
interlock and residual stresses—and the dowel strength of FRP bars is negligible due to the 
longitudinal orientation of the fibres, resulting in significantly reduced shear capacities of FRP-
RC members without shear reinforcement (El-Sayed et al. 2005).  Michaluk et al. (1998) 
estimated the dowel strength of GFRP reinforcement to be in the range of 7.5% to 13.8% of 
their ultimate tensile strength. 
Studies on the effect of longitudinal reinforcement ratio on shear strength have yielded 
controversial results.   Yost et al. (2001) reported that there was no significant relationship 
between the longitudinal reinforcement ratio and shear strength of GFRP-RC beams.  On the 
other hand, several researchers (Alkhrdaji et al. 2001, El-Sayed et al. 2005, 2006, Lubell et al. 
2009, Alam & Hussein 2011) found that increasing the amount of longitudinal reinforcement 
significantly increased the shear strength of GFRP-RC beams and slabs as the added stiffness 
reduced crack penetration depth and width, thus improving the effectiveness of shear transfer 
mechanisms while also increasing the dowel capacity of the reinforcement.   
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While FRP and steel-RC members exhibit fundamentally similar shear behaviour (Hoult et al. 
2008), there is clearly a correlation between the axial stiffness of the reinforcement and the 
member’s shear capacity.  Due to the difference in material properties between steel and FRP, 
and specifically in the modulus of elasticity, design equations for the concrete contribution to 
shear strength in steel-RC members cannot be directly applied to FRP-RC specimens—doing so 
results in highly unconservative results.   
Tureyen & Frosch (2002, 2003) developed a shear model for slender flexural members without 
transverse reinforcement having a span-to-depth ratio greater than 2.5.  This model was 
developed based on the concept of an effective reinforcement ratio which is essentially the 
actual reinforcement ratio multiplied by the modular ratio of the reinforcement compared with 
steel.  In this way, the shear capacities of steel-RC and FRP-RC members could be directly 
compared.  Normalized shear strengths of concrete beams with steel and FRP reinforcement 
were plotted against their effective reinforcement ratio and were found to follow the same 
trend line, indicating that a unified calculation method was possible.  The model was initially 
developed using imperial units but is given by Equation 2.12 for SI units:   
Eq. 2.12 _ $ 0.42ab cd  
Where, Vc is the concrete contribution to shear resistance, f’c is the concrete compressive 
strength, b is the width of the beam and c is the depth to the neutral axis.   
This model was compared with test data from 370 test specimens with an average 
experimental-to-predicted strength ratio of 1.18, and a range of 0.88-1.72.  El-Sayed et al. 
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(2005, 2006) found that the model given by Equation 2.12 was conservative for both slabs and 
beams with ratios of experimental-to-predicted shear strengths of 1.85 and 1.75, respectively.  
The Tureyen & Frosch model has since been adopted for use by ACI Committee 440 (2006) as 
well as the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Guide Specifications for GFRP-Reinforced Concrete 
Bridge Decks and Traffic Railings (2009).   
The CHBDC (CSA 2010) provisions for the shear strength of FRP-RC members are based on the 
simplified modified compression field theory (Bentz et al. 2006) as given by Equations 2.13 
through 2.16.  The modified compression field theory (Vecchio & Collins 1986) is a theoretically 
derived model for determining the response of RC elements subjected to in-plane shear and 
axial stresses requiring the simultaneous solution of 15 nonlinear equations.  This approach 
treats the cracked concrete as a new material with its own stress-strain characteristics and 
assumes that the critical crack direction is normal to the principal tensile strain direction.  In 
order to make this approach practical for design, a number of simplifying assumptions were 
introduced to reduce the number of equations, including the assumption that the shear 
strength of members without stirrups is controlled by aggregate interlock.  Aggregate interlock 
is highly dependent on the width of a shear crack and is thus influenced by the crack spacing 
(size effect) and axial stiffness of the reinforcement (strain effect).  Both the size effect and 
strain effect are accounted for in the determination of , given by Equation 2.14. 
 Eq. 2.13 _ $ 2.5фc1        
 Eq. 2.14  $ 0 f.P[gffYh6 4 <fffff[	ij5       
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 Eq. 2.15 k $
l+
mn [o+2-+%,?+%, J 0.003       
Eq. 2.16 pq $ <g	ig[U r 0.85pq    
Where,  is a factor used to account for the shear strength of cracked concrete, ф is the 
material resistance factor for concrete, fcr is the cracking strength of concrete, dv is the effective 
shear depth of the section, εx is the strain in the section at mid-depth, sze and sz are crack 
spacing parameters, Mf and Vf are the factored moment and shear at the critical section, 
respectively, Efrp and Afrp are the modulus of elasticity and cross-sectional area of the FRP 
reinforcement, respectively, and ag is the nominal size of the coarse aggregate.  All other terms 
are as described previously. 
Hoult et al. (2008) suggested that due to the increased strains likely to occur in FRP-RC 
members, a second order diagonal crack width approximation to the modified compression 
field theory provides greater accuracy.  The following modified expression for  was proposed: 
 Eq. 2.17  $ 0 f.<f.g[4fffYh[f.g5s.t6 4 <fffff[	ij5      
2.5 FRP-Prestressed Concrete Members 
As with reinforced concrete, corrosion of steel prestressing strands has become a growing 
concern in recent years and non-corrosive alternatives to steel such as FRPs have been 
extensively researched for prestressing applications. CFRP in particular is ideal for prestressing 
because of its very high strength and low relaxation and has been used successfully in 
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prestressed concrete bridges and parking structures (Abdelrahman et al. 1995, Fam et al. 1997, 
Amato 2009). 
Post-tensioning is advantageous in that prestressing can be done on site for either cast-in-place 
or precast members.  In addition, parabolic or other longitudinal profiles can be easily 
constructed for post-tensioning tendons and the tendons can be either bonded or unbonded.  
Prestressing losses are often lower than for pretensioned members due to reduced creep, 
shrinkage and elastic shortening as a result of higher concrete strength at the time of stressing.   
In the past, post-tensioning of FRP tendons has been difficult due to a lack of effective 
anchorage systems.  Unlike steel, FRP bars have a very low transverse strength perpendicular to 
the orientation of the fibres; gripping the bar places high lateral stresses on the bar which can 
damage the fibres and cause premature rupture.  During fatigue testing of CFRP post-tensioned 
beams, Braimah et al. (2006) found that all but one tendon failed before reaching 2 million 
cycles, with failure usually initiating at the tendon-anchor junction.   
Recently a new type of split-wedge anchor system for prestressing CFRP tendons has been 
developed at the University of Waterloo capable of carrying the full tensile capacity of the bars 
(Al-Mayah et al. 2006, 2007).  These anchors are suitable for prestressed concrete applications 
due to their compactness, ease of use and reusability.  The three-part anchor is shown in Figure 
2.3; components include an exterior barrel, a three-piece wedge grip and a copper sleeve which 
is deformable and helps protect the fibres from damage.  This system reduces stress 
concentrations through a circular profile along the contact surface of the wedges and barrel 
along the length of the anchor.  Results from fatigue tests using these anchors revealed that all 
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specimens failed due to fracture of the CFRP bar with no indication of premature failure at the 
anchorage zone (Elrefai et al. 2007). 
 
Figure 2.3 - CFRP split wedge anchor system 
Similarly to reinforced concrete, guidelines have been developed specifically for use with FRP-
PC members (ACI Committee 440 2004, ISIS Canada 2008).  These guidelines reflect the 
properties of FRP prestressing strands including their lower stiffness compared to steel, linear-
elastic behaviour, and in the case of GFRP, the risk of creep rupture.  Stress limitations for CFRP 
and GFRP prestressing tendons as specified by the CHBDC (CSA 2010) are given in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3 - Allowable stresses in FRP prestressing tendons 
Tendon type At jacking At transfer 
CFRP 0.70ffrpu 0.65ffrpu 
GFRP 0.30ffrpu 0.25ffrpu 
 
Partial prestressing can be used to improve the deformability of concrete beams and reduce 
the cost compared with fully prestressed members (Abdelrahman & Rizkalla 1999).  Partial 
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prestressing can be achieved either by adding non-prestressed reinforcement or by lowering 
the jacking stresses. 
2.5.1 Flexure 
Cracking moments of prestressed concrete members are governed by the initial prestress force 
and are not significantly affected by tendon type, bond or prestressing reinforcement ratio 
(Kato & Hayashida 1993).  Post-cracking behaviour, however, is significantly affected by these 
factors.  The flexural response of concrete beams partially prestressed by CFRP tendons was 
investigated by Abdelrahman & Rizkalla (1997).  The load-deflection response was bilinear with 
a reduced stiffness after cracking, and the deflection of the beams at failure was similar to the 
steel-prestressed control beams when failure occurred by concrete crushing.  When failure 
initiated by CFRP rupture, however, deflections at ultimate were considerably smaller than for 
the control beams.  In addition, crack widths and crack spacing were larger at similar loads 
when compared to the control beams indicating lower flexural bond strength.  Fam et al. (1997) 
also noted that the post-cracking stiffness of beams prestressed with CFRP was similar to 
beams prestressed with steel up to yielding of the steel strands. 
The design of FRP-PC members for serviceability and moment resistance is similar to that of 
FRP-RC members except that the initial force in the concrete and tendons should be accounted 
for.  Rupture of the FRP prestressing strands is permissible by the CHBDC (CSA 2010) as long as 
supplementary reinforcement is provided to carry the unfactored dead loads or alternative load 
paths exist such that failure of the member does not lead to the catastrophic collapse of the 
entire structure.  The available strain capacity in the tendon after prestressing is the ultimate 
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tensile strain capacity of the bar less the effective prestressing strain, decompression strain and 
the strain due to sustained loads.  Assuming the decompression strain and the strain resulting 
from sustained loads are negligible, the simplified expression for the balanced reinforcement 
ratio is given by Equation 2.18:   
Eq. 2.18  $  uGWGu+%,+%,X 4 YGXYGX[Y+%,XvY,j5   
Where, εpe is the effective prestrain in the tendons and all other terms are as noted previously. 
When the actual reinforcement ratio exceeds the balanced reinforcement ratio, failure initiates 
by concrete crushing.  Since the stress in the FRP tendons is not known, an iterative process 
may be used beginning with an initial estimate of the depth of the neutral axis.  Applying 
conditions of strain compatibility and assuming concrete crushes at a strain of 0.0035, the 
strain (and therefore stress) in the prestressing strands can be calculated.  The calculated strain 
is added to the effective prestressing strain to give the total strain in the bar.  This procedure is 
repeated until equilibrium is reached. 
When the actual reinforcement ratio is less than the balanced reinforcement ratio, rupture of 
the tendons precedes concrete crushing.  The design approach is similar to over-reinforced 
sections except that the stress in the tendons is known while the concrete compressive strain is 
unknown.  The iterative procedure involves varying the assumed depth to the neutral axis and 
the corresponding rectangular concrete compression block parameters α and , until 
equilibrium of forces is reached.  When multiple layers of FRP reinforcement are provided, the 
strain in the outermost layer is the critical strain since it will be the first to reach rupture strain. 
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As with reinforced concrete, failure by rupture of FRP prestressing strands generally occurs 
suddenly with little warning.  Providing non-prestressed reinforcement in addition to the 
prestressing strands can prevent sudden failure of the beam after rupture of the prestressing 
strands.  Since FRP materials do not undergo plastic deformation, high levels of ductility (which 
is a measure of the energy absorbed by the flexural member) are difficult to obtain.  Some 
methods which have been proposed to increase the ductility of FRP-PC members are confining 
the concrete in the compression zone, adding non-prestressed reinforcement or using partial 
bonding (ACI Committee 440 2004, ISIS Canada 2008).  Failure by concrete crushing occurs 
more gradually and can result in greater ductility than tension-controlled failures (Grace & 
Sayed 1998, Grace & Singh 2003).   
Deformability, on the other hand, is the ratio of deflection at ultimate to deflection at cracking 
or at service.  Deformability is commonly used as a measure of the safety of FRP-RC and PC 
members since high deformability provides visual warning of failure.  A deformability index was 
developed by Dolan & Burke (1996) using the curvatures at ultimate and at service which has 
since been adopted by ISIS Canada (2008) and ACI Committee 440 (2004) as given by Equation 
2.19.  An overall performance factor combining strength and deformability is used by the 
CHBDC (CSA 2010), given by Equation 2.20 for rectangular sections. 
 Eq. 2.19  $ 4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Where,  and J are a deformability index and overall performance factor, respectively, d and kd 
are the effective depth and depth to neutral axis, respectively, εfrpu and εfrps are the strains in 
the FRP reinforcement at ultimate and service states, respectively, a is the depth of the 
equivalent stress block,  is the stress block reduction factor for concrete, Mult and Mc are the 
applied moment at ultimate and at a service state, respectively, and  !  and   are the 
curvatures at ultimate and at a service state, respectively.  The service state for Equation 2.20 is 
taken as the load causing a maximum compressive concrete strain of 0.001. 
2.5.2 Shear 
Prestressing can be a very effective way of increasing the shear strength of concrete beams 
with FRP reinforcement by reducing or eliminating cracking of the concrete.  Yonekura et al. 
(1993) studied the flexural and shear behaviour of post-tensioned concrete beams with CFRP 
tendons; beams without any prestressing failed in shear, although both strength and stiffness 
were increased by increasing the prestressing force.  The additional stiffness provided as a 
result of prestressing significantly increased the shear capacities of the beams and with 
sufficient prestressing force a flexural mode of failure was induced.   
Park & Naaman (1999a) found that CFRP-PC beams had a lower shear capacity than similar 
steel-PC beams due to their lower post-cracking stiffness which resulted in wider shear cracks 
at ultimate.  In another study, Park & Naaman (1999b) investigated the dowel behaviour of 
CFRP tendons under tension.  While the dowel resistance of steel reinforcement is generally 
non-critical in conventionally-reinforced or prestressed members due to yielding of the 
longitudinal steel, FRP bars may rupture prematurely due to transverse shear stresses.  The 
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ultimate dowel force and shear displacement of the CFRP tendons decreased with increasing 
tension ratio in the tendons.  The CFRP tendons were found to have just 40-50% of the dowel 
resistance of steel bars, with approximately 15% of the ultimate displacement.  When the shear 
plane was inclined, the shear strength was reduced by almost 40%. 
Several important parameters influence the shear capacity of prestressed concrete members; 
among them are the reinforcement ratio and prestressing force.  Axial tension decreases the 
shear capacity, while axial compression increases it (Vecchio & Collins 1986, ASCE-ACI 
Committee 445 1998).  However, it is not well known just how much shear capacity is 
influenced by axial load.  Saqan & Frosch (2009) constructed 9 large scale beams to investigate 
the influence of prestressing and mild reinforcement on the shear behaviour of concrete 
members.  Each beam had the same prestressing force but contained varying amounts of 
prestressing and mild reinforcement.  According to the ACI 318-08 (2008) design model, these 
beams should all have the same shear capacity; however the addition of mild reinforcement 
was found to increase the shear cracking strength while the addition of prestressing steel 
increased both the flexural stiffness and ultimate shear strength. 
As with reinforced concrete, several design models exist for the concrete contribution to shear 
strength in FRP-prestressed members.  ISIS Canada (2008) and the CHBDC (CSA 2010) have 
adopted the simplified modified compression field theory given by Equation 2.13 (Bentz et al. 
2006); the effect of the level of prestressing force in the member is accounted for in the 
calculation of the mid-depth strain in the member, εx, given by Equation 2.21.  Meanwhile, ACI 
Committee 440 (2004) uses Equation 2.22 to determine the shear capacity of FRP-prestressed 
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flexural members, which ignores the effect of prestressing force on the concrete contribution 
to shear resistance. 
 Eq. 2.21 k $
l+
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Where, Vp,frp is the vertical component of the prestressing force in draped tendons, Nf is the 
factored axial force in the member, fpo is the stress in the prestressed reinforcement when the 
stress in the surrounding concrete is zero and d is the effective depth of the reinforcement.  All 
other terms are as previously noted. 
Wolf & Frosch (2007) compared the test results from a database of 86 steel-PC members to the 
predicted shear strengths using the unified model developed by Tureyen & Frosch (2003), given 
by Equation 2.12.  They found good correlation between the experimental results and analytical 
predictions, thus verifying that the Tureyen & Frosch model is also applicable to prestressed 
flexural members.   
2.5.3 Unbonded Tendons 
Most reinforced and prestressed concrete members generally rely on fully bonded 
reinforcement for the transfer of loads.  For conventionally reinforced structures, this is useful 
to protect against corrosion and to take advantage of the large strain capacity of steel.  FRP 
materials, however, do not yield and thus have a limited strain capacity.  Burgoyne (1993) 
proposed that prestressed FRP reinforcement should not be bonded to concrete to eliminate 
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the effect of local strain increases at crack locations; essentially this means that while the 
concrete can have large strains at a few crack locations, the tendon has relatively low strain 
along its entire length (Lees & Burgoyne 1999).  This is a particularly efficient alternative for 
prestressing applications as most of the strain capacity of the reinforcement is absorbed before 
the member is placed in service.  Leaving FRP tendons unbonded also introduces savings in 
construction costs associated with grouting, facilitates the replacement of tendons in the case 
of strength inadequacy or future increases in design loads, and results in an increased 
deformability to provide sufficient warning of failure (Braimah et al. 2006).  Grace & Singh 
(2003) noted that higher levels of unbonded prestressing force resulted in higher energy ratios, 
referring to the ratio of inelastic energy absorbed to the total energy of the beam, and hence 
greater ductility. 
Since the strain, and therefore stress, in an unbonded tendon are lower than in a bonded 
tendon, the moment capacity of the beam is reduced with the final failure often caused by 
concrete crushing at the location of a crack (Lees & Burgoyne 1999).  Maissen & De Smet (1995) 
found that post-tensioned T-beams with unbonded CFRP tendons exhibited considerably fewer 
cracks than similar beams with bonded tendons.  Rotations were concentrated at the crack 
locations resulting in local increases in concrete compression and premature failure of the 
beam by concrete crushing.  As a result, the full capacity of the CFRP strands was not reached.   
As noted by Kordina et al. (1989), the behaviour of beams prestressed with unbonded tendons 
is most appropriately modelled using a tied arch or A-frame analogy.  Despite this, existing 
equations based on the truss analogy were found to predict the load capacities well (better 
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than using a tied arch model).  Ranasinghe et al. (2002) reported a 90% increase in shear 
capacity in an unbonded reinforced concrete beam compared to a fully bonded beam due to 
the development of arch action.  The unbonded prestressed concrete beam reached a flexural 
mode of failure corresponding to a load capacity increase of 82% compared to the fully bonded 
beam which failed in shear.  Unbonded beams, however, displayed a noticeable reduction in 
stiffness and lower flexural cracking loads compared to bonded specimens. 
Evaluating the stresses in unbonded prestressing tendons is complicated by the fact that a 
strain compatibility approach is not applicable since the strain increase in unbonded tendons is 
member-dependent rather than section-dependent.  The stress in an unbonded tendon 
depends on the deformation of the entire member and is generally assumed to be uniform 
throughout its length.  Strain reduction coefficients can be used in a modified strain 
compatibility analysis to simplify the calculations (Naaman & Alkhairi 1991a, 1991b, Naaman et 
al. 2002).  The stress in the unbonded tendon at ultimate, fp, is given by Equation 2.23 (ISIS 
Canada 2008, ACI Committee 440 2004): 
 Eq. 2.23  $ 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Where, fp and fpe are the stress at ultimate and effective prestress in the FRP tendon, 
respectively, " is a strain reduction coefficient, Ep is the modulus of elasticity of the 
prestressing tendon, k is the crushing strain of the concrete, dp is the effective depth to the 
tendon, cu is the depth to neutral axis at failure and ffrpu is the ultimate tensile strength of the 
FRP tendon. 
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2.6 FRP Shear Reinforcement 
Shear reinforcement is often provided in reinforced and prestressed concrete in the form of 
steel stirrups.  Stirrups are generally the outermost reinforcement in concrete members and 
therefore have a reduced concrete cover making them more susceptible to deterioration 
caused by corrosion.  FRP stirrups, on the other hand, are resistant to corrosion but require 
special attention in the design of the bent portion. 
The longitudinal orientation of individual fibres within FRP rods results in high uniaxial tensile 
strengths but very little resistance to transverse loading.  A number of studies have reported a 
significant reduction in the tensile strength of bent FRP bars and stirrups at the location of the 
bend (Maruyama et al. 1993, Ehsani et al. 1993, Ishihara et al. 1997).  Bend strength generally 
decreases with decreasing bend radius and can be as low as 35% of the tensile capacity of 
straight portions of the bar (Shehata et al. 2000).  Morphy et al. (1997) recommended limiting 
the strength of CFRP stirrups to 50% of the ultimate straight bar capacity for design.  Factors 
influencing bend capacity include the method of bending, radius of the bend, type of fibres and 
diameter of the bar (El-Sayed et al. 2007).   
Ehsani et al. (1995) studied the effects of various parameters on the bond of hooked GFRP 
reinforcing bars embedded in concrete by conducting a series of pullout tests.  When the ratio 
of bend radius to bar diameter was negligible, the bars failed in shear at the bend location 
under very low load.  Increasing the bend radius to three times the bar diameter resulted in 
splitting of the concrete or fracture of the bar outside of the specimen, depending on the 
concrete cover and embedment length.  Increasing the concrete compressive strength was 
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effective in increasing the initial stiffness and tensile stress in the bar while reducing slip.  
Similarly, increasing the bend radius increased both load capacity and initial stiffness.  Morphy 
et al. (1997) have suggested that the bend radius be no less than 50 mm. 
El-Sayed et al. (2007) reported that increasing the embedment length of CFRP stirrups from 5 to 
20 times the bar diameter doubled the capacity of the stirrups, and at 20 times the bar 
diameter the full tensile strength of the longitudinal bar was reached.  Similarly, increasing the 
tail length increased the stirrup capacity, and the authors suggested that a minimum tail length 
of 6 times the bar diameter should be provided.  Ehsani et al. (1995) suggested using a tail 
length and development length of 12 and 16 times the bar diameter, respectively.   
Ahmed et al. (2008) conducted a performance evaluation of beams containing CFRP stirrups for 
shear reinforcement.  Although the stirrups ruptured at the bend location before reaching their 
full tensile capacity, they carried a higher load than similar steel stirrups which yielded, 
followed by concrete crushing.  Even though the stiffness of CFRP is lower than steel, lower 
shear crack widths were observed at all stages of loading, which may be a result of improved 
bond characteristics.  Serviceability limits including crack widths of less than 0.5 mm and stirrup 
strains less than 2500 με (CSA 2006) were met, and the authors found the limit on the strain in 
the stirrups to be very conservative. 
The capacity of FRP stirrups is given in the CHBDC as the smaller of Equations 2.24 and 2.25.  
The contribution to shear resistance provided by vertical FRP stirrups is given by Equation 2.26 
(CSA 2010): 
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Where,  is the tensile capacity of bent FRP stirrups, r is the radius of the bend, ds and Av are 
the diameter and cross-sectional area of the stirrup, respectively, fFRPbend is the tensile capacity 
of the straight portin of the FRP stirrup, EvFRP and εv are the modulus of elasticity of the FRP 
stirrup and strain in the stirrup, respectively, Vfrp is the contribution to shear resistance of the 
FRP stirrup,   is the material resistance factor of the FRP, dlong is the effective shear depth 
of the longitudinal reinforcement,  is the angle of the shear crack and s is the stirrup spacing. 
While the use of FRP stirrups is an attractive alternative to conventional steel stirrups for many 
applications, the use of any type of closed stirrup is generally undesirable for slab bridges.  
Another approach for introducing FRP shear reinforcement which is more conducive to slab 
applications from a constructability standpoint is through the use of straight shear bars.  These 
can either be placed vertically or inclined to increase their embedment length and to efficiently 
intercept diagonal shear cracks.  Stirrups lacking end anchorages can make a significant 
contribution to the shear capacity of reinforced concrete sections despite relying solely on the 
bond stress developed along the length of the bar (Varney et al. 2011).  Regan & Kennedy-Reid 
(2004) observed that removing 65-75% of stirrup anchorages resulted in a reduction in shear 
capacity of only 14-33%.  Steel stirrups without end anchorages reached their yield stress, and 
the ultimate shear capacities were well above theoretical predictions.   
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Shear bars can be easily inserted into the reinforcing cage prior to casting, reducing 
construction time and labour costs.  Stress development at an inclined crack is limited by the 
lesser of the development lengths above and below the crack and by the bond strength of the 
reinforcement (Regan & Kennedy-Reid 2004).  Due to the small embedment length available in 
slabs, the majority of studies on the effectiveness of straight or inclined shear bars have 
generally been limited to deep beams, wall beams, corbels or dapped-end beams (Kong et al. 
1972, Zielinski & Rigotti 1995, Teng et al. 2000, Tan et al. 2004, Yang et al. 2007).  However, the 
use of CFRP shear reinforcing bars was found to be an attractive alternative to closed stirrups in 
RC beams with a height of only 250 mm, reducing the time associated with fabricating and 
placing the transverse shear reinforcement (Kobraei et al. 2011).  In general, inclined shear bars 
were found to be more effective in resisting diagonal splitting stresses, reducing crack widths 
and deflections and resisting fatigue loading.   
Assuming a uniform bond stress distribution introduces a negligible error when the bonded 
length is small (Aiello et al. 2007).  For a uniform bond stress distribution, the shear 
contribution of vertical FRP shear bars is given by Equation 2.26, with σv taken as the smaller of 
Equations 2.25 and 2.27.  The shear contribution of inclined FRP shear bars is given by Equation 
2.28: 
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Where, ℓ and ℓ are the available embedment length and development length of the FRP bar, 
respectively, and  is the angle of inclination of the shear bar.  All other symbols are as noted 
previously. 
With the recent development of straight FRP bars with headed anchorages, straight bars as 
shear reinforcement are an increasingly viable alternative to bent stirrups since force transfer is 
ensured by mechanical bearing rather than by bond stresses alone.  Double-headed GFRP bars 
as shear reinforcement have compared favourably with bent stirrups in experimental studies 
(Johnson & Sheikh 2012). 
2.7 Fatigue 
Fatigue behaviour is an important limit state that must be considered by designers of concrete 
bridge decks, parking garages and other structures subjected to cyclic loading (Demers 1998a, 
Adimi et al 2000).  A single lane of a Class A highway bridge experiences an average daily truck 
traffic of over 1000, or 27 million trucks over a 75 year design life (CSA 2010).  Bridge deck slabs 
directly sustain these repeated moving wheel loads and may be susceptible to fatigue damage 
(El-Ragaby et al. 2007a).  Fatigue life and fatigue strength of reinforced concrete elements are 
influenced by many factors including the material properties of the concrete and 
reinforcement, reinforcement ratio, transverse reinforcement, minimum and maximum values 
of repeated loading, range and rate of loading as well as environmental factors such as 
temperature and humidity (Chang & Kesler 1958).  The response of a member subjected to 
fatigue loading is affected by both the strength of the materials and the interaction between 
the concrete and reinforcement (El-Ragaby et al. 2007b, Higgins et al. 2006).  It is generally 
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agreed that the most important factor influencing fatigue behaviour is the applied load range, 
or rather the induced stress range in each component (ACI 215R-74 1997). 
2.7.1 FRP 
Fatigue of composite materials has been studied for many decades, although the majority of 
the work done has focused on aerospace, marine and transportation applications and is not 
generally applicable to the construction field.  Only a limited number of studies are available on 
the fatigue behaviour of FRP reinforcement in concrete structures for civil engineering 
applications.  In particular, there are significant differences in the magnitude of the 
deformations involved and the environment in which the materials are used (Adimi et al. 2000).  
There is also a difference in the composition and fabrication process of the composites in many 
cases, as FRP reinforcing bars are generally produced by pultrusion as opposed to laminates or 
moulded shapes.  Nevertheless, there is something to be gained by reviewing the previous 
literature on the fatigue of FRP composites, as some of the general findings are transferable 
and provide a basis for further study. 
2.7.1.1   General 
The fatigue behaviour of FRP depends on many parameters, including the fibre and resin types 
comprising the composite as well as the configuration and geometry of the test specimens 
(Konur & Matthews 1989).  Unlike metals, for which inelastic deformations are a manifestation 
of crystallographic slip, degradation of polymeric composites occurs in the form of localized 
microcracking leading to progressive debonding of the fibres and resin and can begin at 
relatively low loads (Carlson & Kardomateas 1996).   
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FRP composites are inherently heterogeneous and their fatigue failure mechanisms contrast 
those typically observed in metals.  The fatigue failure sequence for homogeneous metals 
consists of initial crack nucleation and subsequent propagation in a single mode, whereas FRP 
materials can display a variety of failure modes including matrix cracking, fibre-matrix 
debonding, void growth and finally fibre rupture (El-Ragaby et al. 2007, Kim & Ebert 1978).  
Fatigue in metals is generally governed by fracture mechanics and demonstrates a stable crack 
growth rate until a critical crack length is reached leading to unstable crack growth and 
fracture.  For inhomogeneous materials, fatigue failures are generally the result of damage 
accumulation rather than damage propagation (Reifsnider 1991).  Damage mechanisms can be 
either progressive, such as matrix and interfacial damage, or non-progressive, such as fibre 
damage.   
The predominant mechanisms leading to failure depend on the range of applied strain, dividing 
typical FRP fatigue life curves—commonly referred to as S-N curves—into 3 distinct stages as 
seen in Figure 2.4 (Talreja 1981a, Brondsted et al. 1997).  At high strain values failure is 
dominated by fibre breakage and interfacial debonding; the S-N curve is nearly horizontal for 
this stage in a log-log diagram and the number of cycles to failure depends on the statistical 
strength distribution of the individual fibres.  The horizontal fibre breakage band represents a 
non-progressive failure damage mode with fibre breaks occurring randomly.  As the number of 
broken fibres increases, the probability of finding a cross-section with a stress high enough to 
break the remaining fibres also increases, and final failure may extend over more than one 
cross-section as individual fibre ruptures are joined by longitudinal matrix cracks.  The second 
stage is more representative of classical fatigue behaviour where the S-N curve can be 
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described by a power law function.  This inclined zone is dominated by progressive matrix 
cracking and interfacial shear failures.  In this zone, damage accumulation is cycle dependent 
while the rate of damage accumulation is strain dependent.  Finally, in the third stage, the slope 
tends to flatten out again at low stress levels; below a certain strain level, no propagating cracks 
are initiated in the matrix constituting a fatigue limit.  For low stiffness composites, such as 
GFRP, this strain limit is usually much less than the strain capacity of the composite.   
 
Figure 2.4 - Fatigue life diagram for unidirectional composites (Talreja 1981a) 
For low modulus, high failure strain E-glass composites, all of the fatigue data may fit within the 
intermediate sloped progressive damage mechanisms band.  Conversely, for high modulus, low 
failure strain CFRP, only the horizontal catastrophic damage band may be observed.  The 
composite fatigue strain limit is a matrix-dominated property (Konur & Matthews 1989); 
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minimum fatigue strain limits (the strain below which the rate of matrix crack propagation 
becomes negligible) for matrix cracking and longitudinal splitting have been reported as 0.006 
and 0.001, respectively, for epoxy matrix unidirectional composites (Talreja 1981a). 
The first stage of deterioration by fatigue is the formation of “damage zones” containing 
microscopic cracks, fibre-matrix interface failures and pullout of fibres from the matrix.  These 
begin very early in the fatigue process, usually in the first few cycles, and are characterized by a 
sharp initial decline in stiffness.  The second stage is generally characterized by a very gradual 
deterioration and stiffness reduction, followed by a third stage of fibre fracture and unstable 
damage accumulation leading to failure (Van Paepegem & Degrieck 2002b).   
The fatigue failure mechanism of FRP composites involves several steps.  Fatigue damage is 
generally initiated by local stress concentrations arising from micro defects in the material.  The 
high level of anisotropy in FRP materials creates local triaxial stress states within the composite 
during uniaxial loading due to differences in Poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus values between 
the fibres and matrix (Kim & Ebert 1978).  Weak fibres may fail early in the test resulting in 
stress concentrations at the broken fibre ends at the fibre/matrix interface.  Shear strains are 
induced in the adjacent matrix causing cracks to grow through the resin parallel to the fibres.  
The debonded length depends on the shear strength of the interface and is usually on the order 
of a few fibre diameters.  These matrix and interface cracks prevent the redistribution of load to 
other fibres as the damage progresses leading to more fibre breaks, further matrix and 
interface damage and eventually to ultimate rupture of the composite.  The fatigue sensitivity 
of unidirectional composite materials depends on the susceptibility of the material to the 
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initiation and growth of longitudinal splits; interface bond is often the limiting factor in the 
mechanical properties of FRP materials.  Even at low stress amplitudes debonding will often 
eventually occur (Dew-Hughes & Way 1973, Talreja 1981a, Curtis 1989, 1991, Dittenber & Hota 
2010). 
The stochastic nature of fatigue in composite materials has been widely observed (Talreja 1991, 
Demers 1998a, Liu & Mahadevan 2010).  In fact the fatigue life of GFRP often scatters over one 
order of magnitude for a given set of parametric values (Kim & Ebert 1979).  This large scatter 
stems mainly from the high anisotropy of the material, variation in fibre volume fraction, 
density of defects and the distribution and alignment of fibres (Kim & Ebert 1979) as well as 
competing damage and failure mechanisms (Nijssen 2010).  There is also a large variation in the 
strengths of individual fibres, even under static loading (Curtis 1991, Mallick 2011).  A number 
of statistical distributions have been used to describe the fatigue data of FRP composites 
including normal (Demers 1998a), log-normal (Kim & Ebert 1979) and Weibull (Sendeckyj 1981, 
Talreja 1991, Zhou & Mallick 2004), with distribution parameters calibrated experimentally. 
2.7.1.2   CFRP 
Typical S-N curves for CFRP show an average downward slope of about 5-8% of initial static 
strength per decade of logarithmic life, such that after one million cycles the fatigue strength of 
CFRP is in the range of 50 to 70 percent of its initial static strength; CFRP tests up to 10 million 
cycles indicate a continued trend of residual strength degradation of 5-8% (Curtis 1989).  The 
endurance limit of CFRP bars is a function of both the mean stress and the ratio of maximum 
and minimum stresses (ACI Committee 440 2006). 
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2.7.1.3   GFRP 
GFRP is much more sensitive to fatigue than CFRP due to its lower stiffness which causes the 
matrix to be worked at higher strains (Curtis 1989, 1991).  GFRP data show shorter fatigue lives 
than CFRP for the same normalized maximum stress (Demers 1998a); as a result, S-N curves for 
GFRP are generally much steeper, while the S-N curves for CFRP materials are almost flat 
(Konur & Matthews 1989).  ACI 440 (2006) limits the stress in FRP reinforcement subjected to 
fatigue to 20% and 55% of the ultimate static tensile strength for glass and carbon FRP, 
respectively. 
Individual glass fibres are generally not prone to fatigue failure (ACI Committee 440 2006); 
however, when embedded into a matrix forming an FRP composite, a loss of 10% in initial static 
strength per decade of logarithmic life has been reported (Mandell 1982).  This effect has been 
attributed to fibre-fibre interactions rather than the stress corrosion induced by the growth of 
flaws in individual fibres.  Environmental factors also play a role in the fatigue behaviour of 
glass fibres due to their susceptibility to moisture, alkaline and acidic solutions (ACI Committee 
440 2006). 
E-glass fibres are the most widely used due to their good physical and electrical properties and 
reasonable weathering ability (Dew-Hughes & Way 1973).  However E-glass is known to suffer 
from a loss of strength with time under load (Mandell 1982).  S-glass composites have a higher 
modulus and better fatigue performance than E-glass (Konur & Matthews 1989) but are 
generally more expensive.  
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Both the strength and stiffness of GFRP degrade under fatigue loading.  Fatigue modulus 
degradation can be a criterion for failure and provides an indirect assessment of damage 
growth in the FRP.  Three regions of modulus degradation are typically observed, namely initial 
decay for the first 1000 cycles or less, gradual decay over the greater part of the fatigue life and 
finally rapid decay for the final cycles before failure (Demers 1998b).   
2.7.1.4   Matrix 
The fatigue behaviour of composites is also significantly affected by the type of matrix used, 
particularly at low stress levels.  Polymer matrices deteriorate under fatigue loading, usually by 
fatigue crack growth, leading to a loss of stiffness and eventually failure (Mandell 1982).  The 
fatigue behaviour of various resins have been observed to be cycle dependent rather than time 
dependent and their fatigue behaviour is similar to that of metals (Dew-Hughes & Way 1973).  
Interface bond between the resin and fibre is often the limiting factor in the mechanical 
properties of FRP.  Debonding has been observed at cyclic loads less than 30% of the ultimate 
tensile strength of GFRP (Dew-Hughes & Way 1973). 
Epoxy matrix composites generally have a superior fatigue performance due to their inherent 
toughness, durability and compatibility with glass fibres (Konur & Matthews 1989). Vinyl ester 
resins are commonly used in GFRP composites as they are stronger than polyester and cheaper 
than epoxy resins; vinyl ester is a hybrid form of polyester which has been toughened with 
epoxy molecules within its molecular structure.  Although vinyl ester bonds well to glass fibres, 
it is not suitable with Kevlar or carbon fibres.   
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A study comparing the fatigue behaviour of E-glass/vinyl ester and E-glass/epoxy composites in 
deflection controlled bending tests found that the vinyl ester specimens displayed a more rapid 
stiffness loss than those with epoxy.  Similarly, fibre-matrix debonding was more prevalent for a 
similar number of cycles and fatigue lives were reduced for specimens with vinyl ester resin 
(Newaz 1985).  However, the fatigue behaviour of E-glass/vinyl ester specimens has been 
reported to be superior to that of E-glass/polyester (Dyer & Isaac 1998).  Adimi et al. (1997) 
have suggested using vinyl ester or epoxy resin in place of polyester for GFRP reinforcing bars 
subjected to fatigue loading.   
Polymer composites are also poor thermal conductors; a significant amount of heat may be 
generated when the cycling frequency is high, especially at high stress levels.  This phenomenon 
is more severe with GFRP because the strain levels tend to be much higher than for high-
modulus fibres (Mandell 1982).  Frequencies less than 4-5 Hz produce negligible internal 
heating in GFRP composites (Demers 1998b). 
2.7.1.5   Fatigue Modelling 
The simplest way to present fatigue life data is often in the form of an S-N curve, where the 
applied stress range is plotted versus the number of cycles to failure in a semi-log or log-log 
plot.  The data are commonly fitted with a regression following either a logarithmic (Equation 
2.29) or power law function (Equation 2.30).  Power law functions tend to be more accurate for 
extrapolation to high cycle fatigue for many composites (Nijssen 2010), although they generally 
do not describe low cycle fatigue data well.  Although this relationship is sometimes treated as 
deterministic, the stochastic nature of the data often requires consideration of the probability 
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of failure for an assumed statistical distribution of data.  This allows a family of S-N curves 
corresponding to different probabilities of failure to be constructed.  The Weibull distribution 
has proved to be particularly well-suited for describing composite material strength and fatigue 
life data. 
Eq. 2.29  $  3  
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Where, S is the applied load range, N is the number of cycles to failure and A and B are 
experimentally calibrated fatigue coefficients. 
Many of the fatigue models developed for composite materials are empirical in nature.  It is 
difficult to move away from this empiricism for two main reasons (Talreja 1999); first, the 
mechanisms of fatigue damage are varied and complex owing to numerous factors, and second, 
the concepts and analyses developed for fatigue and fracture of metals have limited application 
to composites.  In addition, macroscopic and phenomenological damage models are more 
practical than microscopic physical models as they require less data, are easier to measure and 
the interaction of different damage types can often be neglected (Yao & Himmel 2000).  
Phenomenological models are those which relate empirical observations of phenomena to each 
other in a way that is consistent with fundamental theory without being directly derived from 
theory.   
Fatigue damage may be defined as any permanent change in a composite system due to fatigue 
loading (Kim & Zhang 2001).  As fatigue loading affects both the strength and stiffness of 
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composite materials, most phenomenological models can be characterised either as residual 
stiffness models or residual strength models.  The advantage of residual stiffness approaches is 
that the remaining life can be assessed using non-destructive methods and often requires less 
testing.  A disadvantage of most residual stiffness models is that they are not valid for all 3 
stages of stiffness degradation (Van Paepegem & Degrieck 2002b).  Furthermore, failure criteria 
are not always well-defined. 
Residual strength approaches, on the other hand, are simple and exhibit a clear explanation for 
failure in stress-controlled tests as failure occurs when the instantaneous value of strength is 
equal to the instantaneous value of applied stress (Post et al. 2010).  Weaknesses of residual 
strength theories include the following: remaining life cannot be assessed non-destructively, it 
is not a sensitive measure of damage accumulation—as residual strength changes very slowly 
until close to failure—and it requires an extensive experimental characterization (Vassilopoulos 
& Keller 2011).  In general, stiffness change is greater than changes in residual strength 
(Sendeckyj 1991) and displays less scatter (Vassilopoulos & Keller 2011).  Residual strength 
models are not considered in detail in this study due to the extensive scope of the experimental 
testing required. 
There is also a debate on whether data from static tests should be included together with 
fatigue data as the load corresponding to 1 cycle to failure (or 0.25 cycles, depending on the 
loading scheme).  According to Nijssen (2006) neither inclusion nor exclusion of static data can 
be adequately justified.  Despite this, several researchers recommend limiting regression to 
fatigue data since most expressions do not accurately describe fatigue behaviour in the low 
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cycle region outside of actual data (Nijssen 2010).  Static tests are usually conducted at much 
lower strain rates, may have different failure modes and do not necessarily fit regression lines 
for fatigue data.  However, including static results may improve predictions when the low-cycle 
behaviour is important (Vassilopoulos & Keller 2011). 
2.7.1.5.1 Residual Stiffness Models 
One commonly used damage metric is the degradation in stiffness in FRP composites caused by 
the repeated application of loads.  This can be non-destructively monitored by measuring the 
change in deformation (strain, deflection, etc.) over time.  This phenomenon can be described 
using Equation 2.31 or 2.32: 
 Eq. 2.31 k $ -}4v5 
 Eq. 2.32  $ 1 D --} 
Where, σ and k are the stress and strain in the composite, respectively, E and Eo are the 
current and initial modulus of elasticity, respectively, and D is a variable describing the change 
in stiffness. 
Although D is often referred to as a damage variable, it is not directly based on actual damage 
mechanisms (Van Paepegem 2010).  Structural changes on a microscopic scale are 
characterized by a macroscopic reduction in stiffness (Van Paepegem & Degrieck 2002a); the 
use of the damage variable, D, allows one to model the composite as an undamaged 
homogeneous solid with degraded stiffness properties (Van Paepegem & Degrieck 2002b).  This 
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is useful for monitoring damage in real structures during service, since the stiffness can be used 
as a measurable, non-destructive parameter. 
A plot of the normalized residual stiffness versus number of cycles can typically be divided into 
3 stages consisting of rapid initial stiffness degradation, a stable period of gradual stiffness 
degradation and finally rapid deterioration just prior to fatigue failure (Figure 2.5).  The second 
stage can be represented as a linear function of the number of applied load cycles as given by 
Equation 2.33, resulting in a constant rate of stiffness degradation as given by Equation 2.34.  
Assuming that the fatigue life follows a power law function, the change in stiffness can then be 
related to the fatigue life by Equation 2.35 (Brondsted et al. 1997). 
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Figure 2.5 - The three stages of fatigue stiffness degradation 
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 Eq. 2.35 
4- -: 5| $ D4 -}5 
Where, E, Eo and E1 are the current, initial and first-cycle modulus of elasticity, respectively, N is 
the number of applied cycles, A and B are calibration coefficients, σ is the applied stress level, 
and K and n are power law coefficients. 
Integrating Equation 2.35 gives: 
 Eq. 2.36 
-
-: $ 1 D 4 -}5 
By defining a stiffness degradation criterion, the number of cycles to a defined damage level 
can be determined.  Similarly, the stiffness degradation at a given load level for a prescribed 
number of cycles can be predicted.  A series of fatigue life curves defined by a certain stiffness 
or stiffness reduction can be used in place of a general failure criterion, although a fatigue 
failure criterion corresponding to the fatigue resultant strain reaching the static ultimate strain 
has been used by several researchers (Hwang & Han 1986, Whitworth 1998, Kim & Zhang 
2001). 
Hwang & Han (1986) have described the fatigue modulus degradation using a power law as 
given by Equations 2.37 and 2.38: 
 Eq. 2.37 

 $ Ddv 
Eq. 2.38  D  $ D  
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Where, dF/dn is the fatigue modulus degradation rate, n and N are the number of applied 
cycles and fatigue life, respectively, A and c are power law coefficients, and Fo and Ff are the 
initial fatigue modulus and fatigue modulus at failure, respectively. 
Kim and Zhang (2001) used a similar approach, except that the damage rate was described with 
a power law: 
Eq. 2.39 
+
| $ ^ 
Eq. 2.40  $ Xx4^v5 F4HhX 5v^ D 1I 
Where, dDf/dN is the damage rate,  and  are the maximum applied stress and ultimate 
strength of the FRP, respectively, N is the fatigue life of the FRP and  and  are power law 
coefficients. 
2.7.1.5.2 Other Models 
A fibre bundle model was developed by Chi et al. (1984) to describe the fibre strength 
distributions of statically loaded fibre bundles using a 2-parameter Weibull distribution, which 
was later adapted by Zhou & Mallick (2004) for fatigue testing, as given by Equations 2.41 to 
2.44.  This model assumes that the tensile stress-strain curve for each fibre in a bundle is linear 
elastic to failure, the fatigue life of each fibre follows a power law, and the fatigue strength 
coefficient follows a Weibull distribution.  It is also assumed that the applied load is shared 
equally among surviving fibres so that the probability of failure is proportional to the number of 
ruptured fibres.  Implicit in this assumption is the idea that negligible interaction exists between 
fibres, a condition which is clearly violated once the fibres are impregnated in a polymer resin.  
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Nevertheless, it is a trivial process to remove this condition and replace the ratio of ruptured 
fibres with a different damage metric—such as stiffness—and calibrate accordingly. 
 Eq. 2.41  $ exp D 0+}6
^ $  1 D | $ -Y 
 Eq. 2.42  $ 425 
 Eq. 2.43  $ exp FD4Hh} 5^425v^I 
 Eq. 2.44 lnFD ln45I $  ln45 D  ln45 D cln 425 
Where, P is the probability of failure,  is the tensile capacity of the fibres,  and  are 
calibration coefficients, n and N are the number of surviving fibres and total number of fibres, 
respectively, σ and ε are the average stress and strain in the fibres, respectively, E is the 
modulus of elasticity of the fibres, σmax is the maximum applied stress level, Nf is the fatigue life 
corresponding to the applied stress level, and b is a power law coefficient. 
Chou & Croman (1978) introduced a strength-life equal rank (SLER) assumption to relate the 
fatigue lives and static strengths of composites assuming that both followed the 2-parameter 
Weibull distribution, as given by Equations 2.45 to 2.47.  SLER assumes that static strengths are 
uniquely related to the fatigue lives and residual strengths of fatigue specimens at runout; this 
procedure implies that the strongest specimen also has the longest fatigue life or the highest 
residual strength.  While simple and intuitive, this assumption may not be necessarily valid if 
competing failure modes are observed during fatigue tests.   
 Eq. 2.45 4f5,4 5 $ 1 D exp 4D  3 5 
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 Eq. 2.46 |45 $ 1 D exp 4D5 
 Eq. 2.47 ¡ $  ¡ D  
Where, 4f5,4 5 is the conditional probability of failure at a normalized stress of x given that x 
is greater than the normalized applied stress, S, |45 is the probability that the actual fatigue 
life is less than the normalized fatigue life, n, 1 and  are Weibull shape parameters, and ¡ 
and  ¡ are values that give a cumulative distribution of fatigue life or static strength, 
respectively, of 1 – ¢. 
Sendeckyj (1981) also used the SLER assumption to develop a method capable of fitting various 
fatigue models to the experimental fatigue data of composite materials.  This method 
simultaneously determines the fatigue model parameters and the Weibull distribution 
parameters describing the static strength by converting fatigue data to equivalent static 
strength values using the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) method; this iterative process is 
optimized by maximizing the Weibull shape parameter for the equivalent static strength data 
(maximizing the shape parameter essentially corresponds to the distribution having the lowest 
scatter).  While the approach proposed by Sendeckyj can be applied to various fatigue models, 
Equation 2.48 gives the equivalent static strength of specimens tested under fatigue loading 
based on the so-called wear-out model.  The probability that the actual static strength is higher 
than the equivalent static strength is given by Equation 2.49: 
 Eq. 2.48  $ F4%H5/ 3 4 D 15]I 
 Eq. 2.49 45 $ exp FD4j^ 5I 
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Where, , and  are the equivalent static strength, applied stress level and residual 
strength of the fatigue specimens, respectively, n is the number of applied cycles, C and S are 
model calibration coefficients, 45 is the probability that the static strength is greater than 
the equivalent static strength, and  and  are Weibull distribution parameters. 
For fatigue failure, the residual strength is equal to the applied stress level and the number of 
applied cycles is equal to the fatigue life, N, thus simplifying to Equation 2.50: 
 Eq. 2.50  $ F1 D ] 3 ]I 
Where, N is the fatigue life of the specimen and all other symbols are as noted previously. 
For C = 1, Equation 2.50 reduces to the classical power law fatigue failure criterion, whereas C < 
1 results in an S-N curve that flattens out at low cycles on a log-log plot.  Values of C > 1 result in 
a curve which steepens at low cycles; this phenomenon has not been observed in composites. 
For a given number of cycles, the probability of failure can be given by Equation 2.51: 
 Eq. 2.51 45 $ exp £DF4|v?5^+ I+¤ 
Where, P(N) is the probability of survival after N cycles, and A,  and  are Weibull 
distribution parameters. 
Equation 2.51 is a 3-parameter Weibull function; to eliminate the difficulty caused by a negative 
location parameter, A, conditional probabilities can be used: 
 Eq. 2.52 4| ¦ 5 $ exp FD4j^ 5 3 4H^ 5I 
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 Eq. 2.53 4|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Where, 4| ¦ 5 and 4| ¦ 5 are the conditional probability that the actual static 
strength is greater than the equivalent static strength and the conditional probability of survival 
after N cycles, respectively, given that the equivalent static strength is greater than the applied 
stress level.  All other terms are as noted previously. 
2.7.2 Concrete 
Concrete is susceptible to fatigue failure, especially as the repeated loading of flexural members 
causes cracks to penetrate deeper, thus shifting the neutral axis upwards and reducing the area 
of concrete in compression (Chang & Kesler 1958, Naaman 1982).  Fatigue of concrete is a 
result of the accumulation of the irreversible energy of deformation manifested as inelastic 
strains in the form of cracks and creep (Heffernan & Erki 2004).  The modulus of elasticity of 
concrete can also decrease significantly during a test due to crack formation at the microscopic 
level (Shah 1984).  At high stresses the fatigue behaviour of concrete is influenced by the 
effects of creep, evidenced by a reduction in fatigue life for reduced load rates.  Thus the 
damage caused by high repeated loads depends both on the number of applied cycles and the 
total time the concrete is sustaining high stresses (Award & Hilsdorf 1974).  However, the rate 
of loading has little effect on fatigue strength when the maximum stress level is less than 75% 
of its static strength.   
The fatigue strength of plain concrete is similar whether it is loaded in tension, compression or 
flexure (ACI 215R-74 1997).  Concrete has no known fatigue limit up to 10 million cycles (Hsu 
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1981); the fatigue strength of concrete for a life of 10 million cycles for compression, tension or 
flexure is approximately 55% of its static strength (ACI 215R-74 1997).  ACI 215R-74 (1997) 
recommends a stress range in concrete in compression of less than 40% of the ultimate static 
compressive strength when the minimum compressive stress is zero; the allowable stress range 
is linearly reduced to zero as the minimum compressive stress is increased to 75% of the 
ultimate static compressive strength.   
Concrete is considered to be a notch-insensitive material (ACI 215R-74 1997) and the 
normalized fatigue curve, given by Equation 2.54, is independent of compressive strength, 
curing condition, age, moisture conditions, etc. (Hsu 1981):   
 Eq. 2.54 
Hh
WG $ 1 D 41 D ©5ª« 
Where, fmax is the maximum applied stress, f’c is the concrete compressive strength,  is a 
calibration factor, R is the ratio of minimum to maximum applied stress and N is the fatigue life 
of the concrete. 
The value of  in Equation 2.54 has been reported to be between 0.064 and 0.0685 (Hsu 1981).  
When time under load is a critical parameter, Equation 2.55 can be used to account for the 
strength reduction with time: 
 Eq. 2.55 
Hh
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Where, T is the number of seconds required to complete one cycle. 
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Due to the high scatter present in the fatigue data of concrete, probabilistic concepts are often 
applied.  Similar to FRP composites, the fatigue life of conventional concrete has been 
described by the 2-parameter Weibull distribution.  Unlike the log-normal distribution—which 
shows a decreasing hazard function—the Weibull distribution gives an increasing hazard 
function with increase in life or time, which better describes the actual behaviour of 
engineering materials subjected to fatigue, as the failure rate is generally expected to increase 
with time (Oh 1986).  In addition, it is easy to use, has well developed statistics, and has been 
used in a number of studies (Oh 1986, Goel et al. 2012).   
2.7.3 Steel 
Research on the fatigue of metals is well-developed and—for simple geometries—the 
mechanics are fairly well-understood.  Metals are sensitive to stress concentrations at notch 
locations resulting in the formation of local plasticity zones.  In conventional rebar, for example, 
fatigue cracks will typically form at the toe of lugs on the bar surface used to enhance bond 
with concrete.  In general, the fatigue of steel occurs in three phases, namely crack initiation, 
steady crack propagation and brittle fracture (El-Ragaby et al. 2007).  Fatigue crack growth in 
metals occurs in a stable fashion prior to reaching the critical length for fracture (Mandell 
1982).  Typically, fatigue strength decreases with an increase in bar diameter (Tilly 1979).  ACI 
215R-74 (1997) recommends a maximum stress range in reinforcing steel given by Equation 
2.56, although it need not be less than 138 MPa; this value has been adopted as a practical 
fatigue limit since the lowest stress range known to have caused a fatigue failure of a deformed 
reinforcing bar embedded in a concrete beam was 145 MPa with a minimum stress of 121 MPa.  
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Fatigue of steel reinforcing bars has not been a significant factor in their application as 
reinforcement in concrete structures. 
 Eq. 2.56  $ 161 D 0.33 
Where, Sr and Smin are the applied stress range and minimum applied stress, respectively. 
2.7.4 Reinforced Concrete 
The application of repeated loads can significantly reduce the ability of a RC structural member 
to resist applied loads, as well as leading to increased deflections and crack widths due to creep 
and fatigue softening.  Fatigue must be considered in design as it can lead to bond degradation, 
reduced shear and flexural capacities and reduced service lives; fatigue can be a governing limit 
state for partially prestressed members (Naaman 1982). 
In most applications, fatigue failure due to concrete is not likely to occur (Naaman 1982).  
However, fatigue can be a contributing factor in the progressive deterioration of structures 
(Hordijk & Reinhardt 1993) and concrete softening due to repeated loads can lead to an 
increase in stresses in the tensile reinforcement (Heffernan & Erki 2004).  Therefore the flexural 
fatigue performance of cracked RC and PC members is primarily influenced by the type of 
reinforcement that is used.  The fatigue lives of flexural members are typically a function of the 
stress range induced in the reinforcement (Braimah et al. 2006).  Local stress increases at crack 
locations increase the potential for fatigue-induced failures.  The stronger the bond between 
the reinforcement and the surrounding concrete, the greater the local variation in 
reinforcement stress (ACI 215R-74 1997).   
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Bending fatigue tests on concrete beams simulate service conditions more closely than axial bar 
tests since the interactive effects at the reinforcement-to-concrete interface can be considered.  
Cyclic frequencies are generally limited by high ranges of deflection and the necessity to avoid 
local heating due to friction at crack locations in the concrete; high frequency testing can 
generate a significant amount of heat at the concrete-bar interface and increasing the cyclic 
frequency can decrease the observed fatigue life (Adimi et al. 2000).  It is also necessary to 
make assumptions about the load carrying contribution of the concrete and the accuracy of the 
location of the reinforcement.  Bending tests can give slightly longer lives than bare bar axial 
tests although the differences are small; the reason for this is that the likelihood of the highest 
stress concentrations (crack locations) coinciding with the worst defects in the bar is low (Tilly 
1979).     
Repeated loading can also have a detrimental effect on the bond between reinforcing bars and 
the surrounding concrete.  Factors affecting bond strength under cyclic loads include the 
concrete compressive strength, cover, bar size, anchorage length, surface conditions, 
reinforcement properties, confinement, strain range and rate of loading.  The primary 
mechanism governing bond failure in conventionally reinforced concrete members is the 
progressive crushing of the concrete in front of the lugs (ACI 408.2R-92 2005).  This can result in 
increased displacement of the reinforcing bar relative to the concrete, known as slip (Rteil et al. 
2011).   
The fatigue behaviour of concrete beams is characterized by a continual change in stiffness due 
to cyclic creep of the concrete in compression, the development of vertical and diagonal cracks, 
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a reduction in the stiffness contribution of tension zone concrete due to crack formation and 
progressive bond degradation, as well as cyclic strain softening of the longitudinal 
reinforcement (Chang & Kesler 1958, Balaguru & Shah 1982).  This change in stiffness is 
generally observed by pronounced increases in crack widths and deflections in the early stages 
of cyclic loading followed by a relatively stable period of gradual stiffness loss until failure is 
preceded by a period of rapid deterioration (Naaman 1982).   
The increase in deflections or crack widths in conventional RC can be estimated using Equation 
2.57 (Shah 1984): 
 Eq. 2.57 
®¯
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Where, δY is the change in deflection or crack width, Y is the corresponding deflection or crack 
width during the first cycle, B is a constant given as 0.667 for deflection calculations and 1.670 
for crack widths, and x is the ratio of applied cycles to fatigue life. 
Other models have also been developed by Balaguru & Shah (1982), given by Equations 2.58 to 
2.60, and by Lovegrove & El Din (1982), given by Equations 2.61 to 2.63: 
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 Eq. 2.61 ∆$ 0.225∆ log  
 Eq. 2.62 . $ 0.225. log  
 Eq. 2.63 ) $ )40.382 D 0.0227 log 5 log  
Where, E and EN are the initial and cyclic secant modulus of elasticity of concrete in 
compression after N cycles, σmax is the maximum compressive stress in the concrete, εc is the 
cyclic creep strain in the concrete, fr and fr,N are the initial and cyclic modulus of rupture after N 
cycles, wmax and wmax,N are the initial and cyclic flexural crack widths after N cycles, h1 and h2 are 
the distance from the reinforcement to the neutral axis and from the extreme tension fibre to 
the neutral axis, respectively, εs is the reinforcement strain at the crack, Δo and Δn are the initial 
and cyclic deflection after n cycles, ko and kn are the initial and cyclic curvature after n cycles, 
and wo and wn are the initial and cyclic flexural crack widths after n cycles. 
2.7.4.1   FRP-Reinforced or Prestressed Concrete 
A number of studies (Saadatmanesh & Tannous 1999, El-Ragaby et al. 2007a, Braimah 2000) 
have reported generally good fatigue performance of FRP bars compared to steel in the form of 
bare bars and as tensile reinforcement in RC or PC members.  This is particularly the case for 
high modulus fibres such as carbon (ACI 440.1R-06).  Unlike steel, however, the fatigue 
behaviour of FRP reinforcing bars is influenced by the presence of the concrete surrounding it 
(Rahman et al. 1996).  Concrete affects the fatigue behaviour of FRP bars adversely due to its 
harsh alkaline environment and friction between the FRP bar and the concrete resulting in 
abrasion of the bar surface (Rahman et al. 1996, Adimi et al. 2000, El-Ragaby et al. 2007).  
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Failure of FRP in reinforced concrete may be initiated at the bar surface inside the concrete in 
the form of matrix cracks caused by friction with the concrete (Adimi et al. 2000).  Friction 
fretting of the rod surface with successive destruction of the bar may take place close to 
flexure-induced cracks where the bond stresses are high and partial slip occurs (CEB-FIP 2000).   
Katz (2000) examined the surfaces of FRP bars subjected to cyclic loads embedded in concrete 
and observed significant damage characterized by areas where the external layer of the bar was 
abraded and had sheared off, with most of the damage occurring in the initial cycles.  Bars with 
an external sand coating developed small cracks around the sand particles reducing their bond 
to the polymer matrix.  Katz (2000) also observed that FRP bars fabricated with a polymer 
having good mechanical properties at the surface showed mixed damage to the concrete and 
the reinforcing bar.  Two deterioration mechanisms were reported to occur during cyclic 
loading, namely abrasion of the concrete layer near surface deformations or sand particles and 
loosening of the bond between the sand particles and the FRP surface polymer.  When the 
surface polymer had poor mechanical properties, a gap formed between the FRP bar and the 
concrete and the external layer of polymer was sheared from the core.  Conversely, damage 
during pullout of steel reinforcing bars was located solely in the concrete.  Similar results were 
obtained by Lee et al. (2009). 
Surface treatments such as helical wraps which are used to enhance bond with concrete can 
have a detrimental effect on fatigue performance (Katz 1998).  Local stress concentrations due 
to surface features such as ribs, wraps or other deformations can degrade fatigue performance 
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by imposing multiaxial stresses that increase matrix-dominated damage mechanisms which are 
normally suppressed in fibre-dominated materials.   
Bond degradation typically occurs near cracks and migrates away from the crack with increasing 
load (Sooriyaarachchi et al. 2005) or repeated loading.  As the bond between the reinforcement 
and the surrounding concrete degrades with increasing number of cycles, an associated 
increase in slip and crack widths is observed (Balazs 1991). 
The long term and fatigue behaviour of concrete beams prestressed with CFRP was investigated 
by Braimah (2000).  CFRP-prestressed beams exhibited lower long term deflections than similar 
steel-prestressed beams.  Fatigue testing consistently led to fractures at the junction of the 
CFRP bar and the anchorage system; when premature failure at the location of the anchors was 
prevented, the CFRP-prestressed beams performed well under fatigue loading. 
2.7.4.2   Shear 
Studies on the influence of fatigue on shear resistance have shown that repeated loading can 
cause diagonal cracks to become quite wide leading to a reduction in the concrete contribution 
to shear resistance (Higgins et al. 2006, 2007).  This is due to a breakdown in aggregate 
interlock caused by abrasion along the crack interface, debonding of the longitudinal 
reinforcement along the crack interface and, if present, debonding of the stirrups near the 
diagonal crack (Kreger et al. 1989).  If no shear reinforcement is provided, this can lead to shear 
failures at loads which are lower than predicted for members subjected to static loading.  If 
transverse shear reinforcement is provided, the stress range in the stirrups will increase with 
additional load cycles which could lead to stirrup rupture.  As noted by Teng et al. (2000), 
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repeated loading reduces the shear strength of RC beams although the effect of fatigue on 
shear capacity is less significant compared with that on flexural capacity.  Fatigue 
considerations are more likely to be critical for short spans (Hawkins 1972).  The shear fatigue 
strengths of steel-RC beams subjected to one million load cycles have been reported in the 
range of 50% - 70% of the ultimate static capacity (Chang & Kesler 1958, Teng, Ma & Weng 
2000) although shear failures have been observed at loads as low as 25% of the expected shear 
capacity (Hawkins 1972). 
Fatigue loading can also change the mode of failure of a member from flexure to shear or vice 
versa (Hawkins 1972, Ueda & Okamura 1983).  Chang & Kesler (1958) state that a beam 
subjected to fatigue loading which is weaker in shear than in flexure could fail in one of five 
ways, namely destruction of the compression zone, splitting action along the reinforcement, 
diagonal cracking, bond failure or fatigue of the reinforcement.  Essentially this means that the 
mode of fatigue failure cannot necessarily be determined by its static response. 
2.8 Summary and Research Needs 
The excellent mechanical properties of FRP materials coupled with the rate of deterioration of 
existing infrastructure due to corrosion of conventional steel reinforcement are leading to 
increased acceptance of FRP reinforcing bars for a wide range of structural applications.  FRPs 
possess high strength, low weight and are resistant to corrosion and other forms of 
deterioration; in the past several decades, FRPs have been successfully implemented in a wide 
range of structural applications including parking garages and bridges.  Similarly, the time and 
cost savings as well as the quality assurance provided by SCC are changing its perception as a 
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niche product as more industry members are employing it for common applications.  Although 
SCC remains the product of choice for concrete sections having highly congested reinforcement 
details, it is now also being increasingly applied to almost all types of precast and cast-in-place 
applications.  While both FRPs and SCC have been researched extensively in the past, 
experimental programs on their combined use are presently lacking in the literature.   
Furthermore, the use of GFRP reinforcing bars in bridge applications has largely been limited to 
slab-on-girder construction where the spans range from 2-3 m.  One of the main reasons for 
this is the relatively low axial stiffness of GFRP reinforcement which makes it impractical for 
longer spans where excessive reinforcement ratios are required to meet serviceability criteria.  
In addition, the shear resistance of GFRP-RC sections is a concern due to the formation of wide 
cracks that reduce the contribution of aggregate interlock.  Thus, the use of GFRP reinforcing 
bars for the primary reinforcement of slab bridges has not been extensively studied despite the 
exposure of many slab bridges to aggressive environments and de-icing salts.  The use of post-
tensioned CFRP tendons shows promise for the implementation of a non-corroding all-FRP 
reinforcement system that addresses the serviceability issue while improving the behaviour at 
ultimate limit states by increasing the flexural and shear resistance, as well as allowing for a 
pseudo-ductile progressive failure mode. 
A review of the currently available literature highlights the need for an extensive experimental 
program to investigate the flexural behaviour of full-scale one-way slabs having lengths greater 
than 3 m and the applicability of design code equations to predict the behaviour of flexural 
members combining passive and prestressed FRP reinforcement.  The extent to which the 
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addition of post-tensioned CFRP tendons improves the overall behaviour of GFRP-RC members 
needs to be quantified, including the reduction in deflections, crack widths and GFRP 
reinforcement stresses at service, as well as load capacity and deformability. 
The advantages of FRP shear reinforcement in corrosive environments have also been made 
evident in recent years, despite challenges related to bending the longitudinal fibres without 
significantly and detrimentally affecting the strength of the bar.  Shear reinforcement in the 
form of closed stirrups is also impractical for slab bridge applications where simplicity is one of 
the key advantages allowing for reduced construction times and costs.  Headed anchorages 
have recently been developed for FRP bars that may present an attractive alternative to bent 
FRP stirrups for shear reinforcement.  Further research on their use and comparison with other 
alternatives, as well as consideration of the effects of cyclic loading, is needed to validate their 
use in field applications. 
Surprisingly, the fatigue behaviour of FRP-RC is largely absent from published literature 
(although a number of studies are available on the fatigue behaviour of FRP-strengthened steel-
RC members).  While there have been some experimental studies on the fatigue behaviour of 
CFRP-prestressed girders (Braimah et al. 2006), GFRP-RC 2-way deck slabs (El-Ragaby et al. 
2007) and FRP-RC tension members (Adimi et al. 2000)—among others—there has been no 
effort, to the author`s knowledge, to develop fatigue life models for FRP-RC members or to 
predict the effect of fatigue load cycles on deflections or crack widths, nor have there been any 
reported methods to predict the remaining life of existing structures non-destructively through 
consideration of the residual stiffness of the member.  Investigations of the fatigue shear 
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behaviour of FRP-RC sections are also lacking.  This may be partially attributable to the difficulty 
in testing FRP reinforcing bars in fatigue to calibrate empirical models as well as the complexity 
of developing rational models for the fatigue of FRP due to the many factors involved.  
Nevertheless, for the long term safety and longevity of the bridges being designed today, it is 
imperative that tools be developed to assist engineers in predicting their behaviour up to the 
end of their expected service lives.  This has been one of the primary goals of the research 
project summarized in this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 - Experimental Program 
3.1 Overview 
The main experimental study was comprised of a total of 57 concrete slab strips tested to 
failure under monotonic or cyclic loading.  These tests were divided into three phases as shown 
in Figure 3.1.  Phase I consisted of sixteen full-scale slab strips with the objective of exploring 
the potential advantages and limitations of the proposed all-FRP reinforcement system for slab 
bridges under static loading.  In particular, the effects of reinforcement type, reinforcement 
ratio, prestressed tendons (bonded or unbonded) and shear reinforcement type on the overall 
flexural performance of slab bridges were investigated.  While the prestressed slabs tested in 
Phase I demonstrated excellent serviceability characteristics and ultimate load-carrying 
capacities (see Chapter 4), slabs without transverse shear reinforcement tended to exhibit 
brittle diagonal tension failure modes which are undesirable.  Each of the prestressed slabs with 
transverse reinforcement showed nearly identical responses up to failure regardless of the 
shear reinforcement type.  Consequently, the twenty-five slabs tested during Phase II were 
designed with a reduced shear span-to-depth ratio (and hence, moment-to-shear ratio) in order 
to induce shear failures even when transverse shear reinforcement was provided.  These tests 
were intended to identify the effectiveness of various shear reinforcement types under static 
and fatigue loading conditions.  Lastly, Phase III consisted of sixteen full-scale slab strips which 
were all tested under cyclic loading in order to quantify the effect of post-tensioning and shear 
reinforcement on the fatigue life of GFRP-RC slab bridges.   
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The full test matrix is summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.  The non-prestressed slabs include the 
steel-reinforced control slab, S, and all GFRP-reinforced slabs beginning with the letter ‘G’; the 
number immediately following the letter ‘G’ indicates approximately which multiple of the 
Phase I 
Full-scale 
static testing 
Reinforcement 
type 
Steel, FRP 
Reinforcement 
ratio 
ρb, 2ρb 
Prestressing 
2 or 4 CFRP 
tendons 
Bond 
Bonded or 
unbonded 
tendons 
Shear 
reinforcement  
Steel, GFRP, 
stirrups, bars 
Phase II 
Reduced-span 
static and 
fatigue testing 
Shear reinforcement 
shape 
Inverted U-shape 
C-shape 
Double-headed bars 
Shear 
reinforcement 
diameter 
10 mm 
12 mm 
Shear 
reinforcement 
fibre type 
Glass 
Carbon 
Phase III 
Full-scale 
fatigue testing 
Shear 
reinforcement 
None 
Double-headed bars  
Prestressing 
None 
2 CFRP 
Figure 3.1 - Experimental test program 
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balanced reinforcement ratio is provided as tensile reinforcement (ie. specimen G1 has a 
reinforcement ratio approximately equal to the balanced condition, G2 is over-reinforced with 
a reinforcement ratio approximately equal to two times the balanced reinforcement ratio).  The 
nomenclature for the remaining slabs is summarized as follows: a prefix of PT indicates that the 
slab was post-tensioned, followed by a 2 or 4 representing the number of prestressing tendons 
used.  Various suffixes were appended to the specimen name to indicate an additional feature 
of the specimen, for example ‘U’ for unbonded tendons or ‘G’ for GFRP stirrups.  Specimens 
tested in fatigue are numbered F1 to F4 for each group of identical slabs. 
3.2 Test Specimen Details 
While steel-RC flexural members are typically designed for strength, FRP-RC members are 
commonly designed to meet serviceability criteria first, with strength checked later.  The 
control slab was designed to withstand the factored design load, which was obtained by placing 
the CHBDC design truck at critical locations along the length of a two-lane bridge having the 
same span as the test specimens (see Chapter 8).  For most of the slabs tested in this study, the 
reinforcement ratio for the primary non-prestressed reinforcement was kept constant and 
equal to that of the steel-RC control slab.  The higher tensile strength of the GFRP 
reinforcement compared with the steel resulted in an increase in moment capacity (thus 
meeting the strength criteria), although the post-cracking stiffness was significantly reduced.  In 
order to produce an “equivalent” design, prestressed CFRP tendons were added to improve the 
serviceability and shear resistance of the slabs without excessively over-reinforcing the section; 
the results showed that the proposed reinforcement system presented a viable alternative to 
conventional steel reinforcement with improved serviceability and ultimate performance. 
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The reinforcement details of each slab are illustrated in Figure 3.2 and summarized in Tables 3.1 
and 3.2.  The guaranteed tensile mechanical properties of the reinforcing bars as provided by 
the manufacturers are provided in Table 3.3.  The GFRP bars used in this study consisted of 
pultruded E-glass fibres impregnated with a modified vinyl ester resin with a minimum fibre 
volume fraction of 0.65. 
Table 3.1 – Test matrix for full-scale specimens (Phase I and III) 
Loading Slab Reinforcing bars Shear reinforcement 
Number of 
tendons 
Effective prestress 
level (%) 
M
o
n
o
to
n
ic
 (
P
h
a
se
 I
) 
S 6 15M Steel 
-- 
-- -- 
G1 
6 #5 GFRP 
G1-ST 10M Steel stirrups 
G2 
12 #5 GFRP 
-- 
G2-ST 10M Steel stirrups 
PT2a 5 #5 GFRP  
-- 
2 B 
46 
PT2 
6 #5 GFRP  
51 
PT2-ST 10M Steel stirrups 
PT2-G #3 GFRP C-shaped stirrups 
55 
PT2-S #4 GFRP vertical shear bars 
PT2-S45 #4 GFRP inclined shear bars 
PT2-U 
-- 
2 UB 
PT4 
4 B 
PT4-G #3 GFRP C-shaped stirrups 
PT4-U 
-- 
4 UB 
PT4-P 4 B 30 
F
a
ti
g
u
e
 (
P
h
a
se
 I
II
) 
G1-F1 
6 #5 GFRP 
-- 
-- -- 
G1-F2 
G1-F3 
G1-F4 
G1S-F1 
#5 GFRP headed shear bars 
G1S-F2 
G1S-F3 
G1S-F4 
PT2-F1 
-- 
2 B 55 
PT2-F2 
PT2-F3 
PT2-F4 
PT2S-F1 
#5 GFRP headed shear bars 
PT2S-F2 
PT2S-F3 
PT2S-F4 
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Table 3.2 - Test matrix for reduced-length specimens (Phase II) 
Loading Slab Reinforcing bars Shear reinforcement 
Number of 
tendons 
Effective prestress 
level (%) 
M
o
n
o
to
n
ic
 GU-10 
6 #5 GFRP 
#3 GFRP U-shaped stirrups 
2 B 55 
GU-12 #4 GFRP U-shaped stirrups 
CU-10 #3 CFRP U-shaped stirrups 
GC-10 #3 GFRP C-shaped stirrups 
GS-12 12 mm GFRP headed shear bars 
F
a
ti
g
u
e
 
GU-10-F1 
6 #5 GFRP 
#3 GFRP U-shaped stirrups 
2 B 55 
GU-10-F2 
GU-10-F3 
GU-10-F4 
GU-12-F1 
#4 GFRP U-shaped stirrups 
GU-12-F2 
GU-12-F3 
GU-12-F4 
CU-10-F1 
#3 CFRP U-shaped stirrups 
CU-10-F2 
CU-10-F3 
CU-10-F4 
GC-10-F1 
#3 GFRP C-shaped stirrups 
GC-10-F2 
GC-10-F3 
GC-10-F4 
GS-12-F1 
12 mm GFRP headed shear bars 
GS-12-F2 
GS-12-F3 
GS-12-F4 
 
Table 3.3 – Guaranteed properties of reinforcing bars as reported by the manufacturer 
Material* 
Nominal bar 
diameter 
(mm) 
Nominal cross-
sectional area 
(mm
2
) 
Tensile capacity 
(MPa) 
Modulus of 
elasticity (GPa) 
Yield 
strain 
(%) 
Ultimate 
strain (%) 
#3 GFRP RM1 9.5 71.3 765 45.4 -- 1.69 
#4 GFRP RM1 12.7 126.7 708 46.3 -- 1.53 
#4 GFRP RM2 12.7 126.7 941 53.6 -- 1.76 
#5 GFRP RM1 16 197.9 683 48.2 -- 1.42 
#5 GFRP RM2 16 197.9 934 55.4 -- 1.69 
#5 GFRP HM 16 197.9 1184 62.6 -- 1.89 
12 mm GFRP 12 113.1 1350 64.0 -- 2.11 
#3 CFRP 9.5 71.3 1431 120 -- 1.19 
#4 CFRP 12.5** 122.7 1765 144 -- 1.23 
15M Steel 16 200 400 200 0.2 >10 
*RM1 – Regular modulus used in Phase I, II and a portion of Phase III; RM2 – Regular modulus used for most 
of Phase III; HM – High modulus used for Phase III shear reinforcement 
**Measured 
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S G1, G1-F1-4
G1-ST
PT2S-F1-4
PT2-ST
PT2a
30
0 
m
m
600 mm 600 mm
30
0 
m
m
30
0 
m
m
25
0 
m
m
30
 
m
m
75
 
m
m
Steel 15M
@ 100 mm o/c
#5 GFRP
@ 100 mm o/c
Steel stirrups 10M
@ 150 mm o/c
#4 CFRP
@ 300 mm o/c
#4 GFRP
@ 150 mm o/c
PT2-G, GC-10,
GC-10-F1-4
G2
600 mm
30
 
m
m
#4 GFRP
@ 150 mm o/c
2 #5 GFRP
@ 100 mm o/c
G2-ST
PT4, PT4-U,
PT4-P
PT4-G
PT2-S,
PT2-S45
30
0 
m
m
30
 
m
m
75
 
m
m
#4 CFRP
@ 150 mm o/c
#5 GFRP headed bars
@ 150 mm o/c
GU-10, GU-12, CU-10,
GU-10-F1-4, GU-12-F1-4,
CU-10-F1-4
PT2, PT2-U,
PT2-F1-4
30
0 
m
m
30
 
m
m
75
 
m
m
G1S-F1-4, GS-12,
GS-12-F1-4 30
 
m
m
#5 or 12 mm GFRP headed bars
@ 150 mm o/c
#3 GFRP C-shaped stirrups
@ 150 mm o/c
#3 or #4 GFRP/CFRP U-shaped stirrups
@ 150 mm o/c
#4 GFRP shear bars
@ 150 mm o/c
Figure 3.2 - Test specimen details 
Each of the slabs had cross-section dimensions of 600 mm x 300 mm except for one slab, PT2a, 
which had a reduced depth of 250 mm to investigate the possibility of reducing the deck 
thickness through prestressing. The full-scale slab specimens tested in Phase I and Phase III had 
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lengths of 5 m, while the slabs in Phase II had lengths of only 2.5 m.  Each of the 300 mm deep 
slabs contained either six or twelve #5 (16 mm diameter) GFRP bars in the bottom longitudinal 
direction, except for the control slab, S, which instead contained six 15M steel reinforcing bars.  
Slab PT2a, which had a reduced depth of 250 mm, was reinforced in the bottom longitudinal 
direction with five #5 GFRP reinforcing bars. These reinforcement configurations correspond to 
a reinforcement ratio just less than or approximately two times the balanced condition for the 
GFRP-reinforced slabs.  Each slab also contained four #4 (13 mm diameter) GFRP reinforcing 
bars in the top longitudinal direction and spaced at every 150 mm in the transverse direction at 
the top and bottom of the slab serving as temperature and shrinkage reinforcement, except for 
slabs reinforced with stirrups.  The top and bottom clear cover to the longitudinal 
reinforcement was kept constant at 30 mm.    
Of the sixteen full-scale slabs tested in Phase I, five slabs were non-prestressed; these include 
the steel-reinforced control slab, S, and four GFRP-reinforced slabs.  Specimens G1 and G2 
contained approximately one and two times the balanced reinforcement ratio, respectively.  
Both of these slabs were expected to fail in shear before reaching their flexural design capacity, 
therefore specimens G1-ST and G2-ST contained 10M steel stirrups spaced at 150 mm on 
centre in order to increase the shear resistance of the section and induce flexural failure.  The 
remaining eleven full-scale slab specimens contained either two or four #4 (13 mm diameter) 
CFRP prestressing tendons at a distance of 75 mm from the bottom concrete surface.  Although 
the CHBDC allows effective prestress levels at transfer of up to 65% of the ultimate strength of 
the CFRP tendons, in practice prestress levels are usually limited to 40% to 60% of ultimate.  For 
this study, a maximum prestress level of 55% of ultimate was selected to ensure good 
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serviceability while providing sufficient strain capacity to reach high loads at ultimate without 
rupturing.  Three slabs (PT2a, PT2 and PT2-ST) had slightly lower effective prestressing levels 
due to relatively high prestressing losses, while one additional slab was post-tensioned with 
four CFRP tendons prestressed to only 30% of their ultimate strength to compare the behaviour 
of slabs having a similar prestressing force but a different number of tendons.  Confinement 
was provided in the end regions of these slabs by placing 10M steel stirrups at a 50 mm spacing 
to resist the splitting stresses induced during prestressing.  All of the post-tensioning ducts 
were filled with grout immediately after prestressing, with the exception of two slabs (PT2-U 
and PT4-U), for which the tendons were left unbonded.  Six prestressed slabs did not contain 
any shear reinforcement within the main span, while five slabs contained various types of shear 
reinforcement at a spacing of 150 mm to compare their effect on the ultimate load-carrying 
capacity.  The various types of shear reinforcement considered were steel stirrups, GFRP C-
shaped stirrups, vertical GFRP shear bars and inclined GFRP shear bars. 
In Phase II, the transverse shear reinforcement fibre type, shape and diameter were varied to 
study their effect on the static and fatigue shear behaviour of the prestressed slab bridge strips.  
Although conventional slab bridges typically do not include shear reinforcement, the lower 
shear strength of FRP-RC members may govern design in some cases.  Since closed stirrups are 
not practical for slabs from a constructability standpoint, alternative shear reinforcement types 
which can be easily incorporated into a reinforcement grid were investigated.  Five types of 
shear reinforcement were evaluated, namely #3 and #4 GFRP inverted U-shaped stirrups (series 
GU-10 and GU-12, respectively), #3 CFRP inverted U-shaped stirrups (series CU-10), #3 GFRP C-
shaped stirrups (series GC-10) and 12 mm diameter GFRP double-headed shear bars (series GS-
 12) as shown in Figure 3.3.  The spacing of the shear reinforcement was kept constant at 150 
mm, and the longitudinal reinforcement details were identical to slab PT2 from Phase I.  For 
each shear reinforcement type studied, five identical specimens were prepared for a total of 25 
specimens.  In each group, one specimen was tested under monotonic loading and four 
specimens were tested under cyclic loading.
Figure 3.3
Phase III consisted of sixteen full
prestressed and eight slabs were non
identical to slabs G1 and PT2 from Phase I, with the exception that changes in the 
manufacturing process resulted in a slight change in the mechanical properties of the GFRP 
reinforcing bars (see Table 3.3).  These changes apply to specimens G1
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 - Shear reinforcement types for Phase II 
-scale slabs tested under cyclic loading, eight of which were 
-prestressed.  The longitudinal reinforcement details were 
-F1 to F4, G1S
 
-F1 to F4 
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and PT2S-F1 to F4, which were the last twelve slabs to be constructed.  Four prestressed slabs 
(PT2S-F1 to F4) and four non-prestressed slabs (G1S-F1 to F4) were reinforced in shear using 
double-headed shear bars; although similar in concept to the double-headed shear bars used in 
Phase II, the mechanical properties and bar diameter were changed.  At the time of 
construction of the Phase II specimens, the FRP manufacturer supplying the longitudinal GFRP 
and CFRP reinforcement for this project did not have a comparable product design and 
therefore the double-headed shear bars used in Phase II were obtained from a different 
manufacturer.  Prior to the construction of Phase III specimens, the original FRP manufacturer 
developed their own double-headed bars, although the minimum bar diameter was 16 mm 
compared to 12 mm for the bars used in Phase II.  Since the use of a reinforcement system from 
a single manufacturer increases its practicality and hence the attractiveness and viability of a 
design concept, the shear bars used in Phase II were replaced with the larger bars for Phase III.  
Since all of the shear-reinforced slabs in Phase III had a flexural mode of failure, this change is 
believed to have a negligible effect on the results presented.  The new shear bar is shown in 
Figure 3.4. 
The double-headed anchor bars used in Phase III are comprised of high-modulus GFRP 
reinforcing bars with headed anchorages cast onto the ends of the bar and hardened at 
elevated temperatures.  The maximum outer diameter of the anchor heads are 3 times the 
diameter of the GFRP bar with a head length of 100 mm.  Grooves in the bar are used to 
enhance the mechanical interlock with the anchor heads (Figure 3.5) with reported average 
pullout strengths of 132.3 kN and 148.5 kN in confined concrete block specimens for concrete 
compressive strengths of 36 MPa and 47 MPa, respectively, corresponding to 57% and 64% of 
 their ultimate static tensile capacity.  Specimens without spiral reinforcement for confinement 
of the anchor heads failed at lower loads (
Figure 3.4 – 
Figure 3.5 - Headed anchorage for shear bars (Mohamed & Benmokrane 2012)
3.3 Slab Fabrication 
All of the slabs tested in this study were fabricated at a local precast plant using a proprietary 
SCC mix design with a maximum aggregate size of 13 mm, a water
approximately 0.4 and various chemical admixtures to produce a concrete with g
while ensuring consistent mechanical properties.  An approximate mix design is given in Table 
3.4.  Slump flow tests were performed by quality control staff at the time of casting (Figure 3.6), 
and for each concrete pour a number of cylinde
testing of mechanical properties.  Measured slump flow values ranged from 625 mm to 700 
87 
Mohamed & Benmokrane 2012). 
Double-headed shear bar used for Phase III 
-cement ratio of 
rs were cast in addition to the slabs for later 
 
 
 
ood flowability 
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mm, and the average 28 day compressive strength was 54.1 MPa.  Detailed concrete properties 
are summarized in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.4 - Concrete mix design 
Constituent Quantity 
Water 160 kg/m
3
 
Cement 360 kg/m
3
 
Coarse aggregate 860 kg/m
3
 
Fine aggregate 780 kg/m
3
 
High range water reducer 850 g/m
3
 
Air entrainment 85 g/m
3
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 - Slump flow test 
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Table 3.5 - Concrete properties 
Specimens 
Slump flow 
(mm) 
28 day strength Strength at time of testing 
Average f’c 
(MPa) 
Average fsp 
(MPa) 
Average f’c 
(MPa) 
Average fsp 
(MPa) 
G1, G2 -- 40.8 -- 58.1 3.9 
G1-ST, G2-ST -- 45.9 -- 58.1 3.9 
S, PT2 -- 42.1 -- 58.1 3.9 
PT2-ST, PT2a -- 34.5 -- 63.8 -- 
PT4, PT2-U, PT4-U 655 48.5 4.2 55.7 4.1 
PT2-G, PT4-G, PT4-P 700 50.0 4.4 59.1 4.3 
PT2-S, PT2-S45, PT2-F1 695 60.1 4.3 64.5 4.1 
PT2-F2, PT2-F3, PT2-F4 625 58.3 4.3 64.7 4.1 
CU-10, CU-10-F1 690 60.8 4.2 64.3 3.9 
CU-10-F2, CU-10-F3 -- 61.0 -- 66.2 -- 
CU-10-F4, GU-10 635 58.9 4.1 67.9 4.3 
GU-10-F1, GU-10-F2 -- 57.8 -- 63.7 -- 
GU-10-F3, GU-10-F4 -- 57.5 -- 61.0 -- 
GU-12, GU-12-F1 -- 54.7 -- 60.5 -- 
GU-12-F2, GU-12-F3 -- 61.8 -- 63.7 -- 
GU-12-F4, GC-10 -- 60.0 -- 63.9 -- 
GC-10-F1, GC-10-F2 -- 57.7 4.2 63.1 4.1 
GC-10-F3, GC-10-F4 -- 59.4 -- 66.3 -- 
GS-12, GS-12-F1 -- 76.0 -- 79.9 -- 
GS-12-F2, GS-12-F3 -- 70.8 -- 78.5 -- 
GS-12-F4 -- 58.1 -- 63.4 -- 
G1-F1, G1-F2, G1-F3 630 44.7 3.6 48.5 4.0 
G1-F4, G1S-F1, G1S-F2 550 45.4 3.5 46.8 3.7 
G1S-F3, G1S-F4, PT2S-F1 630 44.1 3.5 45.5 3.0 
PT2S-F2, PT2S-F3, PT2S-F4 640 44.8 3.7 45.3 3.3 
 
The concrete compressive strength, f’c, and split cylinder tensile strength, fsp, were measured at 
approximately 28 days and at the time of testing of the corresponding test slabs from the same 
concrete batch (Table 3.5).  Tests were conducted in accordance with ASTM C39/C39M and 
C496/C496M, respectively.  The results of the average concrete compressive tests for each 
batch with respect to the concrete age at the time of testing are given in Figure 3.7.  Results 
from the concrete cylinder compressive strength tests were fairly consistent between batches, 
with the exception of a few outliers, and strengths were observed to remain fairly constant 
with time after 28 days, although a slight increase in strength was typical.  At the time of 
testing, average concrete compressive strength values ranged from 45.3 MPa to 79.9 MPa, with 
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most of the values lying between 55 MPa and 65 MPa.  The instances in which the concrete 
strength happened to be outside of this range could be attributed to the fact that, although the 
mix design was kept essentially the same using the proprietary mix design of the local precast 
plant, a new shipment of cement seemed to result in an unexpected change in compressive 
strength.  The average strength at the time of testing was 61.5 MPa; for design purposes, a 
concrete strength of 60 MPa was assumed.   
Splitting tensile test results are given in Figure 3.8 with respect to the age of the concrete at the 
time of testing; normalized tensile strength values (obtained by dividing the splitting tensile 
strength by the square root of the corresponding concrete compressive strength) are shown in 
Figure 3.9.  A slight decrease in normalized tensile strength with time was observed, which is 
likely due to drying shrinkage of the concrete; in order to maintain compatibility with the slab 
test specimens, the concrete cylinders were not cured in a humidity controlled environment.  
At the time of testing the splitting tensile strength of the concrete ranged from 0.451√f’c to 
0.571√f’c.  The splitting tensile strength is generally greater than the direct tensile strength and 
lower than the flexural strength, or modulus of rupture (ASTM 2011). 
Randomly selected cylinders were cut in half longitudinally to examine the aggregate 
distribution inside the hardened concrete as a qualitative assessment of aggregate segregation.  
As shown in Figure 3.10, coarse aggregates were uniformly distributed throughout the depth of 
the cylinder indicating good stability of the concrete mix. 
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Figure 3.7 - Concrete compressive strength over time 
 
Figure 3.8 - Concrete splitting tensile strength over time 
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Figure 3.9 - Normalized splitting strength over time 
 
Figure 3.10 - Segregation analysis of hardened concrete 
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Photographs of the fabrication process are given in Figures 3.11 to 3.13.  Reinforcing cages 
were constructed and placed inside wooden forms on a steel casting bed; the concrete was 
poured from the centre of the slabs and allowed to flow to each end of the formwork. 
 
Figure 3.11 - Construction of reinforcing cages with various types of shear reinforcement 
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Figure 3.12 - Completed reinforcing cages in wooden formwork 
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Figure 3.13 - Pouring concrete and completed specimens following formwork removal 
3.4 Prestressing 
The CFRP tendons were stressed one at a time using a two jack system and three wedge-type 
anchors developed at the University of Waterloo (Al-Mayah et al. 2006) as shown in Figure 
3.14.  One anchor was seated at the dead end and one at the live end, with the third anchor left 
unseated between the hydraulic cylinders and the concrete slab.  The load was applied using 
the larger jack between the anchor and the steel post-tensioning setup; the smaller jack was 
then used to seat the third anchor which maintained the prestressing force in the concrete slab.  
Once the anchor was seated, the load in the hydraulic cylinder was released and the post-
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tensioning setup was moved to the next bar.  The initial applied load was recorded using a load 
cell between the live end anchor and the hydraulic jack.  Losses within the slab were monitored 
using strain gauges mounted on the CFRP bars. 
 
Figure 3.14 - Post-tensioning setup 
For specimen PT2a, which was the first slab to be post-tensioned, each bar was tensioned to a 
jacking force of approximately 110 kN.  The jacking force was later increased to 125 kN for the 
remaining prestressed slabs.  The first three post-tensioned slabs, PT2a, PT2 and PT2-ST had the 
live end anchor oriented in the conventional manner such that during the seating of this 
anchor, the wedges were driven into the barrel by a hydraulic cylinder.  As the wedges were 
driven inwards, they began to grip the bar and pulled the bar inwards as well.  This resulted in 
rather significant seating losses (approximately 10%) with a final force in each bar of 
approximately 100 kN for PT2a and 110 kN for PT2 and PT2-ST, corresponding to 46 and 51% of 
the guaranteed capacity of the CFRP bar, respectively.  Amato (2009) encountered a similar 
problem while post-tensioning a parking garage slab; by reversing the orientation of the anchor 
so that the barrel was pushed over the wedges, the anchorage losses were significantly 
Wedge anchors 
Hydraulic cylinders 
Self-reacting frame 
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reduced.  The remaining prestressed slabs used a reversed orientation for the live end anchor; 
this reduced seating losses to less than 4% in most cases such that the effective prestress force 
in each bar was approximately 120 kN, or 55% of the guaranteed tensile capacity of the CFRP 
bar.  The reverse orientation of the anchors is shown in Figure 3.15.  Slabs with a shorter length 
typically displayed slightly higher anchorage losses due to their shorter tendon length.  
Prestress losses due to elastic shortening and long term losses due to shrinkage and creep were 
negligible.  A summary of the measured prestressing losses is given in Table 3.6 and 
photographs of the prestressing setup are given in Figure 3.16. 
 
Figure 3.15 – Reverse orientation of live end anchor 
After the bars were prestressed, the ducts were filled with post-tensioning grout to provide a 
bond transfer mechanism with the concrete slab (except for those which were to remain 
unbonded).  Unfortunately, one of the anchors used for specimen PT4-G had been 
manufactured from a defective material, and the barrel cracked after the grout was beginning 
to set.  Once the barrel cracked the anchor was no longer able to hold the force in the 
prestressing tendon, causing the tendon to slip and shoot out six inches from the live end.  This 
sudden release of energy damaged the bar and the prestressing force was lost.  Since the grout 
Barrel 
Sleeve 
Wedges 360° 
Beam 
End 
Anchor 
Prestressing Jack 
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was already partially set, there was no way to replace the damaged bar, therefore specimen 
PT4-G was tested with only 3 active tendons. 
Table 3.6 - Prestressing losses 
Slab Jacking force per tendon (kN) Average final force per tendon (kN) Average prestress loss (%) 
PT2a 110 97.2 11.7 
PT2 125 109.3 12.5 
PT2-ST 125 108.7 13.0 
PT2-G 125 121.2 3.1 
PT2-S 125 122.4 2.1 
PT2-S45 125 123.0 1.6 
PT2-U 125 123.8 1.0 
PT4 125 122.2 2.3 
PT4-G* 125 118.6 5.1 
PT4-U 125 120.6 3.6 
PT4-P 65 64.1 1.4 
GU-10 125 116.6 6.7 
GU-10-F1 125 118.4 5.2 
GU-10-F2 125 120.9 3.3 
GU-10-F3 125 118.5 5.2 
GU-10-F4 125 117.4 6.1 
GU-12 125 119.8 4.2 
GU-12-F1 125 116.0 7.2 
GU-12-F2 125 122.0 2.4 
GU-12-F3 125 119.4 4.5 
GU-12-F4 125 117.8 5.7 
CU-10 125 112.1 10.3 
CU-10-F1 125 119.0 4.8 
CU-10-F2 125 118.1 5.5 
CU-10-F3 125 122.4 2.1 
CU-10-F4 125 117.9 5.7 
GC-10 125 119.8 4.2 
GC-10-F1 125 118.3 5.3 
GC-10-F2 125 114.0 8.8 
GC-10-F3 125 121.6 2.8 
GC-10-F4 125 120.8 3.4 
GS-12 125 124.5 0.4 
GS-12-F1 125 115.5 7.6 
GS-12-F2 125 113.9 8.9 
GS-12-F3 125 119.7 4.3 
GS-12-F4 125 118.8 5.0 
PT2-F1 125 124.1 0.7 
PT2-F2 125 122.3 2.2 
PT2-F3 125 122.6 1.9 
PT2-F4 125 120.7 3.4 
PT2S-F1 125 122.7 1.8 
PT2S-F2 125 119.8 4.1 
PT2S-F3 125 120.4 3.7 
PT2S-F4 125 123.6 1.1 
*One tendon was lost after grouting 
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Figure 3.16 - Slabs before and after prestressing 
The ducts in the prestressed slab specimens were filled using an unsanded, Portland cement-
based, expanding shrinkage-compensated post-tensioning grout (KPM Industries 2011).  The 
grout mix, which contains silica fume, is specified to have high early strength gain, high fluidity, 
excellent cohesive properties, low permeability and a net expansion of 3-5% to ensure 
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maximum bond.   Due to the relatively small quantity of grout required, freshly mixed grout was 
gravity fed into the ducts using tubes rather than by pumping.  The grout fluidity was measured 
using a flow cone test (ASTM C939) for three different water-cement ratios as shown in Figure 
3.17.  Increasing the water-cement ratio from 0.35 to 0.40 resulted in an average decrease in 
flow time of almost 50%.  Further increasing the water content resulted in only a marginal 
decrease in flow time.  The recommended flow time according to the Post-Tensioning Institute 
(PTI) is 11-30 seconds (Post-Tensioning Institute 2003); the efflux time of the grout with a 
water-cement ratio of 0.35 slightly exceeded this range, while both grout mixes with a water-
cement ratio of at least 0.40 had satisfactory flow times.   
Conversely, the compressive strength of the grout having a water-cement ratio of 0.40 was 
almost equal to the mix with a water-cement ratio of 0.35 after 14 days, and only slightly lower 
after 7 days, as determined by mortar cube tests (ASTM C942) and shown in Figure 3.18.  
Increasing the water content further resulted in a significant decrease in early strength gain.   
Based on these tests, the grout used for the post-tensioned slabs was prepared with a water-
cement ratio of 0.40 in order to ensure an optimal balance of good flowability without 
significantly affecting its hardened mechanical properties.  The grouted prestressed slabs were 
allowed to cure for a minimum of 7 days before testing.  In order to verify these results, sets of 
mortar cubes were twice cast in parallel with the grouting of prestressed slabs; after 7 days the 
average compressive strengths of the mortar cube sets were 48.9 MPa and 47.8 MPa; these 
values are well above the PTI specifications of 21 MPa and 35 MPa at 7 and 28 days, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3.17 - Grout fluidity 
 
Figure 3.18 - Grout strength gain 
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3.5 Test Setup & Procedure 
The full-scale slabs were tested under four-point bending on simple supports as shown in Figure 
3.19.  The centreline to centreline span between supports was 4500 mm with a shear span of 
1750 mm.  Meanwhile, the shorter slabs in Phase II were tested under three-point bending with 
a shear span of 1 m as shown in Figure 3.20.  Instrumentation for each test setup is shown 
schematically in Figures 3.21 and 3.22.   
 
a) 
 
 
b) 
 
Figure 3.19 - a) Test setup schematic and b) SCC slab strip in test frame 
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Figure 3.20 - Test setup for Phase II 
 
 
 
LVDT (midspan deflection) LVDTs (crack width) 
Strain gauges (longitudinal reinforcement) 
Strain gauge (concrete) Strain gauges (stirrups, if 
present – Phase III only) 
4500 mm 
Specimens 
without stirrups 
Specimens 
with stirrups 
Figure 3.21 - Instrumentation for full-scale specimens 
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Midspan deflection was measured with two linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) 
with a range of 150 mm on either side of the slab.  Electrical resistance strain gauges made by 
Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd. were also bonded to the reinforcing bars and the top concrete 
surface at midspan.  Strain gauges on the prestressing tendons measured strains at midspan, 
under one of the load points and at the center of one of the shear spans.  For Phases II and III, 
strain gauges were also used to measure strains in the shear reinforcement at mid-depth for 
four consecutive stirrups near one of the loading points.  Strain gauges having a length of 5 mm 
were mounted on the reinforcement and 60 mm long gauges were mounted on the concrete 
surface.  The test was paused after the formation of flexural cracks, and initial crack width 
readings of the widest two cracks were taken using a handheld microscope while subsequent 
LVDT (midspan 
deflection) 
LVDTs (crack width) 
Strain gauges (longitudinal 
reinforcement) 
Strain gauge (concrete) Strain gauges (stirrups) 
2000 mm 
300 mm 
Figure 3.22 - Instrumentation for reduced-length specimens 
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crack width growth was measured using high accuracy LVDTs with a 5 mm range mounted 
across the crack; for Phase II slabs, one flexural crack and one shear crack were monitored using 
an LVDT mounted at an inclination of 45° to the horizontal at the mid-depth of the slab.  The 
tests were paused periodically to mark the location of newly formed cracks. 
The load was applied at a rate of 1.2 mm per minute until failure was reached under 
displacement control for the full-scale monotonic tests compared to 1.0 mm per minute for the 
shorter slabs, which displayed smaller deflections at ultimate.  Cyclic loading was applied under 
load control at a frequency of 0.45-1.5 Hz, depending on the range of midspan deflection 
induced for the given load range; the slabs tested at high load ranges had to be tested at 
relatively low frequencies in order for the hydraulic actuator to accommodate the large 
deflections induced at the maximum load level.  These constraints were exacerbated by a 
breakdown of the hydraulic pump during the testing program which limited oil flow through the 
hydraulic equipment; however, all of the testing rates are considered to be fairly low such that 
heat dissipation is not expected to be a concern and thus, the results are relatively insensitive 
to the test frequency used.   
Fatigue load ranges were selected to cause failure within 1 million cycles in order to complete 
each test within a three week period, such that the experimental program could be completed 
within a reasonable time frame.  Specimens which did not fail within 1 million cycles were 
subjected to additional cycles at a higher load range until fatigue failure occurred.  The first 
cycle of each fatigue test was conducted at the same rate as the monotonic tests to assess the 
initial cycle response and to crack the specimen; after reaching the peak load, the slabs were 
unloaded and LVDTs were applied at the primary crack locations before beginning the fatigue 
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test.  Load cycles were sinusoidal with a constant minimum load level of 10 kN and the 
maximum load selected to provide the desired load range.  The applied cyclic load ranges and 
experimental results are discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 - Experimental Results 
4.1 General 
Fifty-seven full-scale and reduced-length slab strips were constructed and tested in four-point 
or three-point bending under monotonic and fatigue loading.  The tests were divided into 3 
phases as described in Chapter 3; Phase I and Phase III were comprised of full-scale specimens 
with various reinforcement configurations under static and fatigue loading, respectively, while 
Phase II consisted of 25 specimens having a reduced span length to investigate the contribution 
of various shear reinforcement types to the overall shear capacity under both static and cyclic 
loading conditions. 
4.2 Phase I – Full-Scale Monotonic Testing 
4.2.1 Test Results 
The flexural performance of the 16 slabs tested under monotonic load in Phase I are 
summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for serviceability and ultimate limit states, respectively.  The 
observed cracking loads for the various slabs are compared in Figure 4.1, while the midspan 
deflection, maximum crack width and maximum GFRP strain at the service load condition are 
shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.4.  The service moment was taken as 41.6 kN∙m, corresponding to the 
live load moment induced on a 600 mm wide strip by the CHBDC CL-625 design truck with 
dynamic load allowance for a 2-lane bridge having a span of 4.5 m and total width of 8 m (see 
Chapter 8).   
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Table 4.1 - Summary of test results at service loads 
Slab 
Cracking 
load (kN) 
Midspan 
deflection 
(mm) 
Maximum 
crack width 
(mm) 
Midspan strain in 
primary 
reinforcement (με) 
Midspan strain in 
primary reinforcement 
(%εy or %εfrpu) 
S 25.2 6.0 0.11 950 47.5 
G1 20.3 22.4 0.40 3656 25.8
a 
G1-ST 23.3 19.4 0.37 3358 23.7 
G2 25.2 11.2 0.17 1559 11.0 
G2-ST 31.8 7.9 0.18 1020 7.2 
PT2a 34.8 12.5 0.12 2012 14.2 
PT2 58.6 2.2 --
b 
128 0.9 
PT2-ST 50.6 4.7 --
b
 694 4.9 
PT2-G 59.9 2.0 --
b
 142 1.0 
PT2-S 65.4 1.8 --
b
 99 0.7 
PT2-S45 73.2 2.5 --
b
 142 1.0 
PT2-U 60.1 2.4 --
b
 113 0.8 
PT4 80.1 2.5 --
b
 128 0.9 
PT4-G 82.1 2.1 --
b
 99 0.7
c 
PT4-U 98.9 1.7 --
b
 142 1.0 
PT4-P 69.7 2.1 --
b
 113 0.8 
a – Exceeds CHBDC limit 
b – Uncracked at service  
c – Interpolated from measured CFRP and top concrete strains, assuming linear strain variation 
 
Table 4.2 - Summary of test results at ultimate loads 
Slab 
Peak 
load 
(kN) 
Residual 
strength 
(kN) 
Midspan 
deflection
a
 
(mm) 
Δ2/Δ1
b 
Reinforcement 
strain at 
midspan
a
 (με) 
Reinforcement 
strain at 
midspan
a
 (%εfrpu) 
Concrete strain 
at midspan
a
 
(με) 
Failure 
mode
c
 
S 167 - 176 1.0 --
d
 --
d
 3644 FY  FC 
G1 166 - 110 1.0 11563 81.6 2331 DT 
G1-ST 213 - 122 1.0 14383 101.5 2286 FR 
G2 220 - 74 1.0 7595 53.6 2027 DT 
G2-ST 339 - 108 1.0 10032 70.8 2741 FC 
PT2a 172 - 127 1.0 11605 81.9 2800 DT 
PT2 206 - 71 1.0 7935 56.0 2041 DT 
PT2-ST 285 246 115 1.1 13532 95.5 3325 FT  FR 
PT2-G 249 212 86 1.5 9140 64.5 2636 FT  FR 
PT2-S 248 206 89 1.5 9168 64.7 2391 FT  FR 
PT2-S45 237 204 79 1.5 9891 69.8 2118 FT  FR 
PT2-U 182 - 102 1.0 10018 70.7 2219 DT 
PT-4 295 225 80 1.5 7992 56.4 2832 FT  DT 
PT4-G 312 270 78 1.9 5980 42.2
e 
2832 FT  FC 
PT4-U 242 166 100 1.2 10372 73.2 2597 FT  DT 
PT4-P 255 - 69 1.0 7227 51.0 2149 DT 
a - At peak load  
b - Ratio of peak deflection to deflection at peak load 
c - FY = Flexural failure induced by yielding of reinforcement; FC = Flexural failure induced by concrete crushing;   
DT = Diagonal tension failure; FT = Flexural failure induced by tendon rupture; FR = Flexural failure induced by 
rupture of reinforcing bars 
d - Strain gauge malfunctioned  
e - Calculated from measured CFRP and top concrete strains, assuming linear strain variation 
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Figure 4.1 - Cracking loads of Phase I slabs 
 
Figure 4.2 - Midspan deflection at service for Phase I slabs 
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Figure 4.3 - Maximum crack widths at service for Phase I slabs 
 
Figure 4.4 – Maximum GFRP stress at service for Phase I slabs 
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4.2.2 Serviceability Limit State 
Several observations can be drawn from the observed flexural behaviour of the tested slabs.  As 
shown in Figure 4.1, the cracking load increased with increasing prestressing level, as expected, 
and the deflections, crack widths and GFRP stresses at the service load each decreased with 
increasing prestressing force (Figures 4.2 to 4.4).  The load-deflection responses of the slabs are 
shown in Figure 4.5, while the load-crack width responses and load-GFRP strain responses are 
shown in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively. 
The CHBDC does not specify a deflection limit for slab-type bridges; however the AASHTO LRFD 
Bridge Design Guide Specifications for GFRP-Reinforced Concrete Bridge Decks and Traffic 
Railings (AASHTO 2009) uses deflection limits ranging from L/800 to L/1200 depending on 
whether the bridge sustains vehicular traffic only or vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  Although 
the service loads based on AASHTO LRFD design differ slightly from the CHBDC (refer to Chapter 
8), the AASHTO LRFD limits are shown in Figure 4.2 for a relative comparison of the 
serviceability of the various tested slabs.  None of the non-prestressed slabs met the AASHTO 
LRFD deflection limits, although all of the full-depth prestressed slabs had acceptable values of 
deflection at service.  Crack widths were below the CHBDC limit of 0.5 mm for aggressive 
environments in all cases (Figure 4.3), although slab G1 slightly exceeded the GFRP service 
stress limit of 0.25ffrpu (Figure 4.4). 
Figure 4.5a shows the effect of reinforcement type and reinforcement ratio on load-deflection 
response.  As expected, the steel-reinforced control slab showed the highest post-cracking 
stiffness of the non-prestressed slabs.  Although slabs G2 and G2-ST contained twice the area of 
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tensile reinforcement, the total axial stiffness (AfrpEfrp) of the reinforcement was still lower than 
for the steel-reinforced control slab (AsEs).  This resulted in higher midspan deflections and 
crack widths at service compared to the control specimen (see Table 4.1).  Slabs G1 and G1-ST 
showed the lowest post-cracking stiffness of the tested slabs, with more than three times the 
midspan deflection and crack widths at service as the control specimen.   
Figure 4.5b shows the effect of increasing the number of prestressing tendons on the load-
deflection response of the GFRP-reinforced slabs.  Three distinct pairs of lines can be seen, 
corresponding to slabs with zero, two or four post-tensioned CFRP tendons.  Prestressed slabs 
displayed both a higher cracking load and greater post-cracking stiffness than similar non-
prestressed slabs.  Slab PT4-G displayed the highest capacity of all the slabs (except for G2-ST) 
and the greatest post-cracking stiffness of the GFRP-reinforced slabs.  Prestressed slabs 
displayed improved serviceability compared with the control slab, as very small deflections 
were observed at the given service load (typically about one-third those of the control slab).  All 
of the prestressed slabs (except PT2a) were uncracked at service and easily met all 
serviceability criteria. 
The effect of the prestressing force and the number of prestressing tendons on the load-
deflection response is shown in Figure 4.5c.  Specimen PT4-P had twice the number of CFRP 
tendons as slab PT2, but approximately the same total prestressing force.  The cracking load of 
slab PT4-P was between that of slabs PT2 and PT4, with a similar post-cracking stiffness as slab 
PT4.  Specimens PT4-P and PT2 both failed in shear at loads corresponding to approximately the 
same midspan deflection.  Doubling the prestressing force per tendon (ie. slab PT4 vs. slab PT4-
P) had almost no effect on the serviceability of the slabs, but changed the mode of failure from 
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shear to CFRP tendon rupture and displayed significant residual strength accompanied by 
additional post-peak deflection.  The larger prestressing force did increase the cracking 
moment, but as the prestressed slabs were uncracked at service in all cases, the overall effect 
on serviceability was minimal. 
As shown in Figure 4.5d, slab PT2a performed similarly to the non-prestressed slab G1 in terms 
of load-deflection behaviour, while showing reduced crack widths at service indicating that 
adding prestressed CFRP reinforcement can be used to efficiently increase the span-to-depth 
ratio of slab bridges reinforced with GFRP.  Since many slab bridges have spans greater than 5 
m, adding prestressed CFRP tendons becomes increasingly attractive for longer spans where 
GFRP reinforcement alone would lead to excessive deflections, crack widths and reinforcement 
strains. 
Figures 4.5e and 4.5f show the effect of bond on the load-deflection response of the post-
tensioned slabs.  Unfortunately, both specimens prestressed with unbonded tendons, PT2-U 
and PT4-U, suffered the premature rupture of one tendon during loading.  These occurrences 
are easily identified by the sharp load drops in Figures 4.5e and 4.5f; these premature ruptures 
are believed to be a result of stress concentrations induced by friction within the post-
tensioning ducts (discussed in more detail later).  Leaving the tendons unbonded had little 
effect on the serviceability performance of the prestressed slabs.   
The load-deflection response of the post-tensioned slabs with various shear reinforcement 
types are compared in Figure 4.5g.  All four slabs had a very similar response up to the initial 
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rupture of the CFRP tendons; the type of shear reinforcement used had no perceptible effect 
on serviceability. 
Figure 4.6 shows typical plots of the increase in CFRP strain along the length of the member 
with increasing load.  The strain values shown are the incremental values due to loading 
beyond the initial prestressing strain.  Prior to the formation of the first flexural cracks between 
the load points, the incremental strain in the reinforcement was negligible.  After the formation 
of flexural cracks within the constant moment region, the midspan strain increased rapidly, 
with similar increases observed under the loading points.  The strains in the shear span 
remained small until flexural cracking extended into the shear span, thus transferring most of 
the internal tensile stresses to the reinforcement at crack locations.  As the load was increased 
further, vertical cracks appeared along the entire length of the beam and the reinforcement 
strains showed a relatively linear variation between the supports and the loading points.  
Measured strains in the bonded reinforcement depend on the proximity of the strain gauges to 
cracks induced in the member; if a flexural crack passes near the strain gauge the recorded 
strains will be higher than if the crack is some distance away from the strain gauge where the 
surrounding concrete contributes to load resistance. 
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a) Effect of reinforcement type and ratio 
 
 
b) Effect of prestressing – 0, 2 or 4 post-tensioned tendons 
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Figure 4.5 – Load-deflection response 
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c) Effect of prestressing – 2 or 4 post-tensioned tendons with 30% or 55% prestress 
 
d) Effect of cross-section depth 
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Figure 4.5 – Load-deflection response (continued) 
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e) Bonded vs. unbonded – 2 post-tensioned tendons 
 
f) Bonded vs. unbonded – 4 post-tensioned tendons 
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Figure 4.5 – Load-deflection response (continued) 
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g) Shear-reinforced prestressed slabs 
Figure 4.5 - Load-deflection response (continued) 
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Figure 4.6 – CFRP strain profiles 
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b) Slab PT4-P 
 
c) Slab PT4-G 
Figure 4.6 - CFRP strain profiles (continued) 
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4.2.3 Ultimate Limit State 
Failure loads for the tested slabs and the corresponding midspan deflections at ultimate are 
listed in Table 4.2 and compared in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.  All of the GFRP-RC slabs easily 
surpassed the CHBDC factored design moment and shear values for a 600 mm wide strip of 70.7 
kN∙m and 92.3 kN, respectively (see Chapter 8), with the exception of slabs G1 and PT2a, which 
failed at applied shear values of 83 kN and 87 kN, respectively.  It should be noted, however, 
that with the given test setup the critical location for shear occurs near one of the load points 
where both shear and moment are at their maximum values; conversely, in most cases, the 
critical section for shear in a real bridge will be near one of the supports where the moment is 
small and hence the shear resistance will be higher.   
Some of the slabs continued to carry load following rupture of the CFRP tendons, as the passive 
GFRP reinforcement was still well below its ultimate strain capacity; therefore the residual 
strength (post-peak) values and corresponding maximum deflection values are also listed in 
Table 4.2 and shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.  The strains in the GFRP reinforcement and top 
concrete fibre at midspan corresponding to the peak load are also listed in Table 4.2 as an 
indication of whether the specimens were nearing the capacity of the GFRP reinforcement or 
the concrete for the case of the slabs which failed in shear or by CFRP rupture.  The complete 
load-strain responses of the slabs are shown in Appendix B. 
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Figure 4.7 - Load capacities of Phase I slabs 
 
Figure 4.8 - Ultimate deflections for Phase I slabs 
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All of the tested slabs (except for slabs S and G1-ST) reached their peak loads prior to reaching 
the assumed rupture strain of the GFRP or crushing strain of the concrete.  In most cases this 
was because the peak load corresponded either to shear failure or to the rupture of the CFRP 
bars.  Slab G2-ST, however, failed due to crushing of the concrete in compression at a strain 
twenty percent lower than the assumed crushing strain of 0.0035.  This can likely be attributed 
to the fact that the strain gauge was located at the midspan of the member, whereas crushing 
generally initiated at the location of the concentrated loads, namely the load points. 
As expected, failure loads for the GFRP-reinforced slabs were equal to or higher than that of the 
steel-reinforced control slab.  Doubling the reinforcement ratio significantly increased the 
ultimate capacity, especially when shear failure was precluded with the use of steel stirrups.  
Slab PT2a had a similar load capacity compared to the control slab despite the reduction in 
depth as a result of the addition of two CFRP post-tensioned tendons.  All of the remaining 
prestressed slabs (except for slab PT2-U) showed significantly higher peak loads than the 
control slab, as the ultimate load-carrying capacity increased with an increasing number of 
CFRP tendons, particularly when shear failure was avoided.  Slabs PT4 and PT4-G reached 
ultimate loads that were almost double that of the steel-reinforced control slab, S. 
The addition of transverse shear reinforcement was effective in increasing the load capacities 
and ultimate deflections of the prestressed GFRP-RC slabs.  Slab PT2-G, for example, had a load 
capacity approximately 25% higher than slab PT2 (which contained no shear reinforcement) 
and sustained almost twice the ultimate deflection.  Prestressed slabs with shear reinforcement 
showed residual strengths after tendon rupture ranging from 83.1% to 86.5% of the observed 
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peak load.  In some cases the post-peak deflection was significant, up to 190% of the deflection 
at the peak load (specimen PT4-G). 
Slab PT2-U, on the other hand, failed in shear at a load which was only slightly higher than the 
peak load observed for the control slab, S.  This is primarily due to the fact that one of the 
unbonded tendons failed prematurely such that only one active tendon was contributing to 
load resistance at ultimate.  This is discussed further in the following section. 
The safety of a conventionally reinforced section is often assessed in terms of its ductility, 
which is a measure of the energy that can be absorbed by a member through plastic 
deformation.  Steel-reinforced sections typically display high ductility provided that the 
member is under-reinforced to allow yielding of the tensile reinforcement.  Ductility is an 
important safety consideration for structural design because it provides visual warning prior to 
collapse, allowing users the chance to evacuate the structure.  Due to the linear elastic nature 
of FRP materials, the concept of ductility is not valid for FRP-RC sections.  Therefore, the safety 
of FRP-reinforced members must be assessed in other ways, such as deformability. 
Deformability is a concept that is used to describe the degree of deformation that a flexural 
member can sustain prior to failure.  A variety of deformability factors have been proposed 
which relate the deflection of a member at ultimate to the deflection at cracking or under 
service conditions.  The CHBDC includes an overall performance factor, J, given by Equation 4.1, 
with the service condition taken as the point when the maximum concrete compressive strain 
reaches a value of 0.001.  Rectangular sections are considered to have sufficient deformability 
when J ≥ 4.0. 
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 Eq. 4.1  y $ =Xz'{Xz'=G{G     
Where, J is an overall performance factor, Mult and Mc are the applied moment at ultimate and 
at service, respectively, and  !  and   are the curvatures at ultimate and at service, 
respectively.   
Table 4.3 and Figure 4.9 give the CHBDC overall performance factors for the 15 GFRP-reinforced 
slabs tested under monotonic load.  In the cases where the maximum deformation did not 
correspond to the peak load, two deformability factors are given: J at the peak load and J at the 
maximum deflection.  In all cases the deformability factors were satisfactory (except for 
specimen PT2-U which suffered a premature tendon rupture) and in some cases exceptional 
(especially specimen PT2a which had a reduced cross-section depth).  In most cases, the overall 
performance factor at the maximum value of midspan deflection exceeded that at the peak 
load; this is expected as the additional deflection serves as a visual warning that failure is 
imminent and thus provides additional safety to the users.  In general, the addition of shear 
reinforcement improved the deformability of the slabs, with the exception of specimen G1-ST; 
since the curvature values at ultimate and at service were calculated using measured strains, 
this unexpected result is likely attributed to lower-than-expected concrete strains measured in 
specimen G1-ST (ie. the moment and curvature corresponding to a concrete compressive strain 
of 0.001 were considerably higher for slab G1-ST than for slab G1). 
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Table 4.3 - CHBDC overall performance factors for GFRP-RC slabs 
Slab J at peak load J at maximum deflection 
G1 5.71 -- 
G1-ST 5.35 -- 
G2 4.07 -- 
G2-ST 6.40 -- 
PT2a 25.69 -- 
PT2 4.04 -- 
PT2-ST 12.74 11.56 
PT2-G 6.24 7.13 
PT2-S 5.74 7.01 
PT2-S45 4.68 5.79 
PT2-U 3.66 -- 
PT4 4.90 4.96 
PT4-G 7.07 9.02 
PT4-U 6.06 4.44 
PT4-P 4.55 -- 
 
 
Figure 4.9 - CHBDC overall performance factors for Phase I slabs 
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4.2.4 Mode of Failure 
Crack patterns at failure are shown in Figure 4.10.  Initial cracks typically formed within the 
pure bending region between the load points.  As the load was increased, vertical flexural 
cracking extended into the shear span and the slabs subsequently displayed inclined shear 
cracking upon further loading.  The spacing of the primary cracks was similar for all slabs, 
corresponding to approximately half of the slab depth as expected, although some slabs 
showed a greater tendency for inclined cracking and secondary cracks than others.  For 
example, slab PT2-S45 developed fewer inclined cracks than slab PT2-S which may be a result of 
an improved ability to arrest diagonal cracks due to the inclination of the shear reinforcement.  
On the other hand, slab PT2-S45 developed a large number of secondary flexural cracks.  The 
prestressed slabs tended to develop flatter inclined cracks as a result of the change in the 
orientation of principal stresses caused by the axial compression introduced in the concrete 
section through prestressing. 
The failure modes of the 16 slabs tested in Phase I are listed in Table 4.2.  The steel-reinforced 
control specimen displayed significant ductility due to yielding of the tensile reinforcement 
prior to crushing of the concrete in the compression zone.  Conversely, all GFRP-reinforced 
slabs containing zero or two prestressing tendons without transverse shear reinforcement 
failed in diagonal tension, a sudden and brittle failure mode which is undesirable and typically 
avoided whenever possible (Figure 4.11a).  Specimen PT4-P, which had a similar total 
prestressing force as the specimens with two CFRP tendons also failed in brittle shear.   
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In the cases where shear reinforcement was provided, irrespective of the reinforcement type, 
the shear capacity of the member was sufficiently enhanced to induce a flexural mode of failure 
(Figure 4.11b).  For the non-prestressed GFRP-reinforced slabs, flexural failure was induced by 
tensile rupture of the reinforcement or concrete crushing corresponding to the under-
reinforced (G1-ST) and over-reinforced (G2-ST) sections, respectively.  For the specimens post-
tensioned with two CFRP tendons, flexural failure was initiated by CFRP tendon rupture, 
followed by additional deformation until the onset of GFRP rupture was reached at some 
residual strength level; following rupture of the prestressing tendons the slabs were essentially 
behaving as non-prestressed members with a reduced stiffness. 
The remaining slabs post-tensioned with four CFRP tendons failed initially in flexure by tendon 
rupture, even those which did not contain any shear reinforcement.  This behaviour confirmed 
the hypothesis that sufficient prestressing force could preclude shear failure of the GFRP-RC 
slabs.  Specimens PT4 and PT4-U subsequently failed in diagonal tension following some post-
peak deformation, while the shear-reinforced slab, PT4-G, ultimately failed by crushing of the 
concrete in the compression zone. 
Both specimens containing unbonded tendons suffered the premature rupture of one CFRP 
tendon, evidenced by the sharp load drops in Figures 4.5e and 4.5f.  Considering that at the 
peak load only three tendons were contributing to the load resistance for slab PT4-U, 
unbonding the tendons would seem to have only a small effect on the ultimate flexural 
capacity, provided premature tendon rupture could be avoided.  However at both prestressing 
levels the peak load occurred at a greater corresponding deflection than for the case of bonded 
tendons, resulting in an improved deformability at the peak load. 
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Figure 4.10 - Crack patterns at failure 
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Figure 4.10 - Crack patterns at failure (continued) 
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b) 
Figure 4.11 - Examples of a) shear failure and b) flexural failure modes 
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While the actual location of the premature rupture was difficult to determine since the 
fractures tended to propagate along the length of the tendon, it appeared to initiate within the 
slab rather than at the tendon-anchor location.  Premature rupture of the prestressing tendons 
is likely attributed to locally-induced transverse stresses and abrasion at the tendon-duct 
interface, which can significantly reduce the tensile stress that can be achieved; because FRP 
materials are incapable of plastic deformation, local stress concentrations may result in rupture 
of the bar. The post-tensioning ducts used in this study were corrugated galvanized steel with 
an internal diameter of 25.4 mm (1 in.), meeting the requirements of the Post-Tensioning 
Institute (PTI) for steel tendons (PTI 2003). The CFRP tendons had a nominal diameter of 12.5 
mm plus an external sand coating; thus, for a perfectly concentric tendon, the clearance would 
be approximately 6 mm. However, some variation along the length is to be expected (ie. the 
“wobble effect”) such that in some locations the tendon and duct may be touching or nearly 
touching prior to prestressing.  As the tendon is prestressed, the corrugated sides of the duct 
are pressed into the side of the tensioned bar as it tries to straighten.  Harping of CFRP tendons 
has been observed to significantly reduce their tensile capacity due to abrasion and induced 
bending and shear stresses (Noël & Soudki 2010).  The sand particles used to coat the bar 
increase the friction between the two surfaces and may also cause some damage to the outer 
fibres of the bar as the relative displacement between the tendon and duct together with the 
transverse pressure applied at the points of contact cause the sand particles to dig into the 
fibres and abrade them.  As bending moments are applied to the flexural member, the 
curvature of the ducts increases and can lead to increased contact between the tendon and the 
prestressing duct.  Furthermore, the friction force induced at the points of contact result in 
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local variations in the normal stress in the bar; hence, the assumption of uniform stress along 
the length of the tendon may not be true and failure can occur at locations of high localized 
stress.  Although it may be possible to employ a frictionless system comprised of a smooth or 
plastic duct and smooth tendon (no sand coating) with some type of sheathing, this has not 
been experimentally verified. For this reason, it is recommended to grout all tendons for field 
applications until a suitable solution for unbonded FRP tendons has been determined. 
Each of the shear reinforcement techniques used was effective in increasing the shear capacity 
to induce flexural failure as expected.  Specimens PT2-ST, PT2-G, PT2-S and PT2-S45 all had 
similar modes of failure.  Pseudo-ductile progressive failure modes were observed as these 
slabs reached their flexural capacity since the GFRP bars remained intact after rupture of the 
CFRP tendons, allowing for further deformation.  As a result, the slabs displayed high stiffness 
at service and high deformability at ultimate which is desirable for structural elements to 
provide sufficient warning prior to failure.   
All of the slabs tested in Phase I, with the exception of slabs G2, PT2 and PT4-P, sustained 
ultimate deflections of more than 100 mm.  Considering that most of the slabs had a significant 
margin of safety or overstrength with respect to the factored design load, the proposed 
reinforcement system has evidently displayed much potential for the design of safe and 
efficient bridge structures in aggressive environments with excellent performance at service 
loads and large deflections at ultimate.  Phase II was developed to build upon the findings of 
Phase I to further refine the proposed FRP reinforcing system. 
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4.3 Phase II – Reduced-Length Slabs 
Although the slabs tested in Phase I of the experimental program displayed good performance 
characteristics with respect to both serviceability and ultimate limit states, slabs without shear 
reinforcement ultimately exhibited shear failure modes which are brittle and undesirable for 
real structures.  Phase II was conducted in order to further investigate the shear behaviour of 
concrete slabs with an all-FRP reinforcing system including a comparison of various types of FRP 
shear reinforcement and their behaviour under repeated loading.  Twenty-five specimens were 
constructed with similar cross-section details as slab PT2 in Phase I, but with a reduced shear 
span to induce a shear failure mode even when transverse reinforcement was provided.  Five 
types of shear reinforcement were considered, namely #3 GFRP U-shaped stirrups (series GU-
10), #4 GFRP U-shaped stirrups (series GU-12), #3 CFRP U-shaped stirrups (series CU-10), #3 
GFRP C-shaped stirrups (series GC-10) and 12 mm GFRP double-headed shear bars (series GS-
12).  For each shear reinforcement type, five identical specimens were constructed; one 
specimen from each group was tested monotonically to failure and four specimens were 
subjected to repeated loading at a given load range up to 1 million cycles, as described in the 
following sections. 
4.3.1 Static Tests 
All of the Phase II slabs that were tested monotonically failed in shear as expected.  Their load-
deflection responses were similar (Figure 4.12), although slab GC-10 had a slightly higher initial 
stiffness than the other slabs which may be partially attributable to greater confinement 
provided by the C-shaped stirrups.  For each slab, four consecutive stirrups near the loading 
point were instrumented with strain gauges at the mid-depth of the slab.  The maximum 
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measured stirrup strain versus applied load response is shown in Figure 4.13; depending on the 
inclined shear crack geometry, the maximum recorded strain corresponded to either the third 
or fourth stirrup away from the loading point, or a distance of 375 mm or 525 mm from the 
midspan.   
Although the measured strains are highly dependent on the actual crack path geometry, several 
observations can be made.  For each slab, the stirrups became engaged when inclined cracks 
began to widen at loads ranging from 290 kN to 330 kN.  For slabs GC-10 and GU-10, which 
sustained the highest measured maximum stirrup strains prior to failure, the critical shear crack 
formed on the same side of the loading point as the strain gauges.  The C-shaped stirrups 
reached maximum strains of 11400 µε, corresponding to approximately 68% of the rupture 
strain of the straight portion of the bar as reported by the manufacturer (refer to Chapter 3), 
before failure occurred at the bent region of the stirrups.  The U-shaped stirrups in slab GU-
10—which were unanchored at one end—reached a maximum strain of 7200 µε, or 43% of the 
rupture strain of the straight portion of the bar before pullout occurred.  Conversely, the 
inverted U-shaped stirrups in slab GU-12 reached a maximum measured strain of only 3300 µε, 
while the CFRP stirrups in slab CU-10 reached a maximum strain of 4100 µε; however, since the 
critical crack did not form on the same side as the strain gauges, it is likely that the actual strain 
reached prior to pullout at the critical crack location was significantly higher than the measured 
values.  Similarly, the double-headed GFRP bars in slab GS-12 reached a maximum measured 
strain value of 5500 µε although the critical crack did not form on the same side as the strain 
gauges. 
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Figure 4.12 - Load-deflection response for Phase II monotonically tested slabs 
 
Figure 4.13 - Stirrup strains for Phase II monotonically tested slabs 
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Following the initiation of inclined cracking, short range LVDTs were used to monitor crack 
growth.  Initial crack width readings were taken with a handheld microscope, after which the 
LVDTs were affixed to the concrete surface at the mid-depth of the slabs at an angle of 45° from 
horizontal such that they were approximately perpendicular to the crack orientation at mid-
depth.  Diagonal crack width is plotted versus applied load in Figure 4.14; although the most 
prominent inclined crack was initially chosen for monitoring crack width, the location of the 
critical crack which ultimately induced failure was impossible to predict and typically formed 
elsewhere.  This resulted in some relatively narrow maximum recorded crack widths at ultimate 
as seen in Figure 4.14; nevertheless, several observations can be made.  Hairline inclined cracks 
were first observed at loads ranging from approximately 200 kN to 250 kN, although they only 
reached widths of 0.5 mm at loads of more than 300 kN.  Both slabs GC-10 and CU-10 sustained 
measured diagonal crack widths of more than 2 mm at ultimate, while slab GS-12 reached a 
measured diagonal crack width of about 1.2 mm at ultimate.  The actual widths of the critical 
cracks at ultimate were larger than the recorded values in all cases; it is clear therefore that the 
shear reinforcement types considered were effective in preventing shear failure even when 
diagonal cracks became very wide. 
Each of the three slabs reinforced with inverted U-shaped stirrups failed at a load of 
approximately 400 kN by pullout of the unanchored end of the stirrup and rupture at the bend 
location (depending on the depth at which each individual stirrup intercepted the shear crack), 
regardless of stirrup diameter or fibre type.  Slabs with anchored shear reinforcement (GC-10 
and GS-12) failed at higher loads at approximately 480 kN—slab GC-10 failed by rupture of the 
stirrups at the bend location while slab GS-12 failed by pullout of the GFRP shear bars from the 
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anchor head (Figure 4.15).  All of the slabs failed at loads which were at least double the shear 
capacity of slab PT2 from Phase I, which had a similar longitudinal reinforcement configuration 
but no shear reinforcement; although some increase in the concrete contribution to shear 
resistance is expected due to the reduced moment-to-shear ratio of the shorter slabs, a large 
part of the overall increase in shear capacity is attributable to the presence of the shear 
reinforcement, thus highlighting their effectiveness.  The failure loads are listed in Table 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.14 - Diagonal crack widths of Phase II monotonically tested slabs 
Table 4.4 - Failure loads of Phase II monotonically tested slabs 
Slab Failure load (kN) 
GU-10 404 
GU-12 400 
CU-10 398 
GC-10 484 
GS-12 475 
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Figure 4.15 - Typical shear failures for Phase II slabs 
(Clockwise from top left: critical shear crack; failure of C-shaped stirrup at bend location; U-
shaped stirrup pullout failure; failure of anchor head) 
4.3.2 Fatigue Tests 
Four replicate specimens for each type of shear reinforcement considered were tested to 
failure under constant amplitude fatigue loading.  The load range selected for the first slab in 
each series was selected to try to produce failure within 1 million cycles; slabs which did not fail 
within 1 million cycles were subjected to additional cycles at a higher load range until failure 
occurred.  The load ranges selected for the subsequent slabs in each series were adjusted based 
on the results of the previous slabs to produce a range of fatigue lives between approximately 
10000 cycles and 1000000 cycles to failure.  The applied load ranges are summarized in Table 
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4.5 and shown in the form of an S-N curve in Figures 4.16 and 4.17.  Specimens which reached 1 
million cycles without failing are considered run-outs and are conservatively included in the S-N 
curves at a fatigue life of 1 million cycles.   
Table 4.5 - Phase II fatigue test results 
Slab Description 
Applied load range 
(kN) 
Applied load range (% 
ultimate static strength) 
Number of cycles to 
failure 
GU-10-F1 
#3 GFRP U-shaped 
stirrups 
250 62 43273 
GU-10-F2a 230 57 >1000000 
GU-10-F2b 265 66 238788 
GU-10-F3 255 63 30303 
GU-10-F4a 240 59 >1000000 
GU-10-F4b 280 69 297597 
GU-12-F1 
#4 GFRP U-shaped 
stirrups 
250 63 39247 
GU-12-F2a 230 58 >1000000 
GU-12-F2b 270 68 34993 
GU-12-F3 245 61 31936 
GU-12-F4 240 60 514978 
CU-10-F1 
#3 CFRP U-shaped 
stirrups 
260 65 463917 
CU-10-F2 300 75 9531 
CU-10-F3a 240 60 >1000000 
CU-10-F3b 280 70 210205 
CU-10-F4 255 64 54444 
GC-10-F1 
#3 GFRP C-shaped 
stirrups 
260 54 176991 
GC-10-F2a 240 50 >1000000 
GC-10-F2b 270 56 45035 
GC-10-F3 250 52 746650 
GC-10-F4 255 53 325925 
GS-12-F1a 
12 mm GFRP 
double-headed 
shear bars 
260 55 >1000000 
GS-12-F1b 320 67 76156
a
 
GS-12-F2 310 65 135271 
GS-12-F3 290 61 136767 
GS-12-F4 300 63 228922 
a - Flexural failure 
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Figure 4.16 - Phase II fatigue test results 
 
Figure 4.17 - Phase II fatigue test results 
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All of the slabs had a shear mode of failure, with the exception of slab GS-12-F1, which failed in 
flexure by rupture of the GFRP reinforcement after being subjected to 1 million cycles at a load 
range of 260 kN (55% of its ultimate static strength) followed by 76156 cycles at a load range of 
320 kN (62% of its ultimate static strength); since the applied load range causing failure lies 
between the ultimate static shear capacity and the applied load range of the other fatigue 
specimens in this series (all of which failed in shear), this result is assumed to be an anomaly.  It 
is possible that the first set of 1 million cycles resulted in significant damage to the longitudinal 
GFRP reinforcement causing premature failure; however, since the data point lies within a 
reasonable scatter band with relation to the other specimens in the series, and considering that 
wide diagonal cracks were evident at failure, it is assumed that shear failure was imminent.  
Therefore this result was not excluded from the analysis. 
The S-N curves for each series are relatively flat, such that a small change in the load range 
results in a significant change in fatigue life.  Hence, the range of applied load ranges for each 
slab type is not very wide, although the fatigue life values range from less than 10000 to more 
than 1000000.  As expected, there is a significant amount of scatter among the shear fatigue 
results, particularly for the slabs which failed by pullout of the inverted U-shaped stirrups.  
Slabs containing C-shaped GFRP stirrups (series GC-10) displayed the highest correlation 
between load range and number of cycles to failure on a semi-log plot with a logarithmic 
regression R2 value of 0.9375; on the other hand, slabs with inverted U-shaped #3 GFRP stirrups 
(series GU-10) showed no correlation with an R2 value of 0.0001 which may be attributed to 
large variability in the fatigue bond strength of the GFRP-concrete interface.  Series GS-12 
displayed the highest fatigue strengths out of all of the tested slabs, although series CU-10 had 
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the highest ratio of fatigue strength to static strength for the load ranges considered.  Series 
GU-12 had the lowest fatigue strengths out of all of the tested slabs while series GC-10 had the 
greatest reduction in strength with respect to ultimate static capacity.  Fatigue strengths at 1 
million cycles ranged from approximately 50% to 60% of the initial shear capacities of the slabs. 
Maximum measured diagonal crack widths are plotted against the number of applied cycles at 
various load ranges in Figure 4.18.  Asterisks are used in the legend to mark specimens which 
were tested at two different load ranges due to reaching 1 million cycles at a low load level; the 
first set of load cycles typically resulted in a greater initial crack width for the second set of 
cycles than might otherwise have been observed at the same load level.  In general the results 
were as expected, as wider cracks were observed at higher load ranges, and cracks grew 
gradually with repeated loading until just prior to failure when crack widths grew rapidly.  In 
some cases, however, the measured crack widths remained relatively small or decreased prior 
to failure; this occurred when a critical crack formed away from the crack which was being 
monitored. 
The change in the maximum measured stirrup strains with increasing number of cycles is shown 
in Figure 4.19.  Similar to diagonal crack width, stirrup strains tended to increase with 
increasing load range and increasing number of cycles, as expected.  In most cases, stirrup 
strains were initially quite small; as noted for the statically tested specimens, stirrups only 
became engaged at loads of approximately 300 kN (Figure 4.13) which is higher than most of 
the fatigue load ranges considered, such that only hairline inclined cracks were observed after 
the initial cycle.  Diagonal cracks typically became more prominent within the first 10000 cycles, 
after which the stirrups became engaged as evidenced by the sharp strain increases observed in 
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Figure 4.19.  Once the stirrups were contributing to load resistance, strains increased gradually 
with additional cycles before a period of rapid strain increase prior to failure.  In some cases, 
however, these trends were not observed due to the critical crack forming on the opposite side 
of the loading point than the stirrups which were instrumented with strain gauges; when this 
occurred strains tended to remain fairly constant or decrease as the critical crack grew in size, 
particularly just prior to failure.   
The largest strains were generally observed in stirrups 3 or 4, at a distance of 375 mm and 525 
mm from the load point, respectively, although in a few cases stirrup 2 (at a distance of 225 
mm from the load point) had the highest measured strains depending on the crack path 
geometry.  Measured stirrup strains were less than 3500 με in all cases for the load ranges 
considered until just prior to failure, when crack growth became unstable.  Slabs with inverted 
U-shaped stirrups displayed a slightly erratic behaviour with respect to the change in strain with 
increasing number of cycles caused by the load redistribution resulting from progressive slip of 
individual stirrups.  Thus, the rate of change of the stirrup strain was inconsistent compared to 
the slabs in series GC-10 and GS-12.  The stirrup strains in series GC-10 did not increase until 
relatively late in their fatigue life followed by a fairly rapid increase in strain.  Meanwhile, the 
double-headed shear bars in the slabs of series GS-12, which were tested at the highest load 
ranges, were engaged from the first cycle onwards and displayed a gradual strain increase over 
the fatigue life of the slabs. 
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a) GU-10 series 
 
b) GU-12 series 
Figure 4.18 – Diagonal crack width growth with repeated loading 
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c) CU-10 series 
 
d) GC-10 series 
Figure 4.18 – Diagonal crack width growth with repeated loading (continued) 
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e) GS-12 series 
Figure 4.18 - Diagonal crack width growth with repeated loading (continued) 
 
a) GU-10 series 
Figure 4.19 – Maximum stirrup strain versus number of cycles 
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b) GU-12 series 
 
c) CU-10 series 
Figure 4.19 – Maximum stirrup strain versus number of cycles (continued) 
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d) GC-10 series 
e)   GS-12 series 
Figure 4.19 - Maximum stirrup strain versus number of cycles (continued) 
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Typical stirrup strain distributions observed in the individual slabs throughout the fatigue tests 
are shown in Figure 4.20.  These strain distributions can be categorized into five groups:   
Type I distributions refer to cases when measured strains remained fairly constant over the life 
of the slab, with one or two stirrups engaged and the remaining stirrups having relatively low 
strain values.  Type I distributions were generally observed when the critical crack formed away 
from the instrumented stirrups causing little to no increase in recorded stirrup strain.   
Type II distributions were observed in cases where very low strain levels were recorded until a 
finite number of fatigue cycles were applied, and a subsequent sudden increase in strain 
followed by a fairly gradual increase over the remaining life of the slab.  Type II distributions 
typically represent cases where the load range applied did not initially result in significant 
diagonal cracking, although cracks eventually formed after a given number of cycles at which 
point the stirrups began to carry load, with a gradual increase in strain as the cracks grew in 
width.   
Type III distributions are those in which a change in the location of the primary crack caused a 
redistribution of stresses often evidenced by the reduction in strain in one stirrup and a 
corresponding increase in another.  Type III distributions were observed when secondary cracks 
became more prominent with additional cycles, eventually becoming wider than initial cracks.   
Type IV distributions are those in which all strain values were negligible until a rapid increase 
just prior to failure.  Type IV distributions are similar to Type II, except that cracking was 
restrained for a larger portion of the slab’s fatigue life and is followed by rapid degradation.   
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Finally Type V distributions are those in which a gradual increase in strain is observed over the 
complete fatigue life of the slab.  Type V distributions occurred when applied load ranges were 
sufficiently high to cause diagonal cracking and engage the stirrups after the first cycle. 
The different stirrup strain distributions highlight the fact that the critical shear section under 
static loading is not necessarily the same as the critical section under fatigue loading.  This is 
particularly true for the slabs with unanchored stirrups as local slip of individual stirrups 
resulted in a redistribution of forces to adjacent stirrups, whereas the anchored stirrups tended 
to show much more gradual changes, if any.  Furthermore, although stirrup strains may initially 
be very small, they can increase rapidly as the concrete grows weaker in tension under the 
repeated loading. 
 
a) Type I (GS-12-F1b) 
Figure 4.20 – Typical stirrup strain distributions under cyclic loading 
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b) Type II (GU-10-F3) 
 
c) Type III (CU-10-F2) 
Figure 4.20 – Typical stirrup strain distributions under cyclic loading (continued) 
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d) Type IV (GC-10-F4) 
 
e) Type V (GS-12-F2) 
Figure 4.20 - Typical stirrup strain distributions under cyclic loading (continued) 
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4.4 Phase III – Full-Scale Fatigue Testing 
The results from Phase II demonstrated that each of the five reinforcing types considered were 
effective in resisting shear after the formation of diagonal cracks; the performance of the 
double-headed anchor bars was superior in terms of ultimate load-carrying capacity and fatigue 
behaviour compared with the other types considered.  The C-shaped stirrups sustained a 
slightly higher ultimate shear capacity than the double-headed bars under static loading; 
however, the fatigue lives of series GC-10 were consistently less than for series GS-12.  
Furthermore, the use of double-headed anchor bars is more viable from a constructability 
standpoint for slabs than closed or C-shaped stirrups.  Meanwhile, the slabs with inverted U-
shaped stirrups showed significantly more scatter and consistently shorter fatigue lives than 
series GS-12; while the performance of the inverted U-shaped stirrups would likely be improved 
in an actual slab bridge due to the increased cover and confinement provided by adjacent 
concrete, the added mechanical anchorage of the headed bars provides a more reliable load 
transfer mechanism with more consistent results.   
Based on the Phase II test results, the double-headed anchor bars were selected as the 
preferred shear reinforcement method for the proposed FRP reinforcement system for slab 
bridges.  In order to validate this system, additional full-scale specimens were constructed and 
tested under fatigue loading.  In the time between the construction of Phase II specimens and 
the construction of Phase III specimens (except for series PT2, which were constructed earlier), 
the manufacturer of the CFRP and GFRP bars used for the longitudinal reinforcement in this 
study developed a similar double-headed bar as that used in Phase II, except that the minimum 
bar diameter was 16 mm.  In order to develop a reinforcement system that can be available 
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from a single manufacturer, these double-headed bars were adopted for use in Phase III.  The 
mechanical properties of the longitudinal GFRP bars were also improved during this period, 
such that the properties of the bars used in series G1, G1S and PT2S were slightly different than 
for the previously constructed slabs.  The mechanical properties for these bars are given in 
Chapter 3. 
Sixteen full-scale specimens were subjected to constant amplitude cyclic loading using the same 
test configuration as used in Phase I tests.  The force was applied under load control at a rate of 
0.5 to 1.1 Hz, depending on the magnitude of the midspan deflection; the test frequencies used 
are relatively small and are not expected to affect the results.  Eight specimens had the same 
cross-section and longitudinal reinforcing details as slab G1 with top and bottom GFRP mats 
and the remaining eight specimens were post-tensioned with two CFRP prestressing tendons 
similarly to slab PT2 (see Chapter 3).  Four non-prestressed and four prestressed slabs were 
reinforced in shear with double-headed anchor bars spaced at 150 mm, while the remaining 
slabs were unreinforced in shear.  They are referred to herein as series G1, G1S, PT2 and PT2S, 
with suffixes F1 through F4 for the four slabs in each series.   
The first slab tested under repeated loading was specimen PT2-F1, which was subjected to a 
load range of approximately 60% of the ultimate strength of slab PT2 for 1 million cycles.  This 
was considered to be the runout limit, and the load was subsequently increased to a load range 
of about 75% of the ultimate static strength until the specimen failed after approximately 
260000 cycles.  Load ranges for the remaining slabs were chosen to cause failure within one 
million cycles based on the results of the previous tests; slabs which sustained more than one 
million cycles were re-tested at a higher load range.  Fatigue specimens were considered to 
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have failed when the slabs were no longer able to reach the maximum load peaks and were 
beginning to deflect excessively.  When the targeted maximum cyclic load could no longer be 
attained due to the accumulated fatigue damage, the fatigue test was stopped and the 
specimen was loaded monotonically to failure.  In all cases, final failure occurred at a load well 
below the maximum target load applied during the fatigue test.   
Table 4.6 summarizes the results of the fatigue tests for Phase III.  In all cases the minimum load 
was kept constant at 10 kN, while the maximum load was chosen to give the desired load 
range.  The relationship between the applied load range and number of cycles to failure is 
plotted in the S-N curve shown in Figure 4.21.  As expected, the fatigue strengths of the 
prestressed slabs were significantly higher than the non-prestressed slabs, as the added 
tendons both increased the shear resistance of the section and reduced the stress in the GFRP 
reinforcement.  Minimal scatter was observed within each series, with a corresponding increase 
in fatigue life as the load range was decreased. 
All but three specimens tested in fatigue in Phase III had a flexural failure mode (Table 4.6); 
below a critical load range, GFRP rupture became the dominant failure mode even for slabs 
without shear reinforcement.  This can be observed in Figure 4.21 as the steepness of the S-N 
curves changes from being very flat for shear failures and becomes steeper for failures induced 
by GFRP rupture.  For example, for series PT2, flexural failures occurred at load ranges of 150 
kN and lower, while shear failures were observed at load ranges above 150 kN (specimen PT2 
also failed in diagonal tension under monotonic load).  For this reason, it is more appropriate to 
approximate the relationship between the applied load range and fatigue life using two trend 
lines rather than one, as shown in Figure 4.22.  Although slab PT2-F1 failed in flexure, shear 
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failure was imminent as evidenced by the formation of a wide diagonal shear crack.  Thus this 
point can be taken as the transition point from shear to flexural failures for this series. 
Table 4.6 - Fatigue test results 
Slab Applied load range (kN) Applied load range (% ultimate) Fatigue life (cycles) Failure mode
a 
G1-F1 80 48 6019 DT 
G1-F2 60 36 168445 FR 
G1-F3 50 30 481851 FR 
G1-F4 70 42 89949 FR 
G1S-F1 50 24 480199 FR 
G1S-F2 80 38 90213 FR 
G1S-F3a 40 19 >1000000 -- 
G1S-F3b 70 33 131007 FR 
G1S-F4 60 28 189403 FR 
PT2-F1a 120 58 >1000000
 
-- 
PT2-F1b 150 73 257511 FR 
PT2-F2 160 78 534 DT 
PT2-F3 140 68 686872 FR 
PT2-F4 155 75 21084 SC 
PT2S-F1 140 57 113205 FR 
PT2S-F2 130 53 312561 FR 
PT2S-F3 120 49 482663 FR 
PT2S-F4 160 65 20408 FR 
a – DT = diagonal tension failure, FR = flexural failure by GFRP rupture, SC = shear compression failure 
 
The data for the Phase III specimens which failed by GFRP rupture are plotted in Figure 4.23 
according to the stress range induced in the GFRP reinforcement.  Since the measured strain in 
the GFRP bars at midspan depends on the proximity of the nearest crack to the strain gauge, 
stresses were instead calculated using a cracked-section analysis using design values for 
mechanical properties.  It is evident from Figure 4.23 that the prestressed slabs displayed 
longer fatigue lives for similar GFRP stress ranges, despite having a similar failure mode by GFRP 
rupture.  While this may be partially attributed to scatter in the fatigue properties of GFRP, it is 
also likely a result of the mean stress effect (a reduction in fatigue life due to an increase in 
mean stress).  At the minimum load level, cracks in the prestressed slabs were fully closed such 
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that the stress in the GFRP reinforcement was negligible, even slightly compressive.  
Conversely, after the first load cycle the GFRP reinforcement in the cracked non-prestressed 
slabs sustained a stress of approximately 65 MPa at the minimum load level (including the 
moment due to the self-weight of the slab), thus increasing the mean stress for the same 
applied load range. 
Figure 4.24 shows a typical example of the gradual softening (reduction in stiffness) and creep 
(plastic deformation due to sustained loads) caused by repeated loading.  The slabs were 
initially loaded and unloaded under monotonic load to determine the initial member response 
and to observe the concrete cracking.  For specimen PT2-F1, the slab was again loaded and 
unloaded under monotonic load following the initial one million cycles.  When the fatigue test 
was terminated due to an inability of the member to sustain the maximum applied load, the 
specimens were again loaded gradually to failure.  As shown in Figure 4.24, fatigue failure was 
preceded by large deformations and a significant reduction in stiffness compared with the 
initial cycle. 
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Figure 4.21 - Fatigue life of full-scale GFRP-RC slabs
Figure 4.22 - S-N curve for series PT2  
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Figure 4.23 - Fatigue lives of GFRP reinforcement in full-scale slab strips 
 
Figure 4.24 - Fatigue softening and creep of specimen PT2-F1 
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The effects of cyclic loading on midspan deflections, flexural crack widths and maximum stirrup 
strains are shown in Figures 4.25 to 4.27.  For all of the tested slabs, midspan deflections, crack 
widths and stirrup strains increased gradually with increasing number of cycles until the slabs 
approached their fatigue life.  As the specimens approached failure, the midspan deflections at 
the peak loads began to increase rapidly.  Similar trends were observed for the flexural crack 
widths for the slabs which failed by GFRP rupture.  For the specimens which failed in shear, the 
flexural cracks did not show similar increases in width, and in some cases a slight reduction in 
the flexural crack widths was observed just prior to failure as rotations were concentrated at 
the critical crack location.  Stirrup strains in the non-prestressed slabs in series G1S remained 
fairly constant throughout the duration of the test, while the stirrup strains in series PT2S—
which were tested at much higher load ranges—increased gradually throughout each test.  In 
all cases the stirrup strains remained below 2000 με. 
4.4.1 Mechanism of Failure 
Examples of failed Phase III test specimens are shown in Figure 4.28.  Each of the specimens 
tested under fatigue loading was pre-cracked during the initial static load cycle.  The initial 
cycles showed some reduction in stiffness due to crack propagation followed by a stabilized 
period of very gradual crack growth, bond degradation and fatigue softening of the concrete in 
compression.  Permanent plastic deformations resulting from cyclic creep, extensive cracking 
and gradual loss of bond between the reinforcement and the concrete were evidenced by the 
increase in deflection at the minimum load level.  In most cases failure was initiated by rupture 
of the GFRP reinforcement regardless of whether shear reinforcement was present or not, 
indicating that high cycle fatigue is governed by the fatigue behaviour of the GFRP 
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reinforcement.  At high load ranges (low cycle fatigue), wide shear cracks developed and 
propagated towards the load points; for three of the slabs without shear reinforcement, failure 
eventually occurred due to diagonal tension rupture of the longitudinal reinforcement at the 
location of the shear crack, or by shear compression at one of the load points. 
4.5 Summary 
Several observations can be made from the experimental results obtained from this 
experimental study.  From the results of Phase I, it is clear that the proposed reinforcement 
system has excellent performance characteristics at service loads; prestressed slabs were 
uncracked at service, displayed minimal deflections and the strains in the GFRP reinforcement 
were negligible.  Ultimate load capacities also exceeded factored design loads and the CHBDC 
performance deformability factor was satisfactory for all slabs with bonded tendons.  The only 
concern for design engineers may be the brittle shear failure mode which occurred when shear 
reinforcement was not provided; although collapse of a slab bridge by one-way shear is unlikely 
due to load sharing from the rest of the slab, additional conservatism is beneficial when 
applying a new design concept.   
For this reason, the slabs in Phase II were constructed to further investigate shear 
reinforcement types which are better suited for the construction of slab bridges.  Twenty-five 
reduced-length specimens were constructed in five series reinforced with different types of 
shear reinforcement; the slabs were tested under either monotonic or cyclic loading and were 
designed to fail in shear to differentiate between the effectiveness of the various shear 
reinforcement types considered.  The use of double-headed shear bars was found to be 
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practical for constructability while also displaying a significant increase in shear capacity and 
good resistance to fatigue loading.   
In Phase III, the fatigue behaviour of prestressed and non-prestressed full-scale slab strips with 
and without double-headed shear bars were compared.  Regardless of whether or not shear 
reinforcement was provided, rupture of the GFRP reinforcement governed the high cycle 
fatigue lives of the slabs; although the non-prestressed slabs did fail within 1 million cycles at 
load ranges near the CHBDC service moment from the CL-625 design truck (see Chapter 8), the 
load ranges causing failure in the prestressed slabs were much higher.  Furthermore, since the 
cracking moment of the prestressed slabs is greater than the service moment, it is likely that 
the slabs would be uncracked for a large part of their service life leading to a further increase in 
fatigue life, as the stresses in the GFRP would be almost negligible. 
Based on the experimental results from this study, the proposed reinforcement system 
combining prestressed CFRP tendons and non-prestressed GFRP reinforcement has the 
potential to provide a viable alternative to conventional steel reinforcement for concrete slab 
bridges, with good performance at serviceability, ultimate and fatigue limit states.  Since the 
fatigue lives of concrete slab bridges at load ranges in the service range are likely to be 
governed by the GFRP reinforcement once the concrete is cracked, an improved understanding 
of the fatigue properties of the GFRP is required; this is one of the primary focuses of the 
ancillary tests described in Chapter 5. 
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a) G1 series 
 
b) G1S series 
Figure 4.25 – Effect of number of cycles on midspan deflection 
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a) PT2 series 
 
b) PT2S series 
Figure 4.25 - Effect of number of cycles on midspan deflection (continued) 
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a) G1 series 
 
c) G1S series 
Figure 4.26 - Effect of number of cycles on flexural crack widths 
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c) PT2 series 
 
d) PT2S series 
Figure 4.26 - Effect of number of cycles on flexural crack widths (continued) 
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a) G1S series 
 
b) PT2S series 
Figure 4.27 - Effect of cyclic loading on maximum stirrup strains 
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Figure 4.28 - Fatigue failure modes: shear (top) and flexure (bottom) 
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Chapter 5 - Ancillary Testing 
5.1 Overview 
In addition to the flexural tests conducted on the concrete slab specimens (Chapter 4), a 
number of ancillary tests were performed to characterize the various materials being used and 
to contribute towards the calibration of the analytical models discussed in Chapter 7.  The 
mechanical properties of the CFRP and GFRP bars used in this study were determined using 
standard test methods, where applicable.  Fifteen GFRP-RC beam-hinge specimens were also 
constructed and tested under static and fatigue loading to establish a fatigue life curve for the 
GFRP reinforcing bars; these results were compared with fatigue tests performed on bare GFRP 
bars in order to quantify the effect of the surrounding concrete on the fatigue life of the GFRP 
bars used in this study. 
5.2 Mechanical Properties of CFRP Bars 
The ultimate tensile capacity of the CFRP bars was determined experimentally using a total of 80 
test specimens.  40 bars had a smooth, shiny surface following the pultrusion process while the 
surface of the remaining 40 bars was sanded down along the length of the bar as is often done 
prior to the application of a sand coating to enhance the CFRP-concrete bond.  A simple test setup 
was constructed in order to test the bars under direct tension.  The length of each bar was 1.2 m, 
leaving approximately 1 m between the wedge-type anchors used at each end (Figure 5.1).  The 
test method was conducted in accordance with ASTM D7205/D7205M (2011); although the 
standard recommends the use of a rigid pipe anchor, any type of anchor is permitted as long as 
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failure of the bar occurs between the anchors and the anchors prevent excessive slip of the bar 
prior to failure. 
 
Figure 5.1 - CFRP bar with anchors 
A 500 kN capacity MTS testing frame with a hydraulic actuator was used to apply the tensile 
force to the bars.  A fixture was mounted to the actuator which consisted of four steel rods and 
a pair of steel plates to transfer the applied load to the CFRP bar by bearing against the top 
anchor (Figures 5.2 and 5.3).  One of the steel plates had a slot to allow the CFRP bar to be 
easily inserted into the test setup.  A similar slotted steel plate was used at the bottom end of 
the bar-anchor assembly which was restrained by a pair of steel straps held in place by 
threaded steel rods fixed to the bottom of the test frame. 
Due to the violent nature of failures caused by tendon rupture, several steps were carried out 
to ensure that the failure was properly contained and to reduce the risk of injury or equipment 
damage.  A box was built around the test setup using plywood panels and a sheet of plexiglass, 
such that the test could be easily and safely monitored from outside the box.  A hinged door 
was placed on one side to allow easy access to the test setup for installing and removing the 
test specimens.  Lastly, the top anchor was tied down with a rope to prevent it from damaging 
anything or being damaged as a result of the energy released by rupture of the CFRP bar. 
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Figure 5.2 - Test fixture and setup   
A load cell mounted on the hydraulic actuator connected to a computer controlled data 
acquisition system was used to monitor and record the applied load.  Three specimens were 
also instrumented with 5 mm electrical resistance strain gauges to measure the strain at 
ultimate and to determine the elastic moduli of the bars.  The diameter of each bar was 
measured manually using a set of digital callipers. 
Prior to anchoring the CFRP bar, the surface of the bar was cleaned using acetone and then the 
copper sleeve was placed onto the rod. The outer surfaces of the steel wedges and the inner 
surface of the barrel were lubricated using a graphite spray. The wedge-sleeve-bar assembly 
was then inserted inside the barrel, after which the wedges were pre-seated into the barrel 
using a hydraulic seating device to a pressure of 6000 psi (or 54 kN compression force).  The 
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wedge distance after seating was, on average, 15.30 +/-1.46 mm for the unsanded bars and 
9.95 +/-1.40 mm for the sanded bars. 
 
Figure 5.3 - Test setup 
After the CFRP bar was in place in the test frame, the actuator was operated manually using a 
control pod until the bottom anchor and steel plate were bearing snugly against the bottom 
straps.  The load was subsequently applied at a controlled rate of 6 mm/min until failure.  Since 
the total displacement typically included some movement of the wedges within the anchors, 
rupture of the test specimen generally occurred 4 to 5 minutes after commencing the loading 
procedure.  After failure of each specimen, the fragments were removed prior to installing the 
next bar.  It is worth mentioning that the steel barrel and the wedges were reusable. Only the 
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copper sleeves were discarded at the end of each test, and new sleeves were used for the next 
specimen.  
A summary of the test results is given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.  Figure 5.4 shows a plot of the 
applied load at failure versus the average bar diameter.  As expected, the bars which had been 
sanded were slightly smaller in diameter than those which had been left unsanded.  However, 
the ultimate failure loads and corresponding ultimate stresses were generally within the same 
range irrespective of whether the surface had been sanded or not.  While the sanded bars had 
a slightly lower average failure load than the unsanded specimens, the average ultimate stress 
was actually higher due to the smaller cross-sectional area.  This is attributed to the resin-rich 
area on the outside of the unsanded bars which does not contribute significantly to load-
carrying capacity. 
The sanded bars displayed greater scatter in all three categories, as tabulated in Tables 5.1 and 
5.2.  In particular, a significant increase in scatter can be observed in the bar diameter where 
the standard deviation of the sanded bars is almost four times that of the unsanded bars.  This 
is indicative of greater variation in the sanding process than the pultrusion process.  The 
increased scatter can be easily observed in Figure 5.4.  
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Table 5.1 - Summary of test results on unsanded bars 
 Minimum Maximum Average Standard deviation 
Bar diameter (mm) 12.37 12.54 12.45 0.03 
Failure load (kN) 191.3 234.4 211.5 10.0 
Ultimate stress (MPa) 1569 1916 1736 82 
 
Table 5.2 - Summary of test results on sanded bars 
 Minimum Maximum Average Standard deviation 
Bar diameter (mm) 12.13 12.44 12.31 0.11 
Failure load (kN) 191.0 245.2 209.3 11.4 
Ultimate stress (MPa) 1577 2080 1760 98 
 
 
Figure 5.4 - Relationship between failure load and bar diameter 
Average ultimate strengths of 1736 MPa and 1760 MPa were obtained for the unsanded and 
sanded bars, respectively.  The strains at failure for the three bars instrumented with strain 
gauges were 11894, 11990 and 12483 µε corresponding to elastic modulus values of 146, 147 
and 146 GPa, respectively.  These values are in general agreement with the manufacturer’s 
reported values of 1765 MPa ultimate strength and 144 GPa modulus of elasticity; the results 
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are slightly surprising in that the measured strengths are generally expected to be higher than 
the guaranteed minimum values provided by the manufacturer.  The manufacturer did not 
report the effective area used to calculate the tensile strength, which may have varied slightly 
from the measured dimensions used in this study.  The test procedure may also have influenced 
the test results by introducing a slight eccentricity of the tension force, although no signs of 
premature rupture within the anchors were observed. 
The CFRP bar ruptures were violent and brittle.  Failures initiated by rupture of individual fibres, 
scattering bar fragments in all directions. Failure did not initiate at the anchors demonstrating 
that the anchors used were successful in transferring the load to the bar without damaging the 
fibres.   Examples of failed specimens are shown in Figure 5.5.  
 
Figure 5.5 - CFRP bars after failure 
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5.3 Mechanical Properties of GFRP Bars 
5.3.1 Static Tensile Strength 
The mechanical properties of the #5 GFRP bars used as primary passive reinforcement in the 
concrete slabs were measured by simple uniaxial tension tests.  Three 1 m samples of the GFRP 
bars without the external sand coating were gripped at each end by a modified version of the 
wedge-type anchor used for CFRP prestressing and tested to failure in a 500 kN capacity 
hydraulic test frame as shown in Figure 5.6.  In order to accommodate the reduced transverse 
strength of the GFRP bar as well as the larger diameter compared with the #4 CFRP bars, new 
wedge-type anchors were fabricated having an increased length of 5 inches and an inner 
diameter of approximately 16 mm.  The outer diameter of the barrel was kept constant at 50 
mm.   
 
Figure 5.6 - GFRP bar uniaxial tension test 
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Each bar was instrumented with an electrical resistance strain gauge to measure the elastic 
modulus of the bar.  The load was applied at a rate of 40 kN per minute until failure occurred.  
The experimental results of these tests are compared with the guaranteed values given by the 
manufacturer in Table 5.3; both the ultimate tensile strength and elastic modulus values 
exceeded the guaranteed values. 
Table 5.3 - GFRP axial tension test results 
GFRP bar Ultimate stress (MPa) Elastic modulus (GPa) 
1 745 55.7 
2 802 56.3 
3 805 55.8 
Average 784 55.9 
Guaranteed 683 48.2 
 
5.3.2 Fatigue Tensile Strength 
In order to further investigate the response of the GFRP-RC slabs under cyclic loading, it is 
beneficial to examine the fatigue behaviour of the individual components of the structure.  
CFRP is known to have excellent fatigue characteristics, an observation which has been 
validated by the present study; all of the specimens subjected to repeated loading ultimately 
exhibited a failure mode which was dominated by rupture of the GFRP reinforcement or 
diagonal tension shear failure.  Furthermore, shear failures were eliminated in the full scale 
specimens when transverse shear reinforcement in the form of double-headed shear bars was 
provided; even when no shear reinforcement was provided, fatigue failure was governed by 
GFRP rupture at lower load levels.  Based on these observations, it is reasonable to conclude 
that the fatigue life of the GFRP reinforcing bars at load ranges corresponding to the service 
condition due to live truck loads will govern the overall fatigue life of the prestressed slab 
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bridge, irrespective of whether or not shear reinforcement is provided.  Therefore, in order to 
better predict the fatigue response of GFRP-RC structures, an improved understanding of the 
fatigue behaviour of the GFRP bars themselves and their interaction with the concrete are 
needed.   
Gripping mechanisms and the presence of concrete surrounding the bar during the fatigue test 
can have a significant effect on the test results (ACI 440.1R-06).  Concrete has an adverse effect 
on the fatigue behaviour of FRP bars due to its harsh alkaline environment and friction between 
the FRP bar and the concrete which causes abrasion of the bar surface (Rahman et al. 1996, 
Adimi et al. 2000).  Fatigue failure of an FRP bar embedded in concrete may be initiated at the 
bar surface inside the concrete in the form of matrix cracks caused by friction with the concrete 
(Adimi et al. 2000).  Friction fretting of the rod surface causing successive destruction of the bar 
may take place near flexure-induced cracks where bond stresses are high and partial slip occurs 
(CEB-FIP 2000).  Katz (2000) observed significant damage at the surface of FRP bars subjected to 
cyclic loads embedded in concrete and in some cases the external layer of the bar was 
completely sheared off.  In an effort to quantify the effect of concrete on the behaviour of GFRP 
bars under cyclic loading, a direct comparison of the fatigue behaviour of bare GFRP bars and 
GFRP bars in concrete beams is needed; the following is a discussion of the ancillary tests which 
were conducted in an attempt to address these issues. 
5.3.2.1   Bare Bar 
No standard test methods are currently available for the fatigue testing of FRP reinforcing bars 
(although ACI 440.3R-04 recommends the same setup used for the static specimens for fatigue 
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testing, this has proved to lead to premature rupture due to stress concentrations at the 
location where the bar is gripped).  Difficulties arising from gripping methods have caused 
numerous problems in previous attempts to study the fatigue behaviour of FRP bars (Braimah 
2000).  Most axial fatigue tests of composite materials—such as FRP laminates—conducted in 
the past for non-civil engineering applications have used specially prepared coupons with dog-
bone profiles or notched specimens to give a reduced cross-section in the middle of the 
specimen.  Some researchers studying the behaviour of FRP reinforcing bars for civil 
engineering applications have used large concrete blocks to grip the FRP bars (Adimi et al. 
2000).  However, limited data is available characterizing the fatigue properties of GFRP 
reinforcing bars for reinforced concrete applications and there have been no reported studies 
using a simple, reusable anchorage system capable of reaching the full fatigue life of GFRP 
reinforcing bars in cyclic tension.   
Initial attempts to conduct axial fatigue tests on #5 (16 mm diameter) GFRP bars using a similar 
test setup as the static tests consistently resulted in premature failure of the bars with fracture 
initiating within the anchors due to the local stress concentration at the end of the steel 
wedges.  GFRP is very susceptible to transverse pressure, and while the anchors were successful 
in developing the full static tensile capacity of the bars, cyclic loading quickly led to local fibre 
failures which, in turn, resulted in failure of the bar.  For this reason, GFRP test specimens were 
carefully machined using a computer numerical control (CNC) machine to give a reduced 
diameter of 12 mm at the middle of the specimens (Figure 5.7), effectively reducing the critical 
cross-section by approximately 43%.  The cross-section was reduced using a gradual transition 
with a constant radius over a length of 140 mm to eliminate any stress concentrations arising 
 from the change in geometry and to allow adequate load transfer between fibre
the “notch” radius (1320 mm) to minimum bar diameter (12 mm) was 110, giving a stress 
concentration factor, Ktn, of less than 1.0025 as shown in Figure 5.8 (Pilkey & Pilkey 2008).
Figure 
Each specimen had a length of 500 mm and was gripped at each end using the same wedge
type anchors described previously.  The test setup was similar to that used for the static tests, 
with a slotted plate mounted to a 
anchored to the bottom of the test frame.  A protective box was built around the test setup to 
contain the failure and increase safety.  The test setup is shown in Figure 5.9.
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5.7 - GFRP axial fatigue test specimen 
hydraulic actuator at the top and another slotted plate 
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Figure 5.8 – Peterson’s stress concentration factors (Pilkey & Pilkey 2008) 
 
Figure 5.9 - Axial tension fatigue test setup 
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Even after machining the specimens, the first few fatigue tests resulted in a mixed failure mode 
which initiated by fracture of several fibres within the critical section, and was followed by 
rapid propagation of the matrix cracks to one of the anchors.  As the cracks propagated to the 
anchors, some of the fibres were no longer contributing to the load resistance leading to 
eccentricity within the anchor; this internal bending caused an uneven distribution of 
transverse pressure leading to shearing of the outer fibres at the anchor-bar interface.  The 
specimens typically ultimately failed by rupture at the tip of the anchor wedges.  In order to 
eliminate this premature failure mode for subsequent tests, the copper sleeves used in the 
anchors were placed in such a way that a small gap was present at the tip of the wedges 
between the steel wedges and the GFRP bar as shown in Figure 5.10.  This eliminated any stress 
concentration at the wedge tip and, in turn, eliminated failures within the anchors.  All 
subsequent tests showed no evidence of failure within the anchors; only these results are 
reported here. 
A total of twelve GFRP specimens were tested in fatigue at five different load ranges.  The 
fatigue test results are summarized in Table 5.4.  The minimum load level was kept constant at 
a load corresponding to a stress in the critical section of 30 MPa, similar to that in the beam-
hinge specimens (described in the following section).  The maximum load level was varied to 
give stress ranges between 225 MPa and 325 MPa, corresponding to approximately 33% and 
48% of the guaranteed ultimate strength of the bars, respectively, to cause failures within 2 
million cycles.  One specimen survived the full 2 million load cycles and was retested at a higher 
load range until failure.  A data acquisition system was used to record data during the test 
including applied load, relative displacement between the top and bottom anchor and strain at 
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the critical section measured using a 5 mm electrical strain gauge affixed at the mid-depth of 
the specimen.  For each test, the specimen was first loaded up to its maximum load level and 
then unloaded to give the first cycle response and to seat the wedges in the anchor.  The 
fatigue loading was then commenced at a rate of 4 Hz until failure. 
 
The data recorded during the initial cycle were used to determine the initial elastic modulus of 
the bar.  A typical stress-strain response from an initial load cycle is shown in Figure 5.11.  As 
seen, the elastic modulus values measured from the fatigue specimens were similar to those 
obtained from the static tests.  Measured strains at the maximum load level tended to increase 
very gradually until just prior to failure when individual fibre ruptures resulted in a sudden 
increase in the average stress in the cross-section as shown in Figure 5.12.   
Wedges 
Sleeve 
GFRP bar 
Gap 
Typical configuration Modified configuration 
Figure 5.10 - Wedge and sleeve setup for axial fatigue tests 
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Table 5.3 - GFRP fatigue test results 
Test Stress range (MPa) Fatigue life 
1 225 >2000000 
2 250 550715 
3 250 1162199 
4 250 1165753 
5 275 169532 
6 275 449021 
7 275 195646 
8 300 311504 
9 300 120965 
10 300 289291 
11 325 91538 
12 325 121670 
13 325 79971 
 
The relative displacement between the two anchors increased substantially in the initial cycle 
as the wedges seated themselves into the anchor barrel (Figure 5.13).  Subsequent load cycles 
resulted in a very gradual change in the relative displacement until just prior to failure (Figure 
5.14).  In most cases, the strain gauges did not survive the entire fatigue life of the specimen.  
However, since the ratio of strain to relative displacement remained approximately constant, it 
is assumed that after the initial cycle the change in strain, ε, can be approximated by the 
change in displacement, Δ, as given by Equation 5.1: 
Eq. 5.1  
∆À
∆Á Â ÃÀÃÁ  
Where, ΔN and Δi are the relative displacements between the two anchors after N cycles and 
after the initial cycle, respectively, and εN and εi are the strains at the critical section after N 
cycles and after the initial cycle, respectively. 
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Figure 5.11 - Typical stress-strain curve for axial fatigue specimens
Figure 5.12 - Typical strain variation with repeated loading 
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Figure 5.13 - Typical relative displacement between anchors during initial load cycle 
 
Figure 5.14 - Typical variation in relative displacement between anchors with repeated 
loading 
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Failures initiated at the critical section and longitudinal matrix cracks propagated towards the 
end anchors.  Some fractured fibres and longitudinal splits could typically be observed at the 
mid-life of each of the test specimens, although the bars continued to take a significant number 
of additional load cycles before failing.  Final failure occurred when the remaining intact fibres 
could no longer sustain the applied load resulting in fracture at the critical section.  Examples of 
the GFRP fatigue failures are shown in Figure 5.15.  
5.3.2.2   Beam-Hinge 
The fatigue life of GFRP reinforcing bars in concrete beams subjected to cyclic loads at various 
constant amplitude load ranges was investigated using 15 modified beam-hinge specimens 
tested to failure under monotonic and fatigue loading.  The classical beam-hinge specimen 
(RILEM 1982) was developed as an alternative to pullout tests to measure the bond between 
reinforcing bars and concrete in a way that accurately simulated the flexural behaviour of a 
reinforced concrete beam.  The modified beam-hinge specimens had an increased embedment 
length to ensure that failure occurred by rupture of the GFRP reinforcement rather than bond 
failure of the bar-concrete interface.   
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Figure 5.15 - Failure mode of axial tension fatigue tests 
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The main advantage of conducting bending fatigue tests on concrete beams rather than axial 
bar tests is that the beams accurately simulate service conditions such as interactions at the 
reinforcement-concrete interface.  Disadvantages include the necessity to make assumptions 
about the load carrying contribution of the concrete and the accuracy of the placement of the 
reinforcement (Tilly 1979).  The use of a beam-hinge specimen reduces this uncertainty by 
fixing the length of the moment lever arm.  It is generally agreed that beam-hinge tests 
realistically simulate the stress conditions of reinforced concrete elements subjected to 
bending (Benmokrane et al. 1996, Bakis et al. 1998).  Tilly (1979) observed that bending fatigue 
tests on steel-reinforced beams could give longer lives than axial bar tests because of the 
reduced probability of the highest stress concentrations (crack locations) coinciding with the 
locations of the worst defects in the bar.  However, in the case of GFRP reinforcing bars, the 
effects of friction at the crack location may reduce the fatigue life of the bar by abrasion of the 
bar surface, effectively reversing this effect.   
A total of 15 beam-hinge specimens were constructed, each having a length of 2.6 m and a 
height and width of 200 mm and 150 mm, respectively, as shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17.  10M 
steel stirrups were provided at a spacing of 100 mm in order to preclude shear failure.  Each 
specimen was reinforced with one #5 GFRP bar having a guaranteed ultimate strength and 
elastic modulus of 683 MPa and 48.2 GPa, respectively.  The bars had a sand coating to enhance 
the bond with the concrete and a nominal cross-sectional area of 197.93 mm2.  The clear cover 
to the GFRP bar was 30 mm.  A hinge was placed at midspan and was comprised of a 4 inch 
diameter round steel bar bearing against two steel angles cast into the concrete (Figure 5.18).  
During casting, a piece of foam was used to form the separation between the two individual 
 beam ends.  The purpose of the hinge was to control the length of the internal moment arm 
and hence the force in the reinforcing bar. 
lever arm length in order to control the stress in the bar.
Figure 5.
Figure 5.17
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 The hinge simulates a flexural crack with a known 
 
16 - Test setup and specimen geometry 
 - Beam-hinge test specimen in test frame 
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Figure 5.18 - Steel hinge at midspan of beam-hinge specimens 
A spreader beam was used to create a constant moment region with a length of 500 mm and 
shear spans with lengths of 900 mm.  Three specimens were tested monotonically to failure at 
a rate of 1 mm/min.  The remaining twelve specimens were subjected to cyclic load ranges 
between 20% and 55% of the average ultimate static capacity.  Cyclic loads were applied at 
frequencies ranging from 0.2 Hz to 1.0 Hz, depending on the range of deflections caused by the 
applied loads.  Minimum loads were kept constant at 1.5 kN while the maximum load was 
varied to produce the desired load range.  Strain gauges were used to monitor the strain in the 
GFRP bar at midspan and short stroke LVDTs were used to measure the relative displacement 
between the GFRP bar and concrete at the hinge location. 
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The results from the statically loaded beam-hinge specimens are given in Table 5.4; a typical 
stress-strain curve is given in Figure 5.19.  A fully linear-elastic response was observed until just 
prior to failure, when successive failure of individual fibres preceded ultimate failure.  The 
tensile strength and elastic modulus values obtained from the beam-hinge tests are within 5% 
of those recorded in bare bar tests; some reduction in capacity is expected resulting from the 
slight stress gradient induced in the bar due to bending leading to higher-stressed fibres at the 
bottom of the bar.  However, the recorded values were well above the guaranteed values 
provided by the manufacturer. 
Table 5.4 – Monotonic beam-hinge test results 
Specimen Ultimate stress (MPa) Elastic modulus (GPa) 
BH-1 752 51.4 
BH-2 708 53.1 
BH-3 787 55.5 
Average beam-hinge 749 53.3 
Average bare bar 784 55.9 
Guaranteed 683 48.2 
 
GFRP strain values increased gradually with the application of repeated load cycles until just 
prior to failure (Figure 5.20).  Midspan deflections also increased gradually over the life of each 
specimen as a result of successive cracking of the concrete, crack widening, vertical crack 
propagation and breakdown of bond between the reinforcing bar and the concrete; similar 
trends were observed in the relative displacement between the GFRP bar and the concrete 
(Figure 5.21).  Relative slip values were less than 1 mm at the maximum load when the applied 
load range was between 20% and 40% of the ultimate static capacity.  These slip values are not 
insignificant, particularly when the load cycles are repeated upwards of one million cycles; this 
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relative displacement induces abrasion of the bar surface which can initiate fatigue failure 
mechanisms. 
The fatigue results are summarized in Table 5.5, and the S-N curve for the beams representing 
the relationship between applied cyclic load range and fatigue life is shown in Figure 5.22.  The 
stress ranges given for the GFRP bar reflect the actual measured distance of the moment arm 
when this value differed slightly from the design value.  Tests which reached 1 million cycles 
were assumed to have reached the runout limit; when this occurred, the load range was 
increased and a second test was conducted with the same beam.  As expected, the effects of 
the first million cycles on the fatigue life of the beam at an increased load range appear to be 
negligible.  Minimal scatter was observed with the fatigue results, which further validates the 
use of beam-hinge tests for controlled fatigue experiments.  Rupture of the GFRP bars occurred 
within one million cycles at load ranges as low as 20% of the measured ultimate static capacity; 
it is clear from these tests that limiting the stresses in GFRP reinforcing bars in concrete 
structures is imperative when the structure is expected to sustain a large number of load cycles.  
As shown in Chapter 4, introducing CFRP post-tensioned tendons is an effective way to reduce 
the induced stresses in passive GFRP reinforcement. 
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Figure 5.19 – Typical stress-strain response of GFRP bar in beam-hinge specimen 
 
Figure 5.20 – Typical change in GFRP strain at maximum load under cyclic loading 
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Figure 5.21 – Typical relative displacement between GFRP and concrete under fatigue loading 
Table 5.5 - Beam-hinge fatigue data 
Specimen Load range (kN) 
GFRP stress range 
(MPa) 
GFRP stress range 
(% ultimate) 
Number of cycles 
to failure 
BH-4 20 406 53.7 2699 
BH-5 11 217 28.8 240790 
BH-6 10 199 26.3 335445 
BH-7a 8 162 21.5 >1000000 
BH-7b 15 304 40.3 15214 
BH-8 15 299 39.6 12996 
BH-9 11 221 29.3 189706 
BH-10 8 157 20.7 439376 
BH-11a 7.5 150 19.9 >1000000 
BH-11b 20 401 53.0 5314 
BH-12 13 269 35.5 96388 
BH-13 13 254 33.6 98577 
BH-14 10 202 26.7 305615 
BH-15 15 299 39.6 21413 
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Figure 5.22 - S-N curve for beam-hinge specimens 
Each of the beam-hinge specimens failed by rupture of the GFRP reinforcing bar near midspan 
(Figure 5.23).  Fatigue failure typically initiated in the embedded bar just inside one of the free 
faces of the concrete blocks near the hinge location.  The onset of fatigue failure of the GFRP 
bar was preceded by matrix cracking, interfacial debonding and individual fibre breakage 
evidenced by portions of the bar sliding relative to each other.  This gradual failure mode was 
accompanied by a significant loss of stiffness resulting in increased strains in the reinforcement 
as well as increased deflections.  Final failure occurred either by tension rupture of the bar or 
by bending failure of the bar once a sufficient fraction of the fibres had failed (Figure 5.24).  
Although bending failures are not likely to occur in a reinforced concrete beam due to a short 
unsupported length of the reinforcement at a crack location, the mechanisms leading to final 
fatigue failure are also caused by a similar ratio of uniform tension stress and non-uniform 
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bending stresses.  Moreover, bending failures occurred only once a significant number of fibres 
had already ruptured such that the remaining fibres could no longer carry the equilibrium 
tension resultant force and would have failed by tension rupture imminently. 
 
Figure 5.23 - Beam-hinge specimen post-failure 
Following failure of the beam-hinge specimens, examination of the GFRP and concrete surfaces 
just inside the concrete block near the hinge location revealed that in most cases the sand 
coating had been scraped off of the bar surface and left a white residue on the concrete where 
the two surfaces had rubbed together (Figure 5.25).  This residue was comprised of sand 
particles as well as resin and fibre particles from the outer layer of the reinforcing bar.  The bar 
itself was scratched and displayed several longitudinal matrix cracks; this provides physical 
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evidence of the abrasion of the bar surface caused by relative slip between the bar and the 
concrete. 
5.3.3 Summary 
The results of the fatigue tests on the GFRP bare bars and beam-hinge specimens are shown 
together in Figure 5.26.  The bare bars consistently displayed longer fatigue lives than the bars 
encased in concrete.  There are several factors which may have contributed to the decrease in 
the fatigue lives of the GFRP reinforcing bars in the beam-hinge specimens.  Firstly, the bare bar 
specimens were machined so that the outer resin-rich area of the bar was removed, leaving a 
core which may have had a slightly higher strength than the average strength of the bar; this 
effect is assumed to be negligible.  Secondly, the reinforcement in the beam-hinge specimens 
was subjected to a stress gradient resulting from the bending of the beam which could 
adversely affect fatigue life due to the higher stressed fibres at the bottom of the bar.  Thirdly, 
and presumably most importantly, the reinforcing bars in the beam-hinge specimens were 
subjected to repeated abrasion from the surrounding concrete which wore away the sand 
coating and damaged the outer fibres of the bar. 
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Figure 5.24 - Failure of GFRP in beam-hinge specimens 
From top left: a) failure initiated at bar-concrete interface, b) longitudinal matrix cracks 
caused sliding of individual planes of fibres prior to failure, c) broom-type tension failure and 
d) bending failure following tensile rupture of large portion of cross-section 
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Figure 5.25 - White residue from the GFRP bar surface remains on the concrete after testing 
 
Figure 5.26 - GFRP fatigue results 
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The results of the beam-hinge specimens are expected to better approximate the fatigue 
behaviour of real reinforced concrete members compared with the axial bar specimens.  
However, the test method is more involved and requires more time, labour and resources.  In 
order to characterize the fatigue behaviour of new FRP materials, a simple and easily 
repeatable test method is needed.  Axial tension tests are simpler to perform and the use of 
reusable anchors is particularly attractive if more than a few tests are to be conducted.  
Correlation of the ancillary tests to the results of the main study and reinforced concrete 
structures in general is discussed in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 6 - Analysis of the Static Behaviour of FRP-RC Slabs 
6.1 General 
While the search for sustainable infrastructure solutions continues to be a driving force in the 
impetus to consider alternative building materials and design methods, the implementation of 
a new design concept is governed by the accuracy with which its structural behaviour can be 
predicted using relatively simple design models.  Industry acceptance can be further facilitated 
through the use of familiar code equations or very minor modifications, as opposed to the 
introduction of new and convoluted methodologies.  An effort has been made in the following 
two chapters to use design models found in current North American bridge design codes to 
predict the behaviour of the post-tensioned FRP-RC slabs described in Chapters 3 and 4.  Where 
these models were found to be inadequate, simple modifications were proposed based on 
literature review and the experimental results presented in Chapters 4 and 5; in cases where no 
current code equations are available (such as for fatigue behaviour) simple design methods 
have been introduced to predict the slab behaviour under fatigue loading (see Chapter 7).  
Whenever possible, the form of these equations was presented in a similar form as existing 
design models to maintain familiarity with design practitioners.   
6.2 Serviceability Predictions 
As previously mentioned, the design of FRP-RC members is often governed by their ability to 
meet serviceability criteria including deflections, crack widths and allowable stresses.  Thus, an 
accurate prediction of the behaviour of slab bridges reinforced with FRP bars and prestressed 
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tendons at service loads is essential.  A number of design methods have been developed to 
estimate the serviceability of FRP-RC sections; these are evaluated in the following sections. 
6.2.1 Cracking 
Prior to cracking, serviceability is generally not a concern as deflections, crack widths and 
reinforcement stresses are negligible.  After cracking, however, the flexural stiffness is greatly 
reduced and sudden increases in deformation occur.  The cracking moment of reinforced 
concrete sections is given by Equation 6.1, with the modulus of rupture given by Equation 6.2.  
Since the stiffness of FRP materials is comparable to that of concrete, the CHBDC (CSA 2010) 
permits the use of gross section properties in place of transformed section properties when 
calculating the cracking moment.  For prestressed members, the cracking moment is given by 
Equation 6.3: 
 Eq. 6.1  # $ %&'('    
 Eq. 6.2   $ 0.60ab 
 Eq. 6.3  # $ %&'(' 3 M&'?(' 3 ° 
Where, Mcr is the cracking moment, fr is the modulus of rupture of the concrete, It is the 
moment of inertia of the section, yt is the depth to the centroid of the section, P is the effective 
prestressing force, A is the area of the concrete section, e is the eccentricity of the prestressing 
tendons, fr is the modulus of rupture and f’c is the concrete compressive strength. 
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The measured cracking moments for the different slabs are compared with predicted values in 
Table 6.1, accounting for the actual measured concrete compressive strength and prestressing 
force in each slab.  In addition to the applied load, the slabs sustained a maximum self-weight 
moment at midspan of approximately 10.7 kN∙m, assuming a concrete unit weight of 23.5 
kN/m3.   
Table 6.1 - Experimental vs. predicted cracking moments 
Slab 
f’c 
(MPa) 
Effective 
prestress (kN) 
Experimental cracking 
moment
a
 (kN∙m) 
Predicted cracking 
moment (kN∙m) 
Mexp/Mpred 
S 58.1 -- 32.8 41.2 0.80 
G1 58.1 -- 28.5 41.2 0.69 
G1-ST 58.1 -- 31.1 41.2 0.75 
G2 58.1 -- 32.8 41.2 0.80 
G2-ST 58.1 -- 38.5 41.2 0.93 
PT2a 63.8 194.4 39.4 47.8 0.82 
PT2 58.1 218.6 62.0 68.5 0.91 
PT2-ST 63.8 217.4 55.0 70.3 0.78 
PT2-G 59.1 242.4 63.1 71.8 0.88 
PT2-S 64.5 244.8 67.9 74.0 0.92 
PT2-S45 64.5 246.0 74.8 74.1 1.01 
PT2-U 55.7 247.6 63.3 71.6 0.88 
PT4 55.7 488.8 80.8 101.4 0.80 
PT4-G 59.1 355.8 82.5 85.9 0.96 
PT4-U 55.7 482.4 97.2 100.6 0.97 
PT4-P 59.1 256.4 71.7 73.6 0.97 
a – Includes self-weight 
 
It is clear from Table 6.1 that the cracking moments were consistently over-predicted, with an 
average ratio of experimental-to-predicted cracking moments of 0.87.  According to ACI 237R-
07 (ACI Committee 237 2007), the flexural strength of SCC is not expected to be lower than that 
of conventional concrete with similar mix proportions, and in some cases may be higher.  As 
noted in Chapter 3, the splitting tensile strength of the concrete at the time of testing ranged 
from 0.45√f’c to 0.57√f’c, which is similar to the mean split cylinder strength of 0.53√f’c reported 
from a large number of studies (MacGregor & Bartlett 2000).  Splitting tensile strength is 
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typically lower than flexural cracking strength; the mean modulus of rupture has been 
expressed in the literature as 0.69√f’c.   
High scatter is inherent in the tensile strength of concrete, which may have had an effect on the 
observed cracking results.  Since the flexural cracking strengths were consistently lower than 
expected, it is likely that another factor was also influencing the results.  The discrepancy 
observed in this case may be a result of high shrinkage strains which, when restrained by 
flexural reinforcement and the inner concrete core of the slab, develop tensile stresses in the 
concrete and decrease the moment required to cause cracking (Bischoff 2001, Bischoff & 
Johnson 2007, Al-Sunna et al. 2012).  The specimens were not cured in a humidity controlled 
environment due to their large size, and hence, likely developed greater shrinkage strains than 
a moist-cured member.   
Shrinkage strains can be estimated from Equation 6.4 (MacGregor & Bartlett 2000).  Shrinkage 
is a function of time, relative humidity and cement content, which is implicitly and empirically 
accounted for using the concrete compressive strength.  Due to the high cement content and 
low water-cement ratios found in SCC mixes, greater shrinkage may also occur relative to 
conventional mixes.   
 Eq. 6.4  k	 $ 1.2	 §160 3 	 09 D GG}6¨  10vÄ 
Where, εcs is the axial shrinkage strain, 	,  and 	 are factors to account for the effects of 
time, relative humidity and cement type, respectively, fcm is related to the concrete 
compressive strength and fcmo is 10 MPa. 
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For a concrete compressive strength of 60 MPa, an average relative humidity of 50% and a 
curing time of 200 days, the shrinkage strain is calculated as 0.000155.  Only restrained 
shrinkage develops tensile stresses; the shrinkage strains are restrained both by the 
longitudinal reinforcement and the inner concrete core which retains moisture longer.  While 
the restraining effect of the longitudinal reinforcement can be readily calculated based on its 
relative stiffness compared with the concrete section, the contribution of the concrete core is 
more difficult to predict; for large specimens, the inner concrete will have a significant effect on 
the development of external tensile stresses.  Typical values for restrained shrinkage are 
between 0% and 25% of the total shrinkage strain (MacGregor & Bartlett 2000).   
The effect of shrinkage can be accounted for in the cracking moment equation by reducing the 
modulus of rupture by the shrinkage-induced stress, as given by Equations 6.5 and 6.6: 
 Eq. 6.5  , $ 0.6ab D k	8 
Eq. 6.6   $ 03300ab 3 690064 ¡G2<ff5.g 
Where, fr,eff is the effective modulus of rupture, f’c is the concrete compressive strength, Ec is 
the elastic modulus of the concrete, γc is the unit weight of the concrete (taken as 2350 kg/m
3) 
and εsh is the restrained shrinkage strain in the concrete. 
Assuming that 20% of the shrinkage strains are restrained, the predicted cracking moments are 
reduced to the values given in Table 6.2, which give more conservative estimates and better 
correlation with the experimentally observed values.  The actual shrinkage stresses induced will 
vary between specimens depending on age, curing environment and the contribution of the 
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inner concrete core.  It should also be noted that the CHBDC (CSA 2010) accounts for the effects 
of restrained shrinkage by reducing the cracking strength of concrete to a value of 0.4√f’c; the 
cracking moments predicted using the CHBDC approach—which tended to be fairly 
conservative—are also compared in Table 6.2.  The conservatism in the CHBDC approach may 
be justified by the fact that it also accounts for the possibility of greater restraint and thermal 
strains which can develop in real structures. 
Table 6.2 - Experimental vs. predicted cracking moments accounting for shrinkage 
Slab 
f’c 
(MPa) 
Effective 
prestress 
(kN) 
Experimental 
cracking 
moment
a
 (kN∙m) 
Predicted 
cracking 
moment (kN∙m) 
Mexp/Mpred 
CHBDC 
cracking 
moment 
(kN∙m) 
Mexp/Mpred 
S 58.1 -- 32.8 31.6 1.04 27.4 1.20 
G1 58.1 -- 28.5 31.6 0.90 27.4 1.04 
G1-ST 58.1 -- 31.1 31.6 0.98 27.4 1.14 
G2 58.1 -- 32.8 31.6 1.04 27.4 1.20 
G2-ST 58.1 -- 38.5 31.6 1.22 27.4 1.41 
PT2a 63.8 194.4 39.4 40.9 0.96 37.8 1.04 
PT2 58.1 218.6 62.0 58.9 1.05 54.8 1.13 
PT2-ST 63.8 217.4 55.0 61.4 0.90 55.9 0.98 
PT2-G 59.1 242.4 63.1 62.3 1.01 58.0 1.09 
PT2-S 64.5 244.8 67.9 65.1 1.04 59.5 1.14 
PT2-S45 64.5 246.0 74.8 65.3 1.15 59.7 1.25 
PT2-U 55.7 247.6 63.3 61.4 1.03 57.8 1.10 
PT4 55.7 488.8 80.8 91.6 0.88 88.0 0.92 
PT4-G 59.1 355.8 82.5 76.5 1.08 72.2 1.14 
PT4-U 55.7 482.4 97.2 90.8 1.07 87.2 1.11 
PT4-P 59.1 256.4 71.7 64.1 1.12 59.7 1.20 
a – Includes self-weight 
6.2.2 Allowable Stress 
The CHBDC (CSA 2010) places service stress limits on CFRP and GFRP reinforcement of 65% and 
25% of their ultimate strength, respectively.  The stress in the FRP reinforcement at service in a 
singly-reinforced concrete member can be calculated using Equation 6.7: 
 Eq. 6.7   $ =>?+%,@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Where, ffrp is the stress in the reinforcement, Ms is the service moment, Afrp is the cross-
sectional area of the reinforcement and jd is the lever arm. 
In a beam with more than one layer of reinforcement, the stress in each layer can be computed 
from the moment equilibrium equation given by Equation 6.8 with the condition that strain 
compatibility and internal force equilibrium are satisfied: 
 Eq. 6.8  #	 $  01 D 26 3 22412 D 25 
Where, ffrpi, Afrpi and dfrpi are the stress, area and depth of reinforcement layer i, respectively, 
and a is the depth of the concrete rectangular stress block. 
The CHBDC service moment due to live load is taken as 41.6 kN∙m (see Chapter 8).  The 
predicted GFRP stresses, accounting for self-weight, are compared to stresses at midspan 
computed from measured GFRP strains in the non-prestressed slabs for moments ranging from 
30 kN∙m to 60 kN∙m in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.  GFRP stresses in the post-tensioned slabs are 
negligible because the slabs were uncracked at service and are not considered here.  It should 
be noted that the measured strains can vary depending on their proximity to the nearest crack, 
and are not necessarily the maximum strain developed in the reinforcing bar.   
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Figure 6.1 - GFRP service stress for G1 and G1-ST 
 
Figure 6.2 - GFRP service stress for G2 and G2-ST 
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The predicted GFRP service stresses correlate well with the measured strains for slabs G1 and 
G1-ST.  Although the service stresses are slightly over-predicted for slabs G2 and G2-ST, this 
may be a result of the strain gauges being located away from a flexural crack; in any case, the 
predicted result is conservative.  As seen in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, the GFRP stress in the under-
reinforced slabs, G1 and G1-ST, exceed the CHBDC limit of 0.25ffrpu beyond an applied moment 
of approximately 40 kN∙m, while the over-reinforced slabs, G2 and G2-ST, are well below the 
service stress limit for the entire range of loads considered. 
6.2.3 Crack Width 
For many years, crack widths of reinforced concrete members were predicted using the 
empirically-derived Gergely-Lutz equation for steel bars.  Since crack widths are a function of 
reinforcement stiffness and bond properties, the effect of the type of reinforcement is 
significant; hence, various modifications to the Gergely-Lutz equation for FRP reinforcing bars 
have been proposed (Salib & Abdel-Sayed 2004).   
Frosch (1999) developed a physically-derived crack width model (Equation 6.9) applicable to 
any reinforcement type which has been adopted by a number of design codes, including the 
CHBDC.  The model takes into account the stiffness and bond properties of the reinforcement 
as well as the concrete cover and transverse spacing of the reinforcing bars.  The CHBDC 
proposes that when no detailed information is available, the bond coefficient, kb, for sand-
coated FRP reinforcing bars may be taken as 0.8.  ACI 440, on the other hand, proposes a more 
conservative value of 1.4.   
 Eq. 6.9  ) $ 2 +%,-+%, 898: .Å12 3 4	252  
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Where, w is the crack width at the tension face of the member, ffrp and Efrp are the stress and 
elastic modulus of the reinforcement, respectively, h2 and h1 are the distance from the tension 
face to the neutral axis and from the centroid of the reinforcement to the neutral axis, 
respectively, kb is a coefficient to account for the bond properties of the reinforcement, dc is the 
concrete cover to the centroid of the reinforcement, and s is the transverse spacing of the 
reinforcement. 
The predicted and experimentally measured maximum crack widths for the non-prestressed 
slabs are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.  Since the crack widths were measured at the level of 
the reinforcement, they were multiplied by the ratio h2/h1 for comparison with the CHBDC 
crack width limit of 0.5 mm for aggressive environments.  The service range is once again taken 
as 30 kN∙m to 60 kN∙m, and the self-weight of the slab is taken into account for the predicted 
crack widths.   
As seen in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, the measured crack widths in the under-reinforced slabs, G1 and 
G1-ST, exceeded the CHBDC crack width limit for moments greater than approximately 45 
kN∙m, while the over-reinforced slabs, G2 and G2-ST, were well within the CHBDC limit for all 
loads within the range considered.  A bond coefficient of 1.4 gave highly conservative estimates 
of crack widths compared with experimental results; in fact, predicted values of crack widths 
for the under-reinforced slabs exceeded the CHBDC limit for the entire range of loads 
considered.  Conversely, a bond coefficient of 0.8 gave reasonable estimates of crack width for 
the GFRP-RC slabs, although estimates became slightly unconservative at higher loads. 
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Figure 6.3 - Crack widths for slabs G1 and G1-ST 
 
Figure 6.4 - Crack widths for slabs G2 and G2-ST 
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The actual bond coefficient can be calculated by rearranging the terms in Equation 6.9.  By 
recognizing that for a given cross-section all of the geometric terms and material properties are 
constant, Equation 6.9 can be rewritten to give Equation 6.10 (McCallum & Newhook 2012): 
 Eq. 6.10 ) $ ]. 
Where, C is a constant and all other terms are as noted previously. 
Thus the normalized crack width, w/C, can be plotted against the theoretical stress in the FRP 
reinforcement to find the bond coefficient, as shown in Figure 6.5.  Once again, only the 
stresses corresponding to applied moments ranging from 30 kN∙m to 60 kN∙m are considered; 
to give equal weight to each of the tested slabs, seven data points from each test within the 
service range were selected corresponding to intervals of 5 kN∙m, for a total of 28 data points. 
As seen in Figure 6.5, the data points from the two over-reinforced slabs, G2 and G2-ST, and the 
two under-reinforced slabs, G1 and G1-ST, fit trendlines having similar slopes but different non-
zero intercepts.  As noted by McCallum & Newhook (2012), the experimentally calibrated value 
of the bond coefficient, kb, is not constant but rather depends on the stress level in the 
reinforcement.  A constant value of kb implies that the crack width equation has a zero 
intercept, even though cracking occurs only beyond a certain load.  As seen in Figures 6.3 and 
6.4, the slopes of the lines representing the theoretical crack widths with a bond coefficient of 
1.4 are nearly parallel to the experimental curves.  Therefore, an approach employing a 
constant bond coefficient may be more appropriately derived by shifting the predicted values 
to provide consistent accuracy at all load levels.   
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Figure 6.5 - Normalized crack width versus reinforcement stress 
The Frosch equation is based on the assumption that the crack width is directly proportional to 
the reinforcement strain, as given by Equation 6.11.  This assumption ignores any tensile strain 
in the concrete since it is small, as well as tension stiffening between cracks.  Though technically 
conservative, this approach essentially forces a zero-intercept on the crack width equation so 
that the accuracy of crack width predictions is highly dependent on the load level at which it is 
calculated compared to that at which the bond coefficient, kb, was calibrated.  It is more 
accurate to represent the crack width using Equation 6.12 which accounts for the tensile 
contribution of concrete between cracks: 
 Eq. 6.11 ) $ k 
 Eq. 6.12 ) $ 4k D k5 
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 Where, εfrp is the strain in the bottom layer of reinforcement, 
concrete between cracks and Sc 
The concrete contribution to the tension resultant force, or 
the bond between the reinforcement and the concrete, and is represented schematically in 
Figure 6.6.  Since the tension stiffening effects of FRP
neglected; however, when it comes 
reinforcement is not insignificant (Aiello et al. 2003).
The exact solution of Equation 6.12 requires the definition of the bond
reinforcement behaviour as well as the simultaneous solution of a system of equations 
the compatibility condition between two points based on the relative slip between the 
reinforcement and the concrete, the axial equilibrium condition for the reinforcement relating 
the axial stress to the bond stress, and the equilibrium condition
equilibrium of forces and moments.  For a reinforced concrete member in the crack 
Figure 6.6 - Schematic of tension stiffening between cracks
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stabilization phase, it is impossible to solve these equations in a closed form and complex 
numerical solutions are needed (Aiello & Ombres 2000).  However, approximating the non-
linear bond distribution along the reinforcing bar with a uniform distribution of bond stresses 
gives a small error for short bond lengths and greatly simplifies the analysis (Aiello et al. 2007).  
Equation 6.13 can be used to describe the mean reinforcement strain in an axially loaded 
concrete tension member (Aiello et al. 2003): 
 Eq. 6.13 k $ -% F ?% D G'?G'2?% I 
Where, εm is the mean reinforcement strain, Er and Ar are the elastic modulus and area of the 
reinforcement, respectively, F is the force in the reinforcement, fct is the maximum stress in the 
concrete between cracks and Act is the effective area of concrete in tension. 
The maximum stress that can develop in the concrete between cracks is the tensile strength of 
the concrete.  Due to the stress gradient, the average stress carried by the effective concrete 
area midway between cracks will be less than the modulus of rupture, 0.6√f’c.  Considering the 
tension zone in a reinforced concrete flexural member as analogous to an axially loaded 
member, the average stress in the effective concrete area midway between cracks is taken here 
as the direct tensile strength of concrete, 0.4√f’c, and Act as the area of concrete having the 
same centroid as the primary reinforcement (as recommended by CSA A23.3).  The direct 
tensile strength of concrete is used because it allows for the convenient analogy of a reinforced 
concrete tension member and is a reasonable approximation of the average concrete stress 
midway between cracks.  Ultimately, the sensitivity of the predicted crack widths to small 
variations in the assumed tensile strength of the concrete is low. 
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Equation 6.9 can then be modified to give Equations 6.14 and 6.15; the last term in Equation 
6.15 is a constant for a given geometry and concrete strength. 
 Eq. 6.14 ) $ 2 +%,-+%, 898: .Å12 3 4	252  
 Eq. 6.15  $  D f.PaWG42Gv?+%,52?+%,  
Where, ffrpm is the mean stress in the reinforcement between two cracks, ffrp is the stress in the 
FRP reinforcement at a cracked section, dc is the concrete cover to the centroid of the 
reinforcement and all other terms are as noted previously.   
The proposed modification to the Frosch equation correlated well with the measured crack 
widths for the under-reinforced slabs (G1 and G1-ST) and gave slightly conservative estimates 
for the over-reinforced slabs (G2 and G2-ST).  It was also consistently accurate for the entire 
load range considered as shown in Figure 6.7.  The bond coefficient, kb, was taken as 1.3 from 
Figure 6.5. 
The Frosch crack width model may also be used to predict crack widths in prestressed and 
partially prestressed members by considering the load increase above the decompression 
moment (Xue & Tan 2012).  The decompression moment is used here to refer to the moment at 
which the stress in the extreme bottom fibre is equal to zero.  Since flexural cracking is 
primarily controlled by the outermost layer of non-prestressed reinforcement, Equation 6.14 
can be applied considering only the stress in the bottom layer of the reinforcement (in this 
case, the passive GFRP reinforcing bars), taking the decompression moment as the point of 
reference. 
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Figure 6.7 - Predicted and experimental crack widths for GFRP-RC slabs 
Although the prestressed slabs were uncracked at service, the methodology described above 
accounting for tension stiffening was used to predict their crack widths after cracking in order 
to validate its effectiveness for partially prestressed members.  Thus, the “service load range” 
was arbitrarily selected to give stress values in the GFRP reinforcement similar to those 
considered in the non-prestressed slabs shortly after cracking.  For slabs post-tensioned with 
two CFRP tendons, crack widths were predicted for applied moments ranging from 70 kN∙m to 
100 kN∙m, corresponding to GFRP stresses of approximately 80 MPa to 150 MPa.  Meanwhile, 
for slab PT4, which had four CFRP tendons, crack widths were predicted for applied moments 
ranging from 110 kN∙m to 160 kN∙m, corresponding to GFRP stresses of approximately 50 MPa 
to 140 MPa; since one of the tendons in slab PT4-G was lost prior to testing, it was not included 
in this analysis.   
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In order to account for the presence of the CFRP tendons, the axial tension force in the 
concrete between cracks was assumed to be distributed between the GFRP and CFRP bars 
according to their respective axial stiffness, as explained by the schematic shown in Figure 6.8.  
The area of concrete engaged in tension is also expected to increase compared with the non-
prestressed slabs due to the vertical distribution of the reinforcement, and the neutral axis 
depth will also be greater than for the non-prestressed slabs.  Consequently, the average stress 
carried by the effective concrete section will decrease due to the steeper stress gradient; this is 
accounted for in this simplified analysis by reducing the average concrete tensile stress to 
0.3√f’c.  This value was selected because it represents the average concrete tensile stress for an 
effective concrete section equal to the total area of the concrete in tension with a stress at the 
extreme tension fibre equal to the modulus of rupture of the concrete (0.6√f’c).  Once again, 
predicted crack width values are not highly sensitive to small variations in the assumed tensile 
strength of the concrete. 
The mean stress in the GFRP reinforcement is then given by Equations 6.16 and 6.17 and the 
predicted crack widths are plotted versus GFRP stress in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. 
 Eq. 6.16  $ C D C, D 4vG5f.<Å
ÆG42Gv?U+%,v?mXG'>5
2?U+%,  
 Eq. 6.17  $ -G+%,?G+%,-U+%,?U+%,[-G+%,?G+%, 
Where, fgfrp,dc is the stress in the GFRP reinforcing bars at the decompression moment (a 
negative value), Aducts is the area of the post-tensioning ducts, αc is the axial stiffness ratio of 
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the CFRP tendons to the combined reinforcement stiffness, and all other terms are as 
previously noted. 
 
 
Figure 6.9 - Crack width predictions for slabs with two CFRP tendons 
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Figure 6.8 - Distribution of concrete tension force for prestressed slabs 
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Figure 6.10 - Crack width predictions for slab PT4 
The measured crack widths in the slabs with two CFRP tendons showed considerable scatter, 
but were reasonably predicted with the proposed approach.  Crack widths for the slab with four 
CFRP tendons, PT4, were slightly under-predicted.  The level of accuracy was once again fairly 
consistent for all load levels.   
It should be noted that in the method described above, it is assumed that the concrete stress 
reaches its tensile strength midway between cracks; this is an upper bound estimation since the 
maximum stress will always be below the actual tensile strength—if the tensile strength of the 
concrete is reached, a new crack will form midway between the two existing cracks.  Therefore 
it would be more conservative to use a smaller value for the maximum concrete stress for 
design purposes, such as a value between 0.2 to 0.3√f’c, depending on the effective area of 
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the neutral axis increases, the stress gradient becomes steeper and the average stress value is 
reduced).   
6.2.4 Deflection 
There are two common methods of predicting the deflections of a flexural member, namely the 
curvature approach and the effective moment of inertia approach.  The curvature approach is 
essentially an integration of the curvature along the length of the member using the method of 
virtual work (Equation 6.18).  The curvature at any section of a member is given by Equation 
6.19; the midspan deflection of a simply supported member can be approximated by Equation 
6.20 (Ghali 1993).  A model based on the curvature approach has been proposed by Razaqpur 
et al. (2000), which assumes that there is an uncracked length, Lg, near the supports and a fully 
cracked region away from the supports (tension stiffening is neglected); the resulting curvature 
diagram is illustrated in Figure 6.11.  The midspan deflection for a cracked member under four 
point bending using this approach is given by Equation 6.21:   
Eq. 6.18 L $  ÇÈ1  
Eq. 6.19  $ =-G&   
Eq. 6.20 L $ f{ÉmN9¶Ä   
 Eq. 6.21 L $ MNO2P-G&G% F3 0N6 D 4 0N6
< D 8T4NUN 5<I   
Where, δ is the deflection at midspan, m and M are the moments at a section due to virtual and 
real loads, respectively, ψ and ψmid are the curvature at a section and the curvature at midspan, 
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respectively, P is the applied load, a and L are the shear span and clear span of the member, 
respectively, Lg is the length of the uncracked section near the supports, Ec is the modulus of 
elasticity of the concrete, Icr is the moment of inertia of the cracked section and η is a factor to 
correct for the higher flexural stiffness of the uncracked region.  
 
Several models exist to calculate the effective moment of inertia of a section, a concept that is 
used to describe the overall flexural stiffness of a cracked member as a hybrid of fully cracked 
and uncracked sections.  These models provide empirically derived values which lie between 
the moment of inertia of the fully cracked section and the gross moment of inertia of the 
uncracked section, depending on the ratio of applied to cracking moment.  The CHBDC 
proposes the use of the Branson model for calculating the effective moment of inertia of a 
steel-reinforced section as given by Equation 6.22.   This model has been shown to 
Loading 
configuration 
Bending 
moment 
diagram 
Curvature 
distribution 
Figure 6.11 - Assumed curvature distribution for Razaqupur et al. (2000) model 
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underestimate deflections for FRP-RC members (Bischoff 2007).  ACI 440.1R-06 (2006) uses a 
modified form of the Branson model for FRP-RC members given by Equation 6.23: 
Eq. 6.22 A $ A 3 BAC D AEF=G%=H I< J AC  
 Eq. 6.23 A $ 4=G%=H 5<AC 3 F1 D 4=G%=H 5<IA J AC  
Where, Ie, Icr and Ig are the effective, cracked and gross moments of inertia, respectively, Mcr 
and Ma are the cracking moment and applied moment, respectively, and  is a factor to 
account for the reduced stiffness of FRP. 
The procedure for using the Razaqpur et al. (2000) curvature model and the effective moment 
of inertia approach are straightforward.  In either case the first point on the load-deflection 
curve corresponds to the cracking stage.  Using gross or transformed section properties, the 
deflection of the uncracked section just prior to the onset of first cracking can be determined, 
giving the first point for the load-deflection curve.  The deflection calculation depends on the 
loading arrangement and is given by Equation 6.24 for the case of four-point bending.  The 
moment of inertia of the concrete section at the location of a crack is calculated using a 
reduced cross-section depth based on the depth to the neutral axis of c = kd, where k is given 
by Equation 6.25 (ACI 440.4R-04 2004).  Several values of the applied moment between the 
cracking moment and the nominal moment resistance of the section are selected to give 
additional points on the load-deflection curve using Equation 6.21 or Equations 6.23 and 6.24.  
The analysis is stopped when the section fails either by reinforcement rupture or concrete 
crushing.  
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 Eq. 6.24 L $ MNOÄ-G&j F<PN D 4N5<I 
 Eq. 6.25 . $ Å4 ∑ ËÉ5ÉÌ:
9[24vÍ5 ∑ ËÉ4Í[mÉm 4vÍ55ÉÌ: v ∑ ËÉÉÌ:
vÍ        
Where, k is the ratio of the neutral axis depth to the effective depth of the reinforcement, n is 
the modular ratio of the reinforcement to the concrete, ρi is the reinforcement ratio of 
reinforcement at level i, ξ is the ratio of effective stress to ultimate strength of the prestressing 
tendons, and d and di are the effective depth to the centroid of the reinforcement and depth of 
reinforcement level i, respectively.  All other terms are as noted previously. 
Abdelrahman & Rizkalla (1999) noted that deflection calculations for partially prestressed 
members after cracking should also take into account the shift in the effective centroid of the 
section which changes the eccentricity of the prestressing force.  A simple method for 
calculating the effective centroid was proposed, which is a function of the applied and cracking 
moments as given by Equations 6.26 and 6.27.  The midspan deflection is then given by 
Equation 6.28.  The effective centroid concept was used in conjunction with the effective 
moment of inertia approach to predict the deflections of the prestressed slabs. 
 Eq. 6.26 Î $ 2ÎC 3 41 D 25Î J ÎC 
 Eq. 6.27  $ 4=G%v=mG=>v=mG 5 
 Eq. 6.28 Ï $ D. Mj4,v(j5N9-G&j 3 .	 =>N
9
-G&j  
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Where, ye, yg and ycr are the effective, gross and cracked section centroids, respectively, ψ is a 
factor accounting for the load level, Mcr, Mdc and Ms are the cracking, decompression and 
applied moments, respectively, Δ is the midspan deflection, kp and ks are coefficients to account 
for the tendon profile and loading configuration, Pe is the effective prestressing force, dp is the 
depth to the prestressed tendons, L is the span length, Ec is the modulus of elasticity of the 
concrete and Ie is the effective moment of inertia. 
The curvature distribution along the length of the member can also be obtained using a layer-
by-layer strain compatibility analysis, an iterative procedure which divides the section into 
layers and applies the stress-strain characteristics of the materials within each layer to achieve 
compatibility between layers.  In the case of prestressed members, initial strains in the 
prestressing tendons and concrete must be considered.  This approach is shown schematically 
in Figure 6.12. 
 
 
Cross-section is divided into 
horizontal layers 
Strain is 
calculated for 
each layer 
Stress in each layer 
is calculated using 
material stress-
strain relationships 
Figure 6.12 - Schematic of layered approach 
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The layer-by-layer strain compatibility analysis requires an understanding of the stress-strain 
characteristics of each of the materials involved, namely the reinforcement, concrete in 
compression and concrete in tension.  Assumed stress-strain curves for each of these materials 
are given in Figure 6.13. FRP materials are modeled as linear elastic to failure, with the stress at 
a given strain determined by Equation 6.29.  The stress-strain curves for concrete are more 
complex; an approximation for the stress-strain relationship of concrete in compression is the 
modified Hognestad model given by Equations 6.30 and 6.31.  Tension stiffening between 
cracks can be considered with the use of a smeared crack model for concrete in tension, as 
given by Equation 6.32 (Collins & Mitchell 1991).  Neglecting tension stiffening results in more 
conservative estimates of deflection.  For this study, the effective area of concrete in tension 
after the onset of cracking was taken as the area of the concrete surrounding the reinforcing 
bars and having the same centroid, as recommended by CSA A23.3 (2004).  For the prestressed 
slabs, the centroid of the reinforcement was taken as the weighted geometric average of the 
CFRP and GFRP bars. 
Eq. 6.29  $ k 
Eq. 6.30  $ 0.9bF2 ÐÑÐWÑ D 4 ÐÑÐWÑ52I;   for k J kb 
Eq. 6.31  $ 0.9b D 0 f.<gÆGf.ff<ÒvYÆG6 4k D kb5; for kb J k J 0.0038 
Eq. 6.32 ! $ :9%[agffY' 
Where, ffrp and εfrp are the stress and strain in the FRP reinforcement, respectively, Efrp is the 
modulus of elasticity of the FRP, fc and εc are the compressive stress and strain in the concrete, 
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respectively, f’c is the compressive strength of the concrete, ε’c is the concrete strain 
corresponding to the peak stress, ft is the average tensile stress in the concrete, α1 and α2 are 
coefficients accounting for the bond characteristics of the reinforcement and the loading 
conditions, respectively, fr is the modulus of rupture of the concrete and εt is the average 
tensile strain in the concrete. 
 
The procedure for predicting the load-deflection response of FRP-reinforced and prestressed 
members using the layer-by-layer strain compatibility analysis is more complex than either of 
the previously described approaches and is summarized in Figure 6.14.  For a given value of 
midspan moment, the procedure is repeated for multiple sections along the span and—
assuming a linear distribution of curvature between sections—the resulting deflection is 
calculated using a piece-wise integration as given by Equation 6.33.  For this study, curvatures 
were calculated at 150 mm intervals along the length of the slabs; the resulting curvature 
distribution is similar in shape to that shown in Figure 6.11, with relatively high curvatures in 
the cracked region and smaller curvatures in the uncracked region near the supports.  Within 
the cracked region, the predicted curvatures tended to be smaller than those obtained using 
Ec 
σ σ σ 
ε ε ε 
FRP reinforcement Concrete in compression Concrete in tension 
ffrpu 
Efrp 
f’c 
ε’c εcu εfrpu 
Ec 
fr 
εr 
ft 
Figure 6.13 - Stress-strain characteristics of FRP reinforcement and concrete (not to scale) 
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the Razaqpur et al. (2000) model, particularly when tension stiffening was included through the 
smeared crack approach. 
 Eq. 6.33 L $ ∑È  
Where, mc is the average moment between sections i and i+1 due to a virtual unit load placed 
at midspan, ψa is the average curvature between sections i and i+1 due to real loads, and x is 
the distance between sections i and i+1. 
Typical plots comparing the predicted load-deflection response of the tested slabs to 
experimental results are given in Figures 6.15 through 6.18.  The contribution of the CFRP 
tendons to either load resistance or flexural stiffness of the prestressed slabs following rupture 
is neglected; it is assumed that the tension resultant force after CFRP rupture is taken by the 
GFRP reinforcing bars only.  In reality, the CFRP tendons will likely have some positive effect on 
the flexural stiffness at sections away from the location of CFRP rupture. 
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Divide concrete section into a number of horizontal layers 
including a layer for each level of reinforcement 
Specify the value of the applied moment at the 
section to be considered 
Assume depth of neutral axis and top concrete strain 
Calculate strain at mid-depth of each layer assuming 
linear strain distribution.  Account for initial strains due to 
prestressing if applicable 
Calculate force in each layer using assumed stress-strain 
characteristics and layer dimensions 
Calculate curvature at given section 
ψ=εc/c 
Calculate deflection, δ, using Equation 6.33 
End 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Identify stress-strain characteristics of 
reinforcement and concrete 
Is equilibrium satisfied? 
Is reinforcement rupture strain or 
concrete crushing strain exceeded? 
Have all sections been analyzed? 
No Yes 
Figure 6.14 - Procedure for determining load-deflection response using the layer-by-layer 
strain compatibility analysis 
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Figure 6.15 - Comparison of experimental and predicted load-deflection response for G1 and 
G1-ST 
 
Figure 6.16 - Comparison of experimental and predicted load-deflection response for G2 and 
G2-ST 
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Figure 6.17 - Comparison of experimental and predicted load-deflection response for PT2 and 
PT2-G 
 
Figure 6.18 - Comparison of experimental and predicted load-deflection response for PT4 and 
PT4-G 
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Figures 6.15 to 6.18 show that the deflection models considered above typically overestimated 
the post-cracking stiffness of the tested slabs, particularly for the models which account for 
tension stiffening (ACI 440 and the layered approach).  Conversely, the layered approach 
without consideration for tension stiffening overestimated deflections for the non-prestressed 
slabs with shear reinforcement, and the curvature approach was overconservative for the 
prestressed slabs after cracking.  It should be noted that slab PT4-G suffered the loss of one 
tendon before testing, and thus it is expected that the stiffness of this slab is lower than 
predicted. 
Two main observations can be made from the predicted load-deflection plots.  First, the 
accuracy of all of the deflection models considered are highly dependent on the accuracy of the 
estimation of the cracking moment.  As previously noted, the experimental cracking moment 
was consistently below predicted values; as a result, predicted post-cracking deflections are 
unconservative when tension stiffening is considered.  When the experimental cracking 
moment was used in place of the predicted value, the deflections of slabs with shear 
reinforcement were predicted with good accuracy (Figures 6.19 to 6.22).   
Second, the slabs without shear reinforcement consistently displayed a lower post-cracking 
stiffness compared with specimens containing shear reinforcement.  There are two factors that 
are likely contributing to the lower stiffness of slabs without shear reinforcement, namely lack 
of confinement and the presence of additional shear deformations resulting from wider 
inclined cracks. 
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Figure 6.19 - Comparison of experimental and predicted load-deflection response for G1-ST 
using experimental cracking moment 
Figure 6.20 - Comparison of experimental and predicted load-deflection response for G2-ST 
using experimental cracking moment 
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Figure 6.21 - Comparison of experimental and predicted load-deflection response for PT2-G 
using experimental cracking moment 
 
Figure 6.22 - Comparison of experimental and predicted load-deflection response for PT4-G 
using experimental cracking moment 
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The additional deformation resulting from unrestrained diagonal cracking, which may be 
significant in some cases, is neglected by most deflection models (Imjai et al. 2009).  Al-Sunna 
et al. (2012) found that the lower modulus of elasticity of FRP bars compared to steel resulted 
in additional shear deformation due to rotation around the shear crack tip, a phenomenon 
which has not been observed for steel-RC beams.  Additional deflections in the range of 20% of 
the total measured deflections at failure were observed.  Existing approaches to estimate 
deflections considering solely their flexural behaviour tend to underestimate overall 
deformations. 
Representing the member stiffness using the cracked moment of inertia should give 
conservative predictions of flexural deflection.  As seen in Figure 6.23, even this upper bound 
estimate of deflection is exceeded by a considerable amount when no shear reinforcement is 
provided.  From the experimental results of this study, it seems that the shear reinforcement 
provided was effective in restraining the vertical widening of diagonal shear cracks; however, 
specimens without shear reinforcement did not have this benefit, and hence, their deflections 
were under-predicted.   
A simple model adapted from Imjai et al. (2009) is proposed to predict the value of these 
additional deformations after cracking.  The model uses a single fictitious inclined crack having 
a width equal to the sum of the individual distributed crack widths as a simple way to represent 
the contribution of shear cracking to the total deflection, given by Equation 6.34 and shown in 
Figure 6.24.  It is assumed here that three idealized straight inclined cracks are formed on either 
side of the constant moment region which contribute to the shear deformation (Figure 6.25); 
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this assumption is conservative at loads which are just slightly higher than the cracking load, as 
it is unlikely that cracks will appear away from the maximum moment location.  Since the cracks 
are initially very narrow, the error introduced is small.  As the load increases, new cracks form 
within the shear span and contribute to the total displacement.  The horizontal width of each 
crack is assumed to be proportional to the maximum flexural crack width, calculated using 
Equation 6.14.  Assuming an average crack spacing equal to one half of the depth of the slab, 
the additional shear deformation due to rigid body movement for a symmetrically loaded beam 
is given by Equation 6.35.  The angle of the crack, θ, is taken as 45° for the non-prestressed 
slabs and 30° for the prestressed slabs.  The assumptions regarding the number of inclined 
cracks and the crack inclination may not apply to all loading configurations; however, these 
assumptions are expected to be conservative for shorter spans (where less cracks are likely to 
form at a given moment) whereas for longer spans the ratio of moment-to-shear increases and 
shear deformation may comprise a smaller portion of the total displacement.  
 Eq. 6.34 L	 $ 4·> ÓÔÕ( 54 N/2[&:/&95 
 Eq. 6.35 L	 $ 4·G ÓÔÕ9 ( 543Ö D 31 D 1.5×5 
Where, δs is the additional shear deformation due to unrestrained shear cracking, ws and wc are 
the inclined width of the fictitious shear crack and the maximum flexural crack width, 
respectively, L is the span of the member, I1 and I2 are the horizontal distances from the 
fictitious crack tip to each support, θ is the angle of the idealized inclined crack, y is the height 
of the crack, a is the length of the shear span, h is the height of the section and dv is the 
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Figure 6.23 - Load-deflection response compared with fully cracked moment of inertia 
 
Figure 6.24 - Shear crack deformation model (Imjai et al. 2009) 
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The deflection calculated by Equation 6.35 was added to the flexural deflection predicted using 
the ACI 440 model (using the experimental cracking moment) to estimate the total deflection of 
the slabs without shear reinforcement.  As seen in Figures 6.26 to 6.29, the predicted 
deflections correlated well with the experimental results, although the post-cracking 
deflections of slab PT4 were slightly over-estimated.   
 
C L 
dv h/2 h/2 
θ 
θ θ w3 
w2 
w1 
w1 = wc(a-dv)/a  
w2 = wc(a-dv-h/2)/a  
w3 = wc(a-dv-h)/a  
w3sinθ 
a 
y 
Figure 6.25 – Modified shear crack deformation model 
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Figure 6.26 - Load-deflection prediction for slab G1
 
Figure 6.27 – Load-deflection prediction for slab G2 
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Figure 6.28 – Load-deflection prediction for slab PT2 
 
Figure 6.29 - Load-deflection prediction for slab PT4 
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6.3 Ultimate Predictions 
Once the serviceability criteria have been satisfied, designs must be checked for the ultimate 
limit state.  Both the factored flexural capacity and shear resistance of the section must exceed 
the factored load effects to ensure an adequate margin of safety for design.  In the following 
sections, all resistance factors have been taken as unity for comparison with the experimental 
results.  Factored loads according to the CHBDC are given in Chapter 8. 
6.3.1 Flexure 
Flexural design of FRP-RC members can be achieved using the straight-forward concept of 
strain compatibility assuming that plane sections remain plane.  To determine the mode of 
failure, the reinforcement ratio is compared to the balanced reinforcement ratio, as discussed 
in Chapter 2.  The moment capacity of a flexural member is given by Equation 6.36 based on 
the equilibrium condition given by Equation 6.37: 
 Eq. 6.36 # $ \ 01 D ^:2 6 3 \2 012 D ^:2 6 
 Eq. 6.37 \ 3 \2 $ ] 
Where, Mr is the moment resistance of the section, T1 and T2 are the resultant tension forces in 
reinforcement layers 1 and 2, respectively, d1 and d2 are the depth to reinforcement layer 1 and 
2, respectively,  is the ratio of the depth of the equivalent concrete stress block to the depth 
of the neutral axis, c is the depth to the neutral axis and C is the resultant compression force in 
the concrete. 
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Tendon stresses at ultimate in unbonded prestressing tendons can be approximated with the 
use of a strain reduction coefficient, Ωu, as given by Equation 6.38.  This is based on the work of 
Naaman et al. (2002) and Alkhairi (1991), where the average strain in the tendon is related to 
an equivalent strain in a bonded tendon at the critical section calculated using strain 
compatibility.  For two-point or uniform loading conditions, the strain reduction coefficient at 
ultimate is given by Equation 6.39, based on a regression analysis on test data from 143 beams 
prestressed with steel tendons.  Alkhairi (1991) recalibrated the coefficient with additional 
conservatism for design purposes, as given in Equation 6.40: 
 Eq. 6.38  $  3 "k4,X D 15 
 Eq. 6.39 " $ g.P4 Øm,5 
 Eq. 6.40 " $ <.f4 Øm,5 
Where, fp and fpe are the equivalent stress in the prestressing tendon and the effective 
prestress, respectively, Ωu is the strain reduction coefficient at ultimate, Ep is the modulus of 
elasticity of the prestressing tendon, εcu is the concrete crushing strain, dp is the depth of the 
prestressing tendons, cu is the depth of the neutral axis at ultimate and L is the span length. 
Both slabs with unbonded tendons, PT2-U and PT4-U, suffered premature rupture of their 
prestressing tendons at lower loads than expected.  Based on the methodology given above, 
slab PT2-U had an expected flexural capacity governed by GFRP rupture of 306.2 kN with CFRP 
stresses at ultimate of 81% of the guaranteed ultimate tensile strength (GUTS) using Equations 
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6.37 and 6.38.  Similarly, slab PT4-U had an expected ultimate flexural capacity governed by 
concrete crushing at 335.7 kN with CFRP stresses of 76% of GUTS.  In reality, the first tendon 
rupture occurred at loads of 126 kN and 203 kN for slabs PT2-U and PT4-U, respectively; in both 
cases, average CFRP stresses based on measured strain readings corresponded to only 68% of 
GUTS.  This discrepancy highlights a safety concern with unbonded FRP tendons, as discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
Table 6.3 gives the experimental and predicted ultimate moment resistance of each of the slabs 
displaying a flexural mode of failure.  Experimental values given include the midspan moment 
due to the self-weight of the concrete members (10.7 kN∙m).  Resistance factors were taken as 
unity and the compressive strength of the top level of GFRP reinforcement was neglected.  It 
should be noted that the CFRP tendons in the slabs containing two post-tensioned tendons 
were expected to rupture at a lower applied moment than that causing rupture of the GFRP 
bars.  Hence, some residual capacity was expected with a sudden decrease in stiffness but an 
identical failure load as the non-prestressed slab G1-ST; however, since the peak load obtained 
experimentally corresponds to rupture of the CFRP tendons, the theoretical moment causing 
CFRP rupture is listed in Table 6.3 rather than the ultimate predicted moment corresponding to 
GFRP rupture. 
In general, the predicted values for flexural resistance correlated reasonably well with 
experimental results, with a tendency to be slightly conservative.  As noted in Chapter 5, the 
measured tensile strengths of the CFRP tendons were approximately equal to the design values; 
the conservatism observed here may be due to the stiffness of the GFRP reinforcement 
exceeding the reported values such that a lesser proportion of the tensile resultant force was 
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actually resisted by the CFRP tendons than predicted using design values.  Conversely, the 
moment resistance of slab PT4-U was over-predicted; as previously mentioned, the premature 
rupture of the CFRP tendons due to friction within the post-tensioning duct resulted in lower 
than expected load capacities for the slabs with unbonded tendons. 
Table 6.3 - Comparison of theoretical and experimental moment resistance 
Slab Predicted moment capacity (kN∙m) Experimental moment capacity (kN∙m) Mexp/Mpred 
S 121.9
a 
157.2 1.29 
G1-ST 202.2 196.9 0.97 
G2-ST 319.8 307.4 0.96 
PT2-ST 192.5 260.2 1.35 
PT2-G 184.1 229.0 1.24 
PT2-S 184.1 227.4 1.24 
PT2-S45 184.1 217.7 1.18 
PT4 270.3 269.0 1.00 
PT4-G 227.7
b 
284.1 1.25 
PT4-U 280.2
b 
222.2 0.79 
a – Assumes linear elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour 
b - Calculated for three CFRP tendons 
6.3.2 Shear 
The two most commonly used shear resistance models for FRP-RC bridges in North America are 
based on the simplified modified compression field theory (MCFT) (Bentz et al. 2006) and the 
empirically-derived Tureyen & Frosch model (Tureyen & Frosch 2003).  The CHBDC has adopted 
the simplified MCFT model given by Equation 6.41 while ACI 440.1R-06 and the AASHTO LRFD 
bridge design code have adopted the latter model, as given by Equation 6.42:   
 Eq. 6.41 _ $ 2.5c1 C 
 Eq. 6.42 _ $ 0.42abc·d    
Where, Vc is the concrete contribution to shear resistance,  is a factor to account for the shear 
strength of cracked concrete, fcr is the tensile strength of concrete, bv and bw are the width of 
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the concrete member, dlong is the effective shear depth of the section and c is the depth to the 
neutral axis.  
Table 6.4 lists the predicted and actual shear capacities for the slabs which ultimately failed in 
shear.   
Table 6.4 - Predicted vs. experimental shear resistance 
Slab Vexp (kN) 
CHBDC Tureyen & Frosch 
Vpred (kN) Vexp/Vpred Vpred (kN) Vexp/Vpred 
G1 83.1 79.7 1.04 67.4 1.23 
G2 109.9 85.2 1.29 92.6 1.19 
PT2a 86.3 81.1 1.06 83.1 1.04 
PT2 103.2 93.5 1.10 94.2 1.10 
PT2-U
a 
91.0 79.7 1.14 81.9 1.11 
PT4-P 127.5 106.6 1.20 94.9 1.34 
a – Calculated for 1 tendon 
Both models gave reasonable estimates of shear capacity which were found to be conservative 
in all cases.  The simplified MCFT gave an average experimental-to-predicted ratio of 1.14, while 
the Tureyen & Frosch model yielded an experimental-to-predicted ratio of 1.17. 
None of the full-scale slabs containing shear reinforcement failed in shear.  To assess the 
contribution of the various shear reinforcement types considered, the failure loads of the 
reduced-length slabs tested in Phase II can be compared with analytical predictions. 
The capacity of FRP stirrups is given in the CHBDC as the smaller of Equations 6.43 and 6.44.  
The contribution to shear resistance provided by vertical FRP stirrups is given by Equation 6.45: 
Eq. 6.43  $ 0f.fg
%
m>[f.<6jm.g  
Eq. 6.44  $ Mk $ 0.004M    
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Eq. 6.45 _ $ ?nnz}U!	     
Where, σv is the stress developed in the stirrups, r is the radius of the stirrup bend, ds is the 
stirrup diameter, fFRPbend is the ultimate tensile strength of the FRP stirrup, EvFRP is the modulus 
of elasticity of the FRP stirrup, εv is the effective strain of the stirrup, Av is the cross-sectional 
area of each stirrup, dlong is the effective shear depth of the section, θ is the angle of the shear 
crack and s is the stirrup spacing.     
The contribution to load capacity of shear reinforcement without hooked or headed 
anchorages at each end is dependent on the bond developed along the embedded length of the 
bar.  The embedded length of each bar depends on the depth at which it intercepts a shear 
crack; the average embedment length is assumed to be half the height of each stirrup.  
Assuming a uniform bond distribution along the embedded length of the stirrup, the average 
effective stress developed in the unanchored stirrups is taken as the lesser of Equations 6.44 
and 6.46.  The development length of FRP bars is given in the CHBDC by Equation 6.47: 
Eq. 6.46  $ ℓjℓm M    
Eq. 6.47 ℓ $ 0.45 w:wÙFG>[Ú'%²²> I §
X
G% ¨       
Where, ℓ and ℓ are the embedment length and development length of the unanchored 
stirrup, respectively, k1 and k4 are coefficients accounting for the bar location and bond, 
respectively, dcs is the concrete cover to the centroid of the bar being developed, Ktr is a factor 
accounting for the presence of transverse reinforcement, EFRP and Es are the elastic modulus of 
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the FRP bar and steel, respectively, fcr is the tensile strength of concrete, A is the area of the 
reinforcing bar and ffrpu is the tensile capacity of the stirrup. 
The predicted and experimental shear resistance of each of the monotonically tested slabs in 
Phase II is given in Table 6.5.  The concrete contribution to shear resistance was calculated 
using the simplified MCFT approach as detailed above. 
Table 6.5 - Predicted and experimental shear capacities of shear-reinforced slabs 
Slab Experimental shear capacity (kN) Predicted shear capacity (kN) Vexp/Vpred 
GU-10 404 311 1.30 
GU-12 400 342 1.17 
CU-10 398 372 1.07 
GC-10 484 311 1.56 
GS-12 475 358 1.33 
 
The shear capacities of both slabs with anchored shear reinforcement, GC-10 and GS-12, were 
conservatively predicted.  In both cases, the effective stress developed in the FRP shear 
reinforcement significantly exceeded the design values.  For slabs with unanchored shear 
reinforcement, the accuracy of the predictions varied but were conservative in all cases.  The 
level of conservatism decreased as the diameter of the GFRP stirrups was increased from 10 
mm to 12 mm (slab GU-12 vs. slab GU-10).  This may be as a result of the reduced cover-to-bar 
diameter ratio which prevented the stirrups from reaching the same effective stress prior to 
bond failure.  In a real slab bridge, where the stirrup confinement would be significantly 
enhanced by the adjacent concrete, the efficiency of the stirrup may be higher.  Similarly, the 
capacity of the slab with the 10 mm CFRP stirrups (slab CU-10) was well-predicted, but the 
estimated strength was less conservative than for the other shear-reinforced slabs.  As noted in 
Chapter 4, although the unanchored stirrups did contribute significantly to the ultimate shear 
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capacity of the concrete slabs, their efficiency is dependent on the height at which they 
intercept the shear crack and the confinement provided by the concrete.  The use of anchor 
heads results in an increase in the contribution of the FRP shear reinforcement and is less 
dependent on the crack geometry. 
6.4 Summary 
Various analytical models were used to predict the behaviour of the GFRP-RC slabs at the 
serviceability and ultimate limit states.  Lower cracking moments were observed compared with 
predicted values, which is likely a result of restrained shrinkage stresses.  When these lower 
cracking moments were taken into account, the load-deflection responses of the slabs were 
well-predicted using the straightforward effective moment of inertia approach proposed by ACI 
440.1R-06 for members containing shear reinforcement.  When no shear reinforcement was 
provided, additional deflections caused by rigid body rotation about the inclined shear cracks 
resulted in unconservative estimates of the midspan deflection using conventional methods; a 
model was adapted from Imjai et al. (2009) capable of estimating these additional deformations 
with reasonable accuracy.   
Crack widths were also predicted using the Frosch (1999) model, although the accuracy of the 
predictions varied with the stress level in the GFRP reinforcement.  In particular, the bond 
coefficient of 1.4 proposed by ACI 440.1R-06 was found to be overly conservative, while the 
value of 0.8 suggested by the CHBDC was unconservative for high stress levels.  A modification 
was proposed to account for the contribution of the concrete between cracks which gave 
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consistently accurate predictions for all stress levels in the service range.  The bond coefficient 
was experimentally determined to be 1.3 for the modified Frosch equation. 
The flexural capacities of the GFRP-RC slabs were reasonably well-predicted using a 
conventional strain compatibility approach.  However, slabs with unbonded tendons suffered 
premature rupture of the CFRP tendons at stresses of only 68% of ultimate which is likely due 
to friction induced at the tendon-duct interface.  It is therefore recommended to only use fully 
bonded tendons unless some kind of frictionless sheathing is used to protect the bar. 
Both the MCFT and Tureyen & Frosch (2002) equations gave good estimates of the shear 
capacities of slabs without shear reinforcement.  Shear strengths were also conservatively 
predicted for the slabs containing transverse shear reinforcement, even when the stirrups were 
unanchored at one end. 
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Chapter 7 - Fatigue Analysis of FRP-RC Slabs 
7.1 General 
Cyclic loading affects both the strength and stiffness of reinforced concrete members and 
therefore the static behaviour predicted by the models presented in Chapter 6 may not 
accurately represent the structural behaviour observed throughout its service life.  To date, no 
significant research efforts have been conducted to predict the effect of repeated loads on the 
serviceability and ultimate performance of FRP-RC or PC flexural members, in part due to the 
difficulty involved in characterizing the fatigue behaviour of FRP reinforcing bars through 
experimental testing.  An attempt is made here to bridge this gap using relatively simple models 
to predict the effect of fatigue on flexural deflections and crack widths, as well as the fatigue 
life of flexural members with and without transverse shear reinforcement. 
7.2 Effective Fatigue Stress Factor 
The fatigue data corresponding to the test specimens which failed by tensile rupture of the 
GFRP reinforcement—whether they were bare axial bars, beam-hinge specimens or slabs—are 
shown in Figure 7.1.  Two notable observations can be made by comparing the results of each 
test type and loading condition: firstly, the significant decrease in fatigue life for the beam-
hinge specimens compared with the axial bar specimens, and secondly, the change in slope 
between the prestressed and non-prestressed slab specimens.  The first observation is 
attributed to fretting fatigue of the GFRP bar due to abrasion with the surrounding concrete; 
the local stress concentration at the flexural crack face as well as the abrasion induced at the 
bar-concrete interface reduced the observed fatigue lives of the GFRP reinforcing bars by 
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approximately an order of magnitude.  The second observation is likely a function of the change 
in mean stress between the GFRP bars in the prestressed and non-prestressed slabs; at the 
minimum applied load level the GFRP stress in the prestressed slabs was essentially zero, 
whereas the non-prestressed slabs had a minimum stress level of approximately 65 MPa, 
including the self-weight of the slab.  The change in mean stress may result in a shift in the S-N 
curve—as is commonly observed for various types of materials—as well as a change in slope 
due to its effect on crack opening and bond-slip, thus affecting the fretting mechanism. 
 
Figure 7.1 - Combined fatigue data 
The fatigue design of structural elements with geometric discontinuities is generally 
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section properties.  A similar concept is employed here to account for the effect of concrete on 
the fatigue behaviour of the GFRP bars as given by Equation 7.1: 
 Eq. 7.1   $ ! 
Where, σe is the effective stress range for fatigue calculations, Kte is the effective fatigue stress 
factor accounting for the presence of concrete and σn is the nominal stress range in the GFRP 
bar calculated using elastic cracked section analysis. 
The effect of the mean stress on the fatigue life of GFRP bars in concrete can be accounted for 
by considering the change in the stress ratio, R, which is given by Equation 7.2.  Figure 7.2 
shows the change in the stress ratio for different values of minimum stress; while the GFRP 
stress ratio is zero for all load ranges for the prestressed slabs (σmin = 0 MPa), the stress ratio 
increases at low load ranges for the non-prestressed slabs (σmin = 65 MPa) and beam-hinge 
specimens (σmin = 30 MPa).  Thus, multiplying the effective stress range by a factor of (1 + R) will 
shift the data from the non-prestressed slabs upward, especially at low load ranges, to match 
the data from the prestressed slabs; the resulting proposed equation describing all of the GFRP 
fatigue data is then given by Equation 7.3. 
 Eq. 7.2  © $ / 
 Eq. 7.3  !41 3 ©5 $  
Where, R is the stress ratio, σmin is the minimum applied stress, σmax is the maximum applied 
stress, and all other terms are as noted previously. 
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Figure 7.2 - Variation in stress ratio for constant minimum stress level 
The effective fatigue stress factor for the materials and reinforcement configuration used in this 
study was obtained by comparing the fatigue results of the axial bar tests and beam-hinge tests 
described in Chapter 5.  The stress concentration factor for the axial bar tests was taken as 
unity while the effective fatigue stress factor for the beam-hinge tests was optimized through a 
least squares regression analysis used to fit a power law function to the fatigue data, with the 
fatigue life taken as the dependent variable (Figure 7.3); this procedure resulted in a value of Kte 
given by Equation 7.4 and the regression line given by Equation 7.5.  The modified data set is 
shown in Figure 7.4. 
 Eq. 7.4  ! $ 1.529 D 0.000671 r 1.0 
 Eq. 7.5  !41 3 ©5 $ 1632vf.<2 
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Figure 7.3 – Fatigue life data
 
Figure 7.4 – Fatigue life data using effective stress range 
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The effective fatigue stress factor is dependent on the applied stress level since it is a function 
of the abrasion caused by bond-slip of the reinforcement.  As the applied stress range 
approaches the static strength of the GFRP bar, the effective fatigue stress factor approaches a 
value of 1.0. 
7.3 Deflection Predictions 
The cyclic deflections for the FRP-RC slabs were predicted using the ACI 440 effective moment 
of inertia equation with some modifications to account for the change in stiffness of the 
concrete and reinforcement.  Balaguru & Shah (1982) presented a framework for calculating 
the cyclic deflections and crack widths of steel-RC flexural members accounting for the cyclic 
creep of concrete in compression and the reduction in concrete tensile strength caused by 
repeated loading.  These changes in the concrete properties were used to modify the Branson 
equation for the effective moment of inertia of a member under cyclic loading as given by 
Equations 7.6 to 7.10: 
 Eq. 7.6  k $ 129Û/< 3 17.8∆/< 
 Eq. 7.7  ,| $ 41 D  C|f.¶gP5 
 Eq. 7.8  | $ Hh±Hh²} [YG 
 Eq. 7.9  #,| $ &U%,¹('  
 Eq. 7.10 A,| $ A,| 3 4=G%,¹=H 5<4AC D A,|5 
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Where, εc is the cyclic creep strain in the concrete, σm and Δ are the mean compressive stress 
and stress range in the concrete expressed as a fraction of the compressive strength, 
respectively, t is the time under cyclic loading in hours, fr and fr,N are the modulus of rupture 
values for the concrete under static and cyclic loads, respectively, Eo and EN are the modulus of 
elasticity values for the concrete under static and cyclic loads, respectively, σmax is the 
maximum compressive stress in the concrete, Mcr,N is the cyclic cracking moment of the 
concrete, Icr,N is the cracking moment of inertia calculated using EN, Ie,N is the effective moment 
of inertia under cyclic loading and all other terms are as previously noted in Chapter 6. 
The model described above assumed that for medium and high-cycle fatigue loading the steel 
reinforcing bars were cyclically stable.  As seen in Chapter 5, the stiffness of the GFRP 
reinforcing bars decreases gradually under fatigue loading; hence, this model was adapted for 
FRP-RC members by considering the change in stiffness of the FRP reinforcement with repeated 
loading.   
Brondsted et al. (1997) proposed a model considering the stiffness degradation of FRP 
composites as a manifestation of fatigue damage which has been modified here to account for 
the presence of concrete as given by Equation 7.11, with the fatigue modulus given by Equation 
7.12: 
 Eq. 7.11 
4 ²²:5| $ D4j4[5-} 5 
 Eq. 7.12  $ F1 D 4j4[5-} 5I 
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Where, d(E/E1)/dN is the rate of stiffness degradation, σe is the applied effective stress range, K 
and n are constants and all other terms are as previously noted. 
This model assumes that the rate of stiffness degradation is a constant for a given stress range, 
neglecting the initial rapid change in stiffness at the beginning of the fatigue life of the 
specimen.  The model was calibrated using the experimental results described in Chapter 5; 
calibration involves taking the slope of the stiffness degradation curve within the linear range 
for each specimen (Figures 7.5 and 7.6) and plotting the data points versus the ratio σe(1+R)/Eo, 
as shown in Figure 7.7.  Since the strain gauges did not survive the full fatigue life for most of 
the specimens in this study, the stiffness degradation was measured using the change in the 
relative displacement between the anchors (axial tests) or midspan deflection (beam-hinge 
tests).  This is an acceptable assumption because after the initial seating of the wedges in the 
bare bar tests and stabilization of the crack pattern in the beam-hinge tests, the ratio of strain-
to-total deformation was approximately constant as evidenced by the experimental results 
shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9.  Thus, the error introduced by this approximation is small. 
The cyclic deflections of the Phase III slabs were then predicted using the model framework 
proposed by Balaguru & Shah (1982) accounting for the change in GFRP stiffness using the 
Brondsted residual stiffness model.  The calibrated equation for the GFRP stiffness degradation 
is given by Equation 7.13.  It is assumed that the CFRP tendons are not susceptible to stiffness 
degradation due to their excellent fatigue properties.  A flow chart of the model framework is 
shown in Figure 7.10. 
 Eq. 7.13  $ F1 D 4.837 10<4j4[5-} 5Ò.¶gI  
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Figure 7.5 - Typical stiffness degradation curve
Figure 7.6 - Linear portion of typical stiffness degradation curve 
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Figure 7.7 - Calibration of Brondsted residual stiffness model 
 
Figure 7.8 - Typical strain-displacement response for axial tension tests 
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Figure 7.9 - Typical strain-deflection response for beam-hinge tests 
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The deflections were calculated using the ACI 440 effective moment of inertia equation (see 
Chapter 6) using the cyclic material properties of the concrete and GFRP reinforcing bars.  The 
actual measured concrete compressive strength values obtained from cylinder tests were used 
in the calculation of the cyclic modulus of elasticity of the concrete.  For the calculation of the 
cyclic creep in the concrete, a frequency of 1 Hz was assumed for all cases; the error introduced 
from this assumption is small.  For specimens which reached runout and were retested at a 
higher load range, the initial elastic modulus values of the concrete and FRP were taken as the 
fatigue modulus values after the initial 1 million cycles for the deflection estimations of the 
subsequent load cycles. 
The predicted responses are compared with measured deflections for the Phase III slabs in 
Figures 7.11 to 7.14.  In general, the predicted deflections were in good agreement with the 
measured deflections, particularly after the behaviour stabilized after about 1000 cycles, and 
tended to be slightly conservative.   
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Figure 7.11 - Cyclic deflections predicted using Brondsted model (series G1S) 
 
Figure 7.12 - Cyclic deflections for series G1 
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Figure 7.13 - Cyclic deflections for series PT2S 
 
Figure 7.14 - Cyclic deflections for series PT2 
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7.4 Crack Width Predictions 
The proposed methodology for calculating the cyclic crack widths is similar to that used for 
predicting deflections.  In Chapter 6, a crack width model was proposed which accounted for 
both the stress in the GFRP bar at a crack location and the contribution of the concrete 
between cracks.  In order to account for the effects of cyclic loading, the proposed model is 
modified here to account for the change in stiffness of the GFRP bars as well as the reduction in 
tensile strength of the concrete, as given by Equations 7.14 to 7.16 for both non-prestressed 
and prestressed slabs: 
Eq. 7.14 )| $ 2 +%,,¹-+%,,¹ 89,¹8:,¹ .Å12 3 4	252  
 Eq. 7.15 ,| $  D f.PaWG42Gv?+%,52?+%, 41 D  C|f.g¶P5 
 Eq. 7.16 ,| $  D C, D 4vG5f.<Å
ÆG42Gv?+%,v?mXG'>5
2?+%, 41 D  C|f.g¶P5 
Where, wN is the cyclic crack width, ffrp,N is the average stress in the GFRP reinforcement, Efrp,N is 
the fatigue modulus of the GFRP reinforcement calculated using Equation 7.13, h2,N/h1,N is the 
ratio of the distance between the neutral axis and the extreme tension face of the member and 
the distance between the neutral axis and the reinforcement, kb is the bond coefficient, dc is the 
concrete cover, s is the spacing of the reinforcement, ffrp is the stress in the GFRP reinforcement 
at the crack, fgfrp,dc is the stress in the GFRP reinforcing bars at the decompression moment, f’c is 
the concrete compressive strength, b is the width of the member, Aducts is the area of the post-
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tensioning ducts, Afrp is the area of GFRP reinforcement, αc is the axial stiffness ratio of the CFRP 
tendons to the combined reinforcement stiffness and N is the number of applied load cycles. 
For comparison with the experimental results, which were measured at the level of the 
reinforcement, the ratio h2,N/h1,N was taken as unity.  The proposed model was used to predict 
the crack widths for the Phase III slabs as shown in Figures 7.15 to 7.18.  The predicted values 
tended to be slightly conservative in all cases, with the exception of the slab tested at a load 
range of 160 kN in series PT2S (Figure 7.17); since the measured crack widths for this slab were 
significantly greater than the slab tested at the same load range in series PT2, it is suspected 
that this unconservative result is an anomaly. 
 
Figure 7.15 - Cyclic crack widths for series G1S 
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Figure 7.16 - Cyclic crack widths for series G1 
 
Figure 7.17 - Cyclic crack widths for series PT2S 
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Figure 7.18 - Cyclic crack widths for series PT2 
7.5 Shear Fatigue 
Teng et al. (2000) proposed a method of predicting the fatigue shear strength of deep beams 
with steel reinforcement in which the fatigue strength of the concrete in tension was 
represented by Equation 7.17: 
 Eq. 7.17  $ 41 D ª«541 D É' 5! 
Where, σr is the fatigue stress range in the concrete,  is a material constant, fmin is the 
minimum stress level, ft is the strength of the concrete in tension and N is the number of 
applied load cycles. 
Teng et al. (2000) also suggested that the ratio fmin/ft could be taken to be the same as Vmin/Vu, 
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respectively.  Various values of  have been proposed by different researchers; as previously 
noted, Balaguru & Shah (1982) used a value of  equal to 1/10.954 (see Equation 7.7).  
To predict the concrete contribution to shear strength under fatigue loading, it is proposed to 
modify the modified compression field theory (MCFT) equation to account for the reduction in 
concrete tensile strength using Equation 7.18.  The resulting shear equation is then given by 
Equation 7.19: 
 Eq. 7.18 ,| $ 41 D  C|f.¶gP541 D oÉoX 5 
 Eq. 7.19 _,| $ 2.5|,|c1 C 
Where, Vc,N is the concrete contribution to shear capacity under fatigue loading, | is a 
coefficient calculated using the shear and moment values at the critical section corresponding 
to the maximum applied fatigue load, fcr,N is the fatigue tensile strength of the concrete and all 
other terms are as noted previously. 
As with the MCFT equation for statically loaded members, Equation 7.19 can be solved using an 
iterative procedure to either solve for the fatigue shear strength for a given fatigue life, or 
conversely the fatigue life can be estimated by setting Vc,N equal to the maximum applied shear 
force.  Equation 7.19 was used to predict the shear strengths of the slabs in series G1 and PT2, 
which did not contain any shear reinforcement, as shown in Figures 7.19 and 7.20.  Fatigue 
shear capacities were calculated using the actual measured concrete strength obtained from 
cylinder tests. 
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Figure 7.19 - Predicted shear fatigue lives for series G1 
 
Figure 7.20 - Predicted shear fatigue lives for series PT2 
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Due to the limited number of fatigue shear failures observed in the slabs without shear 
reinforcement, it is difficult to assess the accuracy of the proposed model.  The predicted values 
for the non-prestressed slabs in series G1 were slightly unconservative compared with the 
actual fatigue life of the one slab which failed in shear.  Conversely, for the prestressed series 
PT2, the predicted values were conservative in all cases.  Further testing is needed before 
drawing any major conclusions from the limited data presented here.  However, since the S-N 
curve for shear failures appears to be fairly flat, it is expected that the conservatism of the 
proposed model increases with increasing fatigue life, such that for high cycle fatigue (which is 
of primary concern for bridges) the model will be consistently conservative.  This observation 
should be validated with additional tests. 
The proposed model was also used to predict the fatigue lives of the slabs with shear 
reinforcement tested in Phase II, as shown in Figures 7.21 to 7.25.  The contribution of the 
shear reinforcement was calculated in the same way as for the static shear capacity, except that 
the angle θ was calculated using the applied shear and moment values caused by the predicted 
fatigue load at the critical section. 
The proposed method gave conservative estimates of shear fatigue life for all of the slabs 
except for those in series GU-12 and CU-10.  The unconservative estimates in this case are a 
result of the breakdown in bond between the unanchored stirrups and the concrete.  For slabs 
with anchored shear reinforcement, the proposed method gave conservative estimates of 
shear fatigue life in all cases. 
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Figure 7.21 - Predicted shear fatigue lives for series GU-10 
 
Figure 7.22 – Predicted shear fatigue lives for series GU-12 
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Figure 7.23 - Predicted shear fatigue lives for series CU-10 
 
Figure 7.24 - Predicted shear fatigue lives for series GC-10 
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Figure 7.25 - Predicted shear fatigue lives for series GS-12 
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each stress level for a given reliability level and coefficient of variation (COV).  Assuming a COV 
of 15% and a confidence interval of 95%, the characteristic values representing the expected 
scatter band of the cycles to failure for a given stress level are given by Equation 7.20: 
 Eq. 7.20 ©w $ ÜF1 Ý 0.1541.645 3 .ÄPgaÉ 5I 
Where, Rki is the characteristic value of the fatigue life, Ü is the average value of the fatigue life 
and mi is the number of specimens at a given stress level. 
Alternatively, if a normal distribution is assumed, a linear regression analysis of the logarithm of 
the fatigue data using a least squares approach—with the fatigue life as the dependent 
variable—can be easily performed to describe the scatter in the data, with 95% of the data 
expected to lie within two standard deviations of the mean.   
On the other hand, ASTM E739 (2011) suggests the use of a log-normal distribution of the 
fatigue data and outlines a procedure for calculating the maximum likelihood estimators for the 
fatigue distribution.  The confidence band for the fatigue data can be calculated using Equation 
7.21; it should be noted however that the ASTM method is not suitable for extrapolation 
outside of the region of experimental data. 
 Eq. 7.21 ª« $ Þ 3 ßª« Ý a2̂F 3 4 Cv Cààààààà5
9
∑4 CÉv Cààààààà59I/2 
Where, N is the normalized fatigue life, σ is the applied stress range, ª«àààààà is the average of the 
logarithm of the applied stress ranges, Þ and ß  are the maximum likelihood estimators for the 
lognormal distribution, Fp is a coefficient depending on the reliability level, ̂ is the variance and 
n is the total number of specimens. 
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Each of the previously described statistical models was calibrated using the combined fatigue 
data from the various types of tests conducted.  The predicted scatter bands are plotted with 
the experimental fatigue data in Figure 7.26.  While each of these simple statistical approaches 
reasonably described most of the data, both the simplified method and the least squares 
approach excluded more than 5% of the data.  Although it is simple to use, these results suggest 
that the normal distribution is not well-suited for the given data set.  The ASTM method 
described the full data set well, although it produced an unreasonably wide scatter band at high 
or low load levels.   
 
Figure 7.26 – Fatigue life distributions 
Sendeckyj (1979) proposed a method for combining the results from static tests and fatigue 
tests by applying the strength-life equal rank (SLER) assumption, meaning that the strongest 
specimen will also have the longest fatigue life.  The fatigue data is first converted to an 
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equivalent static strength (Equation 7.22) and is then fitted with a two parameter Weibull 
distribution (Equation 7.23) to simultaneously determine the fatigue model parameters and the 
distribution parameters describing the static strength.  The model parameters are obtained 
through an iterative process which is assumed to be optimized by maximizing the Weibull 
shape parameter.  The S-N curve for any reliability level can then be plotted using Equations 
7.24 and 7.25: 
 Eq. 7.22  $ F1 D ] 3 ]I 
 Eq. 7.23 45 $ exp FD4j^ 5I 
 Eq. 7.24  $ £FD4455I/¤F4 D 5]Iv  
 Eq. 7.25  $ D váá  
Where, σe is the equivalent static strength of the bar, σr is the applied stress range, C, S and A 
are model parameters and all other terms are as previously noted. 
The Sendeckyj model was calibrated using the experimental fatigue data set with the maximum 
likelihood estimation method.  Through an iterative process, the parameters S, C, α and  were 
found to be 0.13, 0.0041, 19.4 and 777.4, respectively.  The resulting S-N scatter band is plotted 
for a 5% and 95% reliability in Figure 7.27.  The model was capable of giving good predictions 
for both the static and fatigue data; the Sendeckyj model flattens out at high stress levels, 
which is in agreement with reported experimental results of fatigue tests on various composite 
materials.  This is indicative of a change in the fatigue failure mechanisms in the low cycle range 
compared to the high cycle range.  Low cycle fatigue of FRP is dominated by the tensile strength 
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distribution of individual fibres and is characterized by a relatively flat S-N relationship.  Failure 
occurs when a sufficient number of fibre breaks occur in proximity to one another to cause the 
remaining fibres in the cross-section to rupture.  On the other hand, high cycle fatigue results in 
the breakdown of the matrix between fibres which limits the load-sharing ability of the 
composite and longitudinal matrix cracks propagate between different cross-sections with 
ruptured fibres.   This results in an increased rate of fatigue damage accumulation and 
resultantly, the S-N curve is steeper compared with the low cycle region. 
 
Figure 7.27 - Fatigue life predictions using Sendeckyj wear-out model 
7.6.2 Residual Stiffness Models 
One of the main advantages of residual stiffness models compared with other approaches is the 
ability to assess the remaining life of a structure through non-destructive testing (such as using 
sensors to monitor the change in stiffness of a bridge).  As previously noted, the Brondsted et 
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al. (1997) residual stiffness model gave good estimates of the change in GFRP stiffness for 
deflection and crack width predictions.  This model was used to generate a family of curves for 
different values of stiffness degradation as shown in Figure 7.28.  A stiffness degradation of 
10% gives reasonable predictions of the observed fatigue lives of the GFRP-RC slabs; for a more 
conservative estimate a stiffness degradation of 3% or 5% can be used.  It should be noted that 
this represents the stiffness change following stabilization and does not include the rapid 
change in stiffness in the initial load cycles. 
Figure 7.28 - Fatigue curves using Brondsted residual stiffness model 
7.7 Summary 
A number of fatigue models have been evaluated to predict the effect of repeated loads on the 
serviceability and ultimate performance of GFRP-RC members with and without prestressed 
CFRP tendons.  The models were calibrated using experimental results obtained from the 
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ancillary tests described in Chapter 5.  An effective fatigue stress factor, Kte, which is a function 
of the applied stress, was used to quantify the detrimental effect of the concrete on the fatigue 
life of GFRP bars.  The mean stress was found to have a noticeable effect on the fatigue life of 
the GFRP bars and may have influenced the fretting behaviour caused by abrasion between the 
reinforcing bar and the concrete.  Modifying the applied stress range by a factor of (1 + R) was 
found to be an effective way of accounting for the mean stress effect. 
The Brondsted et al. (1997) residual stiffness model used within the framework proposed by 
Balaguru & Shah (1982) for calculating the deflections and crack widths of reinforced concrete 
members subjected to fatigue loading yielded reasonable predictions of the observed 
behaviour throughout the fatigue lives of the prestressed and non-prestressed slabs at various 
load levels. 
The shear fatigue lives of the prestressed slabs without shear reinforcement were 
conservatively predicted using a modified form of the MCFT equation accounting for the 
reduction in concrete tensile strength due to fatigue loading.  Although the predicted life of the 
non-prestressed slab which failed in shear was slightly over-predicted, there were an 
insufficient number of data points to draw any major conclusions.  For slabs with shear 
reinforcement, the proposed model also gave conservative predictions in all cases when the 
shear reinforcement was adequately anchored. 
Various statistical models were used to describe the flexural fatigue behaviour of the GFRP-RC 
slabs.  Both the simplified method (Vassilopoulos & Keller 2011) and a linear regression using a 
least squares approach assumed the data to be normally distributed, and were found to 
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reasonably describe most of the fatigue data although the actual scatter was greater than 
predicted.  The ASTM method (2011), which assumes a log-normal distribution, described the 
data well but produced unreasonably wide scatter bands at both high and low stress ranges.  
On the other hand, the Sendeckyj (1982) model was able to predict both the fatigue and static 
data with good accuracy by making use of the SLER assumption and fitting the data with a 
Weibull distribution; however the process is slightly more involved than the other statistical 
methods. 
Applying a residual stiffness approach to predict the flexural fatigue lives of the GFRP-RC slabs 
using the Brondsted et al. (1997) model correlated well with the experimental data; the level of 
conservatism depends on the value of stiffness degradation selected, with a stiffness 
degradation value of 3% giving conservative estimates for the entire data set.   
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Chapter 8 - Evaluation Based on the CHBDC and AASHTO 
LRFD Bridge Design Codes 
8.1 Overview 
Bridges in North America are typically designed according to the provisions of either the 
Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) (CSA 2010a) or the American Association of 
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) 
Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO 2010).  The CHBDC allows for the use of FRP materials as 
both prestressed and primary reinforcement, while the design of GFRP-RC bridge decks 
including slab-type bridges is addressed in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Guide Specifications 
for GFRP-Reinforced Concrete Bridge Decks and Traffic Railings (AASHTO 2009).  Simple design 
checks of an FRP-RC slab bridge using both major North American bridge design codes are 
presented in this chapter.   
The examples presented in this chapter constitute design checks for a given bridge structure 
using design loads and procedures from the CHBDC and AASHTO LRFD design codes, and do not 
represent the full design process in which the slab depth and required reinforcement are 
determined for a given span and loading conditions.  For more detailed design guidelines for 
FRP-RC members, the reader is referred to the design manuals produced by ISIS Canada (2007, 
2008).  
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8.2 Bridge Details 
For this design example, a simply supported short span slab bridge having a clear span of 4.5 m 
and two lanes of traffic with a total deck width of 8 m is considered, as shown in Figure 8.1.  
The bridge is not skewed and has a deck thickness of 300 mm.  The added weight as well as the 
increase in stiffness provided by barrier walls is neglected.  However the bridge is assumed to 
have a thin wearing surface applied with a uniform weight of 1.2 kPa. 
ISIS Canada (2007) recommends a maximum span-to-depth ratio of approximately 15 for 
simply-supported FRP-RC slabs in order to minimize deflections and crack widths (in 
comparison, steel-RC slabs have a maximum recommended span-to-depth ratio of 20).  While 
greater span-to-depth ratios can be achieved with the introduction of additional prestressing 
tendons, the benefits of having a shallower section must be weighed against the increase in 
prestressing costs.  If the recommended span-to-depth ratio is unreasonable for a given bridge 
crossing, the designer has the option of adding CFRP prestressing tendons as necessary to 
reduce deflections and crack widths at service. 
It should be noted that while the span length used in these examples is not unreasonable for 
short-span bridge crossings, typical span lengths for slab bridges can range from approximately 
3 to 16 m (Azizinamini et al. 1994).  For longer spans, the factored moments will increase; the 
designer has the option of increasing the slab depth, increasing the reinforcement ratio of the 
non-prestressed reinforcement and/or increasing the amount of prestressing provided.  In such 
cases, the proposed design methodology is as follows: first, determine the slab depth based on 
the ISIS design recommendation of L/15 (provided that the chosen depth is permitted by 
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clearance and weight considerations); second, design the amount of non-prestressed 
reinforcement to meet the required moment resistance; and third, provide the required 
amount of prestressed CFRP tendons to meet deflection, crack width and fatigue limits.  If 
possible, the slab should be designed in such a way that if the CFRP tendons were to rupture, 
the load would be redistributed to the GFRP bars without collapsing, resulting in a progressive 
failure mode with ample warning prior to failure. 
For these examples, the concrete is assumed to have a specified design strength of 60 MPa, and 
is reinforced in the primary longitudinal direction by #5 GFRP bars at a spacing of 100 mm on 
centre with a clear cover of 30 mm.  The GFRP bars have a modulus of elasticity and ultimate 
strength of 48.2 GPa and 683 MPa, respectively.  The bridge is also longitudinally post-
tensioned using #4 CFRP tendons spaced at 300 mm on centre at an effective depth of 225 mm.  
The CFRP tendons have a modulus of elasticity and ultimate strength of 144 GPa and 1765 MPa, 
respectively.  The tendons are prestressed to an effective stress of 0.55ffrpu.  Long term 
prestressing losses are neglected.  #4 GFRP reinforcing bars are used as temperature and 
shrinkage reinforcement forming a top mat with a spacing of 150 mm in each orthogonal 
direction, as well as running transversely along the bottom of the slab at 150 mm on centre.  
Double-headed GFRP anchor bars as shear reinforcement are placed throughout the slab at a 
spacing of 150 mm in the longitudinal direction and 600 mm in the transverse direction (Figure 
8.2). 
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Cross-section 
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Elevation 
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mm 
Figure 8.1 - Bridge geometry 
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8.3 Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code 
For convenience, applicable equations from the CHBDC are summarized briefly below.  The 
details provided in this section are limited to avoid regurgitation of the code itself which is 
readily available; the reader is encouraged to refer to Sections 3.8 and 5.7 of the CHBDC (CSA 
2010a) and Commentary (CSA 2010b) for additional information.  All notations are as defined in 
previous chapters, and at the beginning of this thesis.  It should also be noted that the 
CFRP tendons @ 300 mm 
#5 GFRP bars @ 100 mm 
Double-headed shear bars @ 600 mm 
#4 GFRP bars @ 150 mm 
Figure 8.2 - Reinforcing details 
CFRP tendons @ 300 mm 
#5 GFRP bars @ 100 mm 
Double-headed shear bars @ 150 mm 
#4 GFRP bars @ 150 mm 
Transverse cross-section 
Longitudinal cross-section 
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allowable concrete stresses at transfer are easily met, although the calculations are not 
reproduced here. 
Design live loads are approximated by a design truck (Figure 8.3) and/or design lane loads.  For 
short span bridges, the design is typically governed by the CL-625 tandem axles, each with a 
weight of 125 kN at a spacing of 1.2 m.  The dynamic effects of the moving wheel loads are 
accounted for in design by increasing the axle loads by a dynamic load allowance (DLA) factor.  
In this case the DLA is taken as 0.3. 
The CHBDC provisions include simplified methods of analysis for the transverse distribution of 
loads on bridge decks using the concept of design lanes.  The average moment per unit width is 
multiplied by an amplification factor, Fm, to account for the transverse variation in maximum 
longitudinal moment intensity as given by Equations 8.1 through 8.3 for slab bridges (referred 
to as Type A in the CHBDC).  A similar approach is used for factored shear forces, given by 
Equations 8.4 to 8.6: 
 Eq. 8.1  È $ ÈC 
 Eq. 8.2   $ F[âã+:ss I r 1.05 
 Eq. 8.3  ÈC $ =äØj  
 Eq. 8.4  å $ åC 
 Eq. 8.5   $  r 1.05 
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 Eq. 8.8  åC $ oäØj  
Where, m and mavg are the maximum and average longitudinal moments per metre of width 
due to live loads, respectively, B and Be are the overall and effective width of the bridge, 
respectively, F and Cf are a width dimension characterizing load distribution and corresponding 
correction factor, respectively, taken from tables in the CHBDC (reproduced in part in Tables 8.1 
to 8.4), μ is a lane width modification factor, n is the number of design lanes on the bridge, MT 
and VT are the maximum longitudinal moment and shear for one lane width of truck or lane 
loading including dynamic load allowance, respectively, RL is a modification factor for multi-lane 
loading, v and vavg are the maximum and average longitudinal vertical shear per metre of width 
due to live loads, respectively, and Fv is an amplification factor to account for the transverse 
variation in maximum longitudinal vertical shear intensity. 
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Figure 8.3 - CL-625 CHBDC design truck (CSA 2010a) 
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Table 8.1 - F and Cf factors for longitudinal bending moments (CSA 2010a) 
 
Table 8.2 - F and Cf factors for longitudinal bending moments for fatigue limit state (CSA 
2010a) 
 
Table 8.3 - F factor for shear (CSA 2010a) 
 
Table 8.4 - F factor for shear for fatigue limit state (CSA 2010a) 
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Placing the tandem axles of the CHBDC CL-625 design truck at the midspan of a 4.5 m span 
bridge gives a factored live load moment of 455.8 kN∙m including the dynamic load allowance 
per design lane (Equation 8.9).  Although maximum live load moments can be obtained by 
slightly offsetting the tandem axles from the midspan location, the total moment including 
dead load remains highest and deformations tend to be largest at midspan.  Assuming two 
loaded lanes, each having a width of 4 m, the maximum moment per metre width is 117.8 
kN∙m/m (Equations 8.10 through 8.15):  
 Eq. 8.9  #æ $ 1.741 3 0.354125541.655 $ 455.8 . · È 
 Eq. 8.10 ÈC $ 24Pgg.Ò54f.¶5Ò $ 102.56 . · È/È 
 Eq. 8.11  $ èjv<.<f.Ä $ Pv<.<f.Ä $ 1.17 ¦ 1 é  $ 1 
 Eq. 8.12  $ 7.60 D ÄN $ 7.60 D ÄP.g $ 6.27 
 Eq. 8.13 ] $ 20 D PfN $ 20 D PfP.g $ 11.11 
 Eq. 8.14  $ ÒÄ.2ê4[::.:::ss 5 $ 1.15 ¦ 1.05 é ë 
 Eq. 8.15 È $ 1.154102.565 $ 117.8 . · È/È 
The CHBDC service moment is taken as the unfactored design moment, given by Equations 8.16 
and 8.17: 
 Eq. 8.16 #	 $ =ä.ê $ Pgg.Ò.ê $ 268.1 . · È 
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 Eq. 8.17 È	 $ .ê $ ê.Ò.ê $ 69.3 . · È/È 
At the fatigue limit state, only one truck with dynamic load allowance is considered.  Following 
a similar procedure as above with the factors F and Cf taken from Table 8.2 gives a moment per 
metre width of 54.6 kN∙m. 
The concrete is assumed to be cast-in-place with a unit weight of 24 kN/m3 and have a wearing 
surface applying a superimposed dead load of 1.2 kPa.  The dead load is assumed to be uniform 
across the width of the bridge, such that the maximum unfactored and factored dead load 
moments for a 1 m wide strip are given by Equations 8.18 and 8.19: 
 Eq. 8.18 È	 $ ·N9Ò $ 42Pììf.<[.2ì5P.g
9
Ò $ 21.3 . · È/È 
 Eq. 8.19 È $ 4.2fì2Pììf.<[.gfì.2ì5P.g9Ò $ 26.4 . · È/È 
In the case of shear force, maximum effects are obtained when the tandem axles are placed 
near one of the supports.  The shear force due to dead loads near the supports is an additional 
15.9 kN per metre width.  The maximum factored shear using a similar procedure as above is 
demonstrated in Equations 8.20 to 8.24: 
 Eq. 8.20 _æ $ 1.741 3 0.35 §125 3 125 0<.<P.g6¨ $ 478.8 . 
 Eq. 8.21 åC $ 24PêÒ.Ò54f.¶5Ò $ 107.7 ./È 
 Eq. 8.22  $ 4.20 3 0.66√í $ 4.20 3 0.66√4.5 $ 5.60 
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 Eq. 8.23  $  $ Òg.Äf $ 1.43 ¦ 1.05 é ë 
 Eq. 8.24 å $ 1.434107.75 $ 153.9 ./È 
The CHBDC design loads are compared with experimental results in Chapter 4.  For comparison 
purposes, the maximum live load moments per metre width of the bridge were multiplied by a 
factor of 0.6 to give the maximum applied moment and shear in a 600 mm wide slab strip—
such as the specimens tested in this study—as shown in Equations 8.25 to 8.27: 
 Eq. 8.25 0.6È $ 0.64117.85 $ 70.7 . · È 
 Eq. 8.26 0.6È	 $ 0.6469.35 $ 41.6 . · È 
 Eq. 8.27 0.6å $ 0.64153.95 $ 92.3 . 
The serviceability limits given in the CHBDC include a crack width limit of 0.5 mm in aggressive 
environments, as well as allowable service stress limits in the GFRP and CFRP of 0.25ffrpu and 
0.65ffrpu, respectively.  The expected cracking moment of the slab is given by Equation 8.28:  
 Eq. 8.28 # $ %&'(' 3 M&'?(' 3 ° 
   # $ f.Ä√Äf4fff5B<ffOE24gf5  
    3 f.gg4êÄg5422.ê50:sssOss 64fff5B<ffOE24fff54<ff54gf5  
  30.554176554122.75 0fff<ff 6 4755 
  $ 119.3 . · È/È 
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Since the total maximum expected service moment is significantly less than the cracking 
moment, serviceability is not expected to govern the design.  Despite this, it is possible that an 
overload event or fatigue results in the formation of cracks, or that the cracking strength is 
lower than the predicted strength.  For partially prestressed members, the tensile stress in the 
concrete may exceed the cracking strength; therefore, the expected reinforcement stresses at 
the service moment for a cracked section are given by solving Equations 8.29 to 8.32: 
 Eq. 8.29 #	 $ CC 01C 3 26 3 41 3 25 
Equation 8.29 can be solved using a spreadsheet by setting Ms = ms + mds = 69.3 + 21.3 = 90.6 
kN∙m, and satisfying strain compatibility and equilibrium conditions given by Equations 8.30 to 
8.32: 
 Eq. 8.30 kC $ k4U+%,v 5 
 Eq. 8.31 k $ k 0G+%,v 6 3 k 
 Eq. 8.32 CC 3  $ bcd 
Solving, the stress in the GFRP and CFRP bars in a cracked section at the service load are found 
to be approximately 19 MPa and 1031 MPa, respectively, or 3% and 58% of their respective 
ultimate capacities, and are thus well below allowable limits.  Since the moment at the fatigue 
limit state is lower than that used for calculating serviceability conditions, by inspection the 
magnitude of the GFRP stresses due to fatigue loading is not a concern. 
The maximum crack width at the bottom face of the slab is given by Equation 8.33: 
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Eq. 8.33 ) $ 2 +%,-+%, 898: .Å12 3 4	252 $ 20 ¶PÒ2ff6 0<ffvf2.P2Ä2vf2.P6 40.85Å382 3 4ff2 52  
  ) $ 0.05 ÈÈ î 0.5 ÈÈ é ë  
Hence, the slab meets both the CHBDC serviceability and fatigue requirements. 
The shear resistance of the slab according to the CHBDC is determined according to the 
modified compression field theory as given by Equations 8.34 to 8.36.  For design, the initial 
values of Mf and Vf can be taken as the factored moment and shear at the critical section near 
the support.  At the critical section for shear, under the given loading case with the tandem 
axles at the support location, the factored moment is negligible; to be conservative, it is taken 
here as Vfdv.  The stress in the prestressing tendons when the surrounding concrete stress is 
zero, fpo, is taken conservatively as the effective prestress level of 0.55ffrpu. 
Eq. 8.34 k $
l+
mn [o+vo,,+%,[f.g|+v?+%,,}24->?>[-+%,?+%,5 $
24Ä¶.ÒfO5v0:sssOss 6422.ê54f.gg54êÄg5
2F4PÒ2ff54¶Ò50:sss:ss 6[4PPfff5422.ê50:sssOss 6I
  
  k ï 0 
Eq. 8.35  $ 0 f.P[gffYh6 0 <fffff[	ij6 $ 0.4 0 <fffff[<ff6 $ 0.4  
Eq. 8.36 _ $ 2.5c1 C $ 2.540.4540.755B0.4√60E41000540.9542625 
  _ $ 547.9 ./È ð _ $ 169.8 ./È é ë 
The procedure is repeated in an iterative procedure by changing the value of Vf in Equation 8.34  
until Vc = Vf.  This is easily accomplished using a spreadsheet, giving εx = 0.0008,  = 0.18 and Vc 
= 326.1 kN/m.  Based on this result, the shear capacity of the slab bridge is adequate even 
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without the addition of the double-headed shear bars.  Considering instead the case when the 
tandem axles are applied at the midspan of the member such that the maximum moment and 
shear are both located beneath one of the axles, Mf and Vf in Equation 8.34 are taken as 144.2 
kN∙m and 88.9 kN, respectively, and using a similar iterative process, Vc is equal to 149.6 kN/m, 
which is still much greater than the critical factored shear force at that location.  The designer 
may therefore decide that the added shear reinforcement in the form of shear bars is not 
necessary, given the large margin of safety.  Alternatively, given the conservatism present in 
both the serviceability and shear resistance, the spacing of the prestressing tendons might be 
increased to reduce costs. 
For shorter spans, shallower sections or lower prestressing levels, the shear capacity of the slab 
itself may be insufficient.  Therefore, the predicted contribution of the shear bars is calculated 
here to provide guidance for such cases; should the shear bars be used in the design, their 
contribution to shear resistance can be calculated using Equations 8.37 to 8.39: 
 Eq. 8.37  $ 0.004M $ 0.0044626005 $ 250.4 #Ö 
Eq. 8.38  $ 29 3 7000k $ 34.6° 
 Eq. 8.39 _ $ u+%,?nnz}U!	 $ f.gg
4¶Ò50:sssòss 642gf.P54f.¶542Ä25!<P.Ä°gf  
   _ $ 103.6 ./È 
The minimum area of shear reinforcement per metre width is given by Equation 8.40: 
 Eq. 8.40 , $ 0.06ab ó	n $ 0.06√60 4fff54gf52gf.P $ 278.4 ÈÈ2 
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The total area of shear reinforcement per metre width provided in the given design is 330 mm2 
(Figure 8.2), thus meeting code requirements. 
For the calculation of ultimate flexural capacity, a quick check shows that failure is expected to 
initiate by rupture of the prestressed CFRP tendons.  Thus, the strain in the CFRP can be set 
equal to the rupture strain, εcfrpu, and simultaneously solving Equations 8.41 through 8.44 yields 
the factored moment resistance per metre width: 
 Eq. 8.41 kC $ 4k D k54U+%,vG+%,v5 
 Eq. 8.42 k $ 4k D k5 ô G+%,võ 
 Eq. 8.43 öCCC 3 ö $ öbcd 
 Eq. 8.44 # $ öCCC41C D ^:2 5 3 ö41 D ^:2 5 
Solving these equations with a spreadsheet, Mr is found to be 206.8 kN∙m/m, which exceeds 
the total factored moment of 144.2 kN∙m/m.  The capacity of the slab following rupture of the 
CFRP tendons can be found by repeating the calculations above setting Acfrp = 0 and εgfrp = εgfrpu.  
Doing so gives a predicted residual capacity of 187.1 kN∙m/m, which is still greater than the 
factored load, thus providing additional safety. 
The overall performance factor included in the CHBDC to design for deformability is given by 
Equation 8.45: 
 Eq. 8.45 y $ =Xz'{Xz'=G{G r 4.0 
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The factored moment resistance was determined above to be 206.8 kN∙m/m; setting the 
resistance factors to unity, the unfactored ultimate moment is 306.8 kN∙m/m.  The moment 
corresponding to the service condition, Mc, was calculated in a similar manner by setting the 
maximum concrete compressive strain, εc, equal to 0.001, giving a service moment of 123.7 
kN∙m/m.  The curvatures at ultimate and at service were calculated using Equation 8.46 as 
3.17x10-5 and 1.79x10-5, respectively: 
 Eq. 8.46  $ YG  
Applying this methodology gives J = 4.40 at the point when the CFRP tendons rupture, thus 
satisfying deformability requirements.  As previously mentioned, following CFRP rupture the 
GFRP reinforcing bars continue to contribute to load resistance.  Accounting for the additional 
deformation permitted by the GFRP reinforcement after CFRP rupture, Mult and ψult become 
338 kN∙m/m and 6.28x10-5, respectively, and the overall performance factor becomes 9.58. 
8.4 AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Code 
The AASHTO LRFD specifications also propose that design live loads be approximated by a 
design truck or design tandem (pair of axles) and design lane loads.  The tandem loads typically 
govern the design of short spans due to their small axle spacing (1.2 m).  For slab bridges not 
exceeding 4600 mm, the design lane load is not considered. 
AASHTO allows the use of simplified methods of analysis for the transverse distribution of loads 
on slab bridges.  An equivalent strip method is implemented where each strip is treated as a 
beam for analysis.  The width of each strip depends on the bridge type and dimensions.  For 
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positive moment calculations of bridge decks and slab bridges having a span less than 15 ft (4.6 
m), the equivalent strip width in inches is given by Equation 8.47.  Slab-type bridges spanning 
lengths greater than 15 ft have equivalent strip widths given by Equations 8.48 and 8.49 for one 
or more than one lane loaded, respectively. 
 Eq. 8.47  $ 26.0 3 6.6 
 Eq. 8.48  $ 10.0 3 5.0aí÷ 
 Eq. 8.49  $ 84.0 3 1.44aí÷ J 2.fè|Ø  
Where, E is the width of the equivalent strip in inches, S is the distance between supports in 
feet, L1 and W1 are the modified span length and width of the bridge, respectively, W is the 
bridge width and NL is the number of design lanes. 
The total maximum design moments are obtained by placing the AASHTO LRFD HL-93 design 
tandem at the midspan of the bridge.  Using a similar methodology as outlined for the CHBDC, 
with the exception that the live load factor is taken as 1.75 rather than 1.7 and the design 
tandem is a pair of 110 kN axles, the factored live load moment per equivalent slab strip—
including a dynamic load allowance of 0.33 and a multiple presence factor of 1.2—is found to 
be 506.9 kN∙m (Equation 8.50).  For a span of 14.76 ft (4500 mm) the equivalent strip width is 
123.4 inches, or 3.1 m.  The factored live load moment per metre width is then given by 
Equation 8.51: 
 Eq. 8.50 #N $ 1.7541.254110541.65541 3 0.335 $ 506.9 . · È 
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 Eq. 8.51 È $ =Ø- $ gfÄ.¶<. $ 163.5 . · È/È 
For serviceability limit states the AASHTO LRFD allows the use of unfactored design loads, 
although the dynamic load allowance should still be considered.  This reduces live load design 
moments per metre width to 93.4 kN∙m.  The total service moment per metre width is 114.7 
kN∙m.  The factored dead load moment per metre width at midspan is given by Equation 8.52:   
 Eq. 8.52 È $ 4.2gì2Pììf.<[.gfì.2ì5P.g9Ò $ 27.3 . · È 
Maximum applied shear values can be determined in a similar manner to the design moments 
except that the tandem axles should be placed adjacent to one of the supports to produce 
maximum force effects.  Using this methodology, maximum factored shear values were 
calculated as 145.3 kN per metre width. 
In the same way that was described for the CHBDC, the reinforcement stresses at service are 
found to be 50.7 MPa and 1102.1 MPa for the GFRP and CFRP, respectively, corresponding to 
7.4% and 62.4% of ultimate.  The AASHTO LRFD specification for GFRP-RC bridge decks does not 
explicitly limit FRP service stresses, but rather imposes creep rupture requirements which are 
assumed to be satisfied when the stress range in the GFRP reinforcement resulting from fatigue 
loading satisfies the requirements of Equations 8.53.  The design tensile strength of GFRP bars, 
ffd, is also reduced to account for the service environment; for concrete exposed to earth and 
weather, ffd is taken as 0.7ffrpu:  
 Eq. 8.53 	 J 0.2 $ 0.240.7546835 $ 95.6 #Ö 
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Fatigue loads are taken as 75% of the unfactored live load.  Thus, by inspection, the GFRP stress 
requirement is satisfied for the present example.   
AASHTO LRFD limits crack widths to 0.02 in (0.5 mm) for concrete decks reinforced with GFRP.  
Crack widths are calculated in a similar way as for the CHBDC, except that the bond coefficient, 
kb, is taken as 1.4.  The predicted crack widths are thus given by Equation 8.54: 
 Eq. 8.54 ) $ 2 gf.êPÒ2ff 0<ffvêg.P2Ä2vêg.P6 41.45Å382 3 0ff2 6
2 $ 0.2 ÈÈ î 0.5 ÈÈ é ë 
AASHTO LRFD also imposes deflection limits for concrete decks of L/800 for decks with no 
pedestrian traffic, L/1000 for decks with limited pedestrian traffic and L/1200 for decks with 
significant pedestrian traffic, corresponding to 5.6 mm, 4.5 mm and 3.8 mm, respectively.  The 
deflections of FRP-RC or PC members are calculated using a modified form of the Branson 
model given by Equation 8.55 with the term  to account for the reduced stiffness of FRP 
reinforcement, as given by Equation 8.56:   
Eq. 8.55 A $ 4=G%=H 5<AC 3 F1 D 4=G%=H 5<IA J AC 
Eq. 8.56  $ g Ë+Ë+ J 1.0 
In this case, the applied service moment is less than the predicted cracking moment, so that the 
effective moment is taken as the gross moment of inertia of the uncracked section.  For live 
load deflection calculations, AASHTO LRFD uses the maximum of the design truck or 25% of the 
design truck plus the lane load.  In this case, the heaviest axle of the design truck (145 kN) 
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placed at the midspan of the member governs, giving a moment per metre width of 84.0 kN∙m.  
For a single point load, the maximum deflection is given by Equation 8.57: 
 Eq. 8.57 L $ =N92-G&U $ ÒPf
òBPgff9E425
2BPgff√ÄfE4fff54<ffO5 $ 1.81 ÈÈ ø 3.8 ÈÈ é ë 
With respect to the ultimate limit state, the methodology is slightly different than that used in 
the CHBDC as resistance factors are applied to the nominal resistance rather than using 
individual material resistance factors.  Therefore the factored moment resistance, Mr, is taken 
as φMn, where Mn is the nominal moment resistance.  For under-reinforced sections, φ = 0.55.  
The determination of the concrete rectangular stress block is also slightly different as it is 
assumed to have a width of 0.85f’c and a depth of a = β1c, where β1 is taken as 0.65 for f’c 
greater than 55 MPa.  For under-reinforced sections, the depth to the neutral axis, c, is 
conservatively taken as the depth to the neutral axis for a balanced failure, cb, (which is larger 
than the actual value of c) as given by Equation 8.58: 
 Eq. 8.58 d $ ô YGXYGX[Y+mõ1 $ ù f.ff<f.ff<[f.ê4 òúOÙú9ss5û262 $ 60.8 ÈÈ 
Since flexural failure for the given slab bridge is governed by CFRP rupture, it is more 
appropriate—and more conservative—to consider the balanced condition when concrete 
crushes simultaneously with rupture of the CFRP tendons.  Thus, cb can be taken as 79.3 mm as 
shown by Equation 8.59: 
 Eq. 8.59 d $ ô YGXYGX[YG+%,XY,jõ 1 $ ù f.ff<f.ff<[f.Pg4 :tòü:ÙÙsss5û225 $ 79.3 ÈÈ 
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The nominal moment resistance per metre width of the slab is then obtained using Equation 
8.60: 
 Eq. 8.60 # $ \C 0262 D f.Äg4ê¶.<52 6 3 \4225 D f.Äg4ê¶.<52 5 
Applying strain compatibility and internal force equilibrium conditions, the system of equations 
can be solved to give Mn = 293.1 kN∙m.  The factored moment resistance is taken as 0.55Mn = 
161.2 kN∙m, which is close to the total factored moment of 163.5 kN∙m.  The moment 
resistance post-CFRP rupture is actually slightly higher as the load is redistributed to the GFRP 
reinforcement; considering a section without any CFRP tendons and taking the actual depth of 
the neutral axis, c, at failure, the factored moment resistance becomes 185.0 kN∙m, which is 
greater than the factored design moment. 
For shear resistance, Vr = φVn, where φ = 0.75.  The concrete contribution to nominal shear 
resistance is calculated using the Tureyen and Frosch model (2003) given for SI units by 
Equation 8.61: 
 Eq. 8.61 _ $ 0.42ab cd 
The depth to neutral axis, c, is taken here as kd where k is given by Equation 8.62 for 
prestressed members: 
 Eq. 8.62 . $ Å4 ∑ ËÉ5ÉÌ:
9[24vÍ5 ∑ ËÉ4Í[mÉm 4vÍ55ÉÌ: v ∑ ËÉÉÌ:
vÍ  
Alternatively, the depth to neutral axis can be calculated for a cracked elastic section by 
applying conditions of strain compatibility and force equilibrium for a given moment.  Since the 
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moment near the supports is small, the section is not likely to be cracked.  To be conservative, a 
section near the midspan can be selected to calculate c for the maximum factored moment of 
163.5 kN∙m; doing so gives c = 59.4 mm.  The nominal shear resistance is then given by 
Equation 8.63: 
 Eq. 8.63 _ $ 0.42√60410005459.454 fff5 $ 193.2 ./È 
The factored concrete contribution to shear resistance is taken as 0.75Vc = 144.9 kN/m.  This is 
less than the factored shear force; hence, shear reinforcement is required.  The contribution of 
the double-headed shear bars to nominal shear resistance is given by Equation 8.64: 
 Eq. 8.64 _ $ ?+n+n	 $
4¶Ò50:sssòss 64f.ffP54Ä2Äff542Ä254 ::sss5gf $ 144.3 ./È 
The total nominal shear resistance per metre width, Vn, is taken as the sum of Vc and Vf, or 
337.5 kN, giving a total factored shear resistance of 253.1 kN, which is greater than the factored 
shear force of 145.3 kN; thus the design is adequate for shear.  As a final check, the minimum 
area of shear reinforcement is given by Equation 8.65: 
 Eq. 8.65 , $ 0.05 	+n $ 0.05 0 fff
4gf5
f.ffP4Ä2Äff56 $ 30.0 ÈÈ2 ø 330 ÈÈ2  é ë 
The AASHTO LRFD specifications do not currently contain any provisions for the deformability 
of FRP-RC structures.   
8.5 Summary 
The design examples above illustrate that the proposed reinforcement system can be 
implemented to meet all requirements at serviceability, ultimate and fatigue limit states.  The 
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same reinforcement configuration would allow for considerably longer spans than that 
considered here without exceeding serviceability conditions.  Similarly, factored moment and 
shear resistances easily surpassed factored loads from the CHBDC CL-625 design truck.  The 
factored design based on the AASHTO LRFD specifications is more conservative due to a severe 
load resistance factor of 0.55 for under-reinforced sections in conjunction with higher factored 
loads.   
Neither the CHBDC nor the AASHTO LRFD explicitly addresses fatigue design for FRP-reinforced 
elements, although it is implied that by limiting the GFRP stresses at service, the long term 
performance of the bridge is expected to be satisfactory.  The experimental results of this study 
showed that failure of the GFRP reinforcing bars could occur within one million cycles at stress 
ranges as low as 20% of the measured static capacity; it is recommended that the fatigue of FRP 
reinforcement be addressed in more detail in future editions of the design codes.  The addition 
of prestressed CFRP tendons significantly reduces the stresses in the GFRP reinforcement at 
service; based on the low stresses induced in the GFRP even after cracking, flexural fatigue is 
not a concern for this bridge.  Since the factored shear resistance is much greater than the 
factored shear force, shear fatigue is also not expected to govern design, especially with the 
addition of the double-headed shear bars.  Based on the structure requirements, the design 
could be further optimized by increasing the spacing of the prestressing tendons and shear 
bars, or reducing the concrete compressive strength to lower costs.  This is particularly true for 
the design according to the CHBDC; for the AASHTO LRFD design, reducing the prestressing 
force in the tendons can be used to increase the moment resistance due to the additional strain 
capacity in the CFRP tendons. 
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The CHBDC design loads at service and ultimate limit states are compared with the 
experimental results of the 600 mm wide slabs in Chapter 4, while the ability of the code 
equations to accurately predict the behaviour of the slabs is discussed in Chapter 6.  Although 
the AASHTO design moments are slightly greater than those based on the CHBDC, the 
behaviour of the post-tensioned FRP-RC slab strips meet design criteria at service loads and 
ultimate conditions.   
The CHBDC design example showed that the ultimate deformability of the slabs provides 
adequate warning prior to failure and even displays significant additional deformation post-
CFRP rupture due to load redistribution to the GFRP reinforcing bars.  On the other hand, 
AASHTO LRFD has no deformability provisions at this time.  Therefore, the design example 
shown here demonstrates the simplicity and viability of the proposed structural system.
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Chapter 9 - Conclusions and Recommendations 
9.1 Conclusions 
A total of fifty-seven SCC slab bridge strips were constructed and tested up to failure under 
either monotonic or fatigue loading to evaluate their performance at serviceability, ultimate 
and fatigue limit states.  The experimental results were analyzed to determine the effect of 
reinforcement type, reinforcement ratio, prestressing level, bond between post-tensioning 
tendons and concrete and various types of shear reinforcement on the overall behaviour of slab 
bridges.  A summary of the conclusions that can be drawn from the experimental and analytical 
program is given below: 
 The GFRP-RC slabs displayed higher strength compared with the control slab reinforced 
with conventional normal-strength steel reinforcement bars with a similar 
reinforcement ratio, although non-prestressed slabs displayed larger deflections and 
crack widths at service.  This is a result of the different mechanical properties of GFRP 
reinforcement, which have a much higher strength but lower stiffness compared with 
steel rebar. 
 Post-tensioning the GFRP-RC slabs with CFRP tendons significantly improved their 
serviceability and ultimate performance.  The prestressing action increased the cracking 
loads so that most of the prestressed slabs were uncracked at service, and the added 
stiffness of the CFRP tendons increased the post-cracking stiffness of the slabs.  As a 
result, significant reductions in midspan deflections at service were observed with an 
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increasing number of tendons and prestressing force.   The prestressed slabs easily met 
the CHBDC serviceability limits for crack width and strain in the GFRP reinforcement. 
 Although FRP reinforcements possess linear elastic properties to failure, post-peak 
deformation was observed in the prestressed slabs which failed in flexure.  This was a 
result of the rupture of individual CFRP tendons with some residual capacity provided by 
the non-prestressed GFRP reinforcement.  Rupture of the CFRP tendons led to a 
redistribution of the applied loads although the slab did not fail until the ultimate strain 
of the GFRP bars was reached, or the loss of prestressing force eventually resulted in a 
shear failure.  
 Sufficient prestressing force changed the mode of failure from brittle shear to flexural 
failure by CFRP rupture for the slabs which were unreinforced in shear.  The 
compressive force introduced by the prestressed tendons increased the ability of the 
cracked concrete to resist shear stresses by aggregate interlock and reduced the width 
and depth of the inclined cracks. 
 Unbonded post-tensioned CFRP tendons suffered premature rupture at stresses as low 
as 68% of ultimate due to local stress concentrations and friction induced at the tendon-
duct interface.  Bonded tendons surpassed their reported strengths in all cases. 
 All of the GFRP-RC slabs met the deformability requirements set out by the CHBDC 
regardless of mode of failure, with the exception of specimen PT2-U which suffered a 
premature tendon rupture.  Slab PT2a, which had a reduced depth, had the highest 
deformability out of all the FRP-reinforced slabs. 
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 All of the shear reinforcement types used in the given test program were effective in 
increasing the shear capacity of the section to induce a flexural failure mode in the full-
scale slabs.  For the reduced-length slabs, which were designed to fail in shear, all of the 
shear reinforcement types contributed to an increased shear resistance although shear 
reinforcements with anchorage displayed the highest shear capacities. 
 The fatigue lives of slabs with unanchored stirrups showed considerably more scatter 
than those with anchored shear reinforcement as a result of variability in the tensile 
fatigue strength of concrete which affects the bond strength of the FRP stirrup.  Shear 
bars with double-headed anchorages presented the best combination of constructability 
and structural performance. 
 Full-scale slabs without shear reinforcement subjected to fatigue loading tended to 
exhibit shear failures at high load levels and flexural failures governed by GFRP rupture 
at lower load levels.  When shear reinforcement was provided, the fatigue lives of the 
slabs were governed by GFRP rupture in all cases. 
 Gradual increases in midspan deflection and maximum crack widths were observed in 
the slabs subjected to fatigue loading until just prior to failure when a rapid loss of 
stiffness was observed.  This is normally observed in fatigue tests and is the result of the 
accumulation of fatigue damage in both the concrete and reinforcement. 
 Through a series of ancillary tests, the fatigue lives of GFRP reinforcing bars with sand 
coating were found to be significantly and adversely affected by the presence of 
concrete due to abrasion at the bar-concrete interface.  Fatigue lives of GFRP bars in 
beam-hinge tests tended to be approximately a full order of magnitude shorter than 
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those of bare bars tested in uniaxial tension.  GFRP bars in concrete failed within one 
million cycles at load ranges as low as 20% of the ultimate static capacity of the bars. 
 The cracking moments in the concrete slabs were consistently lower than expected, 
which is likely due to relatively large internally-restrained shrinkage stresses.  The 
magnitude of the restrained shrinkage stresses depends on the contribution of the 
concrete core, which is more significant for large members; based on the observed 
cracking moments, the restrained shrinkage was found to be approximately 20% of the 
predicted total shrinkage assuming a relative humidity of 50%.  The reduced concrete 
cracking strength used by the CHBDC gave generally conservative predictions of the 
cracking moments. 
 A slight modification to the physically-derived Frosch (1999) equation for estimating 
crack widths was proposed to account for the contribution of concrete between cracks.  
While neglecting this contribution is technically conservative, the accuracy of the crack 
width predictions varies with respect to the stress level of the reinforcement relative to 
that at which the bond coefficient was calibrated and can result in unconservative or 
overly conservative predictions. 
 The load-deflection models considered in this study tended to underestimate 
deflections for the GFRP-RC slabs after cracking, which is likely a result of overestimating 
the cracking moment of the test specimens.  When the lower cracking moments were 
taken into account, reasonable estimates of deflection were obtained for all load levels 
for slabs containing shear reinforcement. 
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 Slabs without shear reinforcement displayed additional deformation due to 
unrestrained inclined cracking and a reduction in confinement of the concrete section.  
A simple model adapted from Imjai et al. (2009) was proposed which gave good 
estimates of this additional deformation for slabs without shear reinforcement. 
 Flexural and shear capacities were predicted with a reasonably good correlation with 
experimental results.  Predicted shear capacities of slabs with anchored shear 
reinforcement were overconservative due to the strain limits currently in place for FRP 
stirrups. 
 Using a model framework proposed by Balaguru & Shah (1982) in conjunction with the 
Brondsted et al. (1997) residual stiffness model for GFRP reinforcing bars, the cyclic 
load-deflection and crack width responses were predicted with reasonable accuracy, 
and tended to be conservative.   
 Modification of the MCFT shear equation to account for the tensile strength reduction 
in concrete caused by fatigue loading gave conservative estimates of the shear fatigue 
lives of prestressed slabs without shear reinforcement, although it was slightly 
unconservative for the one non-prestressed slab which had a shear fatigue failure mode.  
Due to the limited number of specimens which failed in shear fatigue, no major 
conclusions can be drawn regarding the accuracy of this method. 
 Applying the same modification to the MCFT equation for shear-reinforced members 
gave conservative estimates of the shear fatigue lives in all cases for members with 
anchored shear reinforcement.   
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 Various statistical and residual stiffness fatigue models were calibrated using the results 
of the fatigue tests on GFRP bars to predict the flexural fatigue lives of the GFRP-RC 
slabs.  Simple methods assuming normally-distributed fatigue data were straightforward 
to apply and gave reasonable correlation with the fatigue data, although they did not 
accurately describe the observed scatter.  The ASTM (2011) method described the data 
well, although unreasonably wide scatter bands were produced for both high and low 
load levels. 
 The Sendeckyj (1979) model was slightly more involved, but through an iterative process 
it gave good predictions of both the static and fatigue data. 
 The Brondsted et al. (1997) residual stiffness model was used to predict the fatigue lives 
of the GFRP-RC slabs, with the level of conservatism depending on the choice of 
stiffness degradation taken as a failure criterion.  The use of a 3% stiffness degradation 
value gave conservative estimates in all cases. 
 An evaluation of the proposed reinforcement system according to the provisions of the 
CHBDC and AASHTO LRFD bridge design codes demonstrated the feasibility of 
incorporating the proposed FRP reinforcement system in the design of slab bridges. 
9.2 Design Recommendations 
The design of FRP-RC slab bridges with post-tensioned tendons has been shown in Chapter 8 to 
be fairly straightforward.  While the reinforcement configuration will vary depending on the 
bridge geometry and loading, a few general design recommendations should be considered: 
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 An initial value for the slab depth can be selected using the recommended span-to-
depth ratio of 15, provided that clearance and support conditions permit.  Longer span-
to-depth ratios can be achieved with an increase in the total prestressing force applied. 
 Design the passive GFRP reinforcement to meet the required moment resistance based 
on the factored design loads.  After the strength conditions have been satisfied, 
prestressed CFRP tendons can be added to meet the design requirements at the service 
load. 
 Include a sufficient number of prestressed tendons to limit GFRP stresses, deflections 
and crack widths to meet serviceability criteria.  This will depend on the span length and 
support conditions of the slab.  The expected fatigue stress range in the GFRP 
reinforcement should be evaluated using the Sendeckyj (1981) model for a desired 
reliability and compared with the expected number of load cycles in the service life of 
the bridge.  If the concrete is expected to be cracked at the service load, deflections and 
crack widths should be predicted using the methods proposed in this thesis; the 
required prestressing force and number of tendons can be determined through an 
iterative process until all serviceability and fatigue criteria are satisfied.  
 Whenever possible, design for a progressive failure mode so that CFRP rupture does not 
result in total structural collapse but instead results in a redistribution of load to the 
passive GFRP reinforcement.  This can be achieved by choosing an effective prestress 
level that limits the remaining strain capacity in the CFRP tendons such that the tendons 
rupture at a load exceeding the factored design moment but less than the moment 
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resistance provided by the passive reinforcement only.  Doing so will ensure that ample 
visual warning is provided prior to catastrophic failure. 
 Use only fully-bonded tendons unless a frictionless system has been experimentally 
validated. 
 If necessary, provide shear reinforcement in the form of double-headed shear bars to 
prevent a brittle shear failure mode. 
9.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
A number of parameters were outside the scope of the present work, although they would 
provide a deeper understanding of some of the observations made in this study.  It is 
recommended that the following be considered for future work: 
 An experimental investigation on the effect of mean stress on the fatigue behaviour of 
GFRP reinforcing bars both in and out of concrete. 
 A study considering the fatigue behaviour of different types and diameters of FRP 
reinforcing bars. 
 A study investigating the effect of FRP surface treatment and concrete compressive 
strength and confinement on the fatigue behaviour of FRP bars in concrete. 
 An experimental and analytical program focusing on the shear fatigue behaviour of FRP-
RC members. 
 An investigation on the effect of variable amplitude loading on the damage 
accumulation in FRP reinforcing bars. 
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Appendix A – Load-Crack Width Response of Phase I Slabs 
 
a) Effect of reinforcement type and ratio 
 
b) Effect of prestressing – 0, 2 or 4 post-tensioned tendons 
Figure A.1 – Load-crack width response 
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c) Effect of prestressing – 2 or 4 post-tensioned tendons with 30% or 55% prestress 
 
d) Effect of cross-section depth 
Figure A.1 – Load-crack width response (continued) 
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e) Bonded vs. unbonded – 2 post-tensioned tendons 
 
f) Bonded vs. unbonded – 4 post-tensioned tendons 
Figure A.1 – Load-crack width response (continued) 
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g) Shear-reinforced prestressed slabs 
Figure A.1 - Load-crack width response (continued)
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Appendix B – Load-Strain Response of Phase I Slabs 
 
a) Effect of reinforcement type and ratio 
 
b) Effect of prestressing – 0, 2 or 4 post-tensioned tendons 
Figure B.1 – Load-strain response 
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c) Effect of prestressing – 2 or 4 post-tensioned tendons with 30% or 55% prestress 
 
d) Effect of cross-section depth 
Figure B.1 – Load-strain response (continued) 
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e) Bonded vs. unbonded – 2 post-tensioned tendons 
 
f) Bonded vs. unbonded – 4 post-tensioned tendons 
Figure B.1 – Load-strain response (continued) 
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g) Shear-reinforced prestressed slabs 
Figure B.1 - Load-strain response (continued) 
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